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Abstract

Today, the production industry represents a world wide business based on globalized infrastructure. Com-
petitive companies operate with centralized research and development departments in high-wage coun-
tries to ensure the coverage of market trends on high quality standards. The production infrastructure,
sales, and marketing are globalized enabling production flexibility, diversification of risks, exploitation
of locational advantages, and individualization of services to the chief markets.
In the luxury market segment, production quality is a key factor and has raised to one of the main core
competences of an automotive company. In order to sustain the production quality, companies heavily
invest in continuous modernization of their production facilities, improvements of their production pro-
cesses, and training of their personnel. Optimization efforts base on continuous infrastructure monitoring
and incremental adaptions on a trial-and-error basis. Larger rearrangements result out of optimization
projects with collaboration of production engineers and optimization specialists. Major layout changes
involve production engineers, optimization specialists, planning engineers, and simulation experts, and
require the usage of simulation tools in order to predict the impact and extend the decision basis. Within
such projects, people are confronted with a heterogeneous environment with diverging know-how and
tools. This disruption results in a complex working environment with many challenges for the involved
persons.
Although standard simulation based optimization methodology leads to benefits through its recommen-
dations on layout changes, tools and processes require a continuous participation of simulation experts.
Nevertheless, high priority projects for layout changes are only isolated events and efforts. The major
part of an infrastructure’s life cycle is related to standard operation with the need for incremental im-
provements. Thus, after layout change projects, simulation models and tools must be adapted towards
the usage by non-experts in order to ensure the needed sustainability and constantly raise the overall
equipment effectiveness.

Based on a detailed discussion of three case studies within the fields of logistics, production, and traffic
handling, this work reveals common requirements and objectives, which are needed to overcome today’s
impediments when using simulation tools for optimization activities. Based on these findings, the dis-
sertation contributes an extended methodology to the existing state of the art. The focus is on augmented
benefits out of the invested manpower, expertise, and effort. The methodology requires additional efforts
of simulation experts to reach a detailed reflection of reality after the completion of optimization projects.
This establishes simulation as tool for tactical and operative optimization based on the concomitant use
of simulation models on a high level of detail and installed monitoring infrastructure leading to sustain-
able benefits through incremental optimization steps.
Costs for manpower and expertise impede a continuous involvement of simulation experts in the daily
business. The contributed methodology demands a strict alignment of simulation towards standard pro-
duction needs and simplification of simulation tool usage in order to extend the toolbox of production
engineers with conducive benefits. This goal is reached by interfacing simulation software to a visualiza-
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tion and interaction environment enabling a virtual walk-through in a simulation based reality. Together
with the possibility to adapt running simulations with tangible devices, this addresses the main human
senses, and thus, enables production engineers to profit from simulation in their daily business.
The combination of simulation, visualization, and interaction is implemented within SAMSON. This
intercommunication framework is the main contribution of the thesis and fulfills the envisioned goals.
SAMSON takes care of interconnecting simulation software with a visual reconstruction of reality and
an SDG system to ensure an easy usability and interaction. This leads to an environment, which supports
the daily challenges of the production processes without the need of a continuous support with special
simulation skills. This sustainable principle results in a production support during the major part of a
facility’s life cycle and assists the involved personnel. SAMSON enables the disruption of barriers within
the collaboration of simulation experts and production engineers by making the needed tools available
and align their sustainable usage.
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Zusammenfassung

Die heutige Produktionsindustrie ist ein globalisiertes Geschäft mit weltweit verteilter Infrastruktur. Kon-
kurrenzfähige Unternehmen operieren dabei mit zentralisierter Forschung und Entwicklung in Hochlohn-
ländern, um Trends der Märkte mit hochqualitativen Produkten abzudecken. Die Produktionsinfrastruk-
tur, die Vermarktung und das Verkaufsgeschäft hingegen sind globalisiert. Dies ermöglicht eine erhöhte
Produktionsflexibilität, eine Diversifikation von Risiken, die Nutzung von Standortvorteilen und das Be-
dienen der Hauptabsatzmärkte mit individualisierten Dienstleistungen.
In der Luxusindustrie spielt heute die Produktionsqualität eine entscheidende Rolle und ist zu einem Al-
leinstellungsmerkmal für Unternehmen herangewachsen. Um die Produktionsqualität ständig zu verbes-
sern, investieren Unternehmen in hohem Masse in eine ständige Erneuerung der Produktionsinfrastruk-
tur, in Verbesserung der Produktionsprozesse und in die Ausbildung des Personals. Diese Optimierungs-
bemühungen basieren auf stetiger Überwachung und Auswertung der bestehenden Anlagen und deren
inkrementeller Verbesserung auf Basis einer Trial-and-Error-Methode. Grössere Anpassungen werden
durch Optimierungsprojekte in Zusammenarbeit mit Produktionsingenieuren und Optimierungsspezia-
listen angestossen. Nachhaltige Umbaumassnahmen werden von Projektteams mit der Beteiligung von
Produktionsingenieuren, Optimierungsspezialisten, Planungsingenieuren und Simulationsexperten vor-
angetrieben und erfordern den Einsatz von Simulationssoftware, um den Einfluss der geplanten Mass-
nahmen einzuschätzen und somit die Entscheidungsbasis zu verbessern. In solchen Projekten treffen
Teilnehmer in einem heterogenen Umfeld mit unterschiedlichen Fachkompetenzen und Werkzeugen auf-
einander.
Der Mehrwert von simulationsunterstützter Optimierungsmethodik und deren Einfluss auf Umbaumass-
nahmen in Projekten mit hoher Priorität ist heute unbestritten. Der Einsatz von Simulation erfordert
jedoch eine ständige Begleitung durch Simulationsexperten. Trotz der Wichtigkeit nachhaltiger Umbau-
massnahmen stellen diese im Vergleich zu der generellen Laufzeit einer Produktionsinfrastruktur nur
eine sehr beschränkte zeitliche Phase dar. Der ungleich grössere Teil des Infrastrukturlebenszyklus ist
geprägt durch den normalen Betrieb einer Anlage und inkrementellen Verbesserungsanstrengungen. Um
die Effizienz und Nachhaltigkeit einer Anlage zu gewährleisten, ist es deswegen sinnvoll, Simulations-
modelle und -werkzeuge auf den täglichen Einsatz durch Produktionsingenieure anzupassen.

Basierend auf einer detaillierten Diskussion dreier Anwendungsfälle aus den Gebieten der Logistik, der
Produktion und des Verkehrs, stellt diese Arbeit gemeinsame Anforderungen und Ziele vor, um heu-
tige Nachteile im Einsatz und der Nutzung von Simulationswerkzeugen für Optimierungszwecke zu
beseitigen. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen, leistet diese Dissertation einen Beitrag in Form einer
methodischen Erweiterung der heute gängigen Anwendungspraxis. Das Hauptaugenmerk liegt hierbei
auf einer Erhöhung des Nutzens der eingesetzten Arbeitskräfte, der zur Verfügung stehenden Experti-
se und dem zu erbringenden Aufwand. Die neue Methodologie erfordert eine zusätzliche Anstrengung
von den beteiligten Simulationsexperten, um nach erfolgtem Optimierungsprojekt das bestehende Si-
mulationsmodell auf eine detaillierte Repräsentation der Realität zu trimmen. Dadurch wird das Modell
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befähigt, einen Mehrwert für taktische und operative Massnahmen zu leisten und die parallel existierende
Überwachungs- und Auswertungsinfrastruktur zu ergänzen. Dies führt zu einer Förderung nachhaltiger
Verbesserungen und inkrementeller Optimierung.
Die Kosten für Simulationsexperten und deren Fachkenntnis verhindern deren ständige Beteiligung und
Einsatz im Tagesgeschäft. Aus diesem Grund fordert die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Methodologie eine
strikte Ausrichtung der Simulation auf die Anforderungen der Produktion und die Vereinfachung der Nut-
zung und Bedienung von Simulationswerkzeugen, um den Werkzeugkasten von Produktionsingenieuren
mit nützlichen Verbesserungen zu erweitern. Dies kann durch eine Vernetzung von Simulationssoftware
mit einer Visualisierungs- und Interaktionsumgebung erreicht werden, die es erlaubt, virtuelle Rund-
gänge in einer simulierten Realität durchzuführen. Eine gleichzeitig intuitive Bedienung der Simulation
auf Basis von einfach zu handhabenden Interaktionsgeräten erlaubt die Addressierung der menschlichen
Sinne und führt damit zu einer Unterstützung des Tagesgeschäfts von Produktionsingenieuren durch Si-
mulation.
Diese Arbeit präsentiert die Ergebnisse der Kombination von Simulation, Visualisierung und Interaktion
als Interkommunikationssystem mit dem Namen SAMSON. Dieses Framework stellt den Hauptbeitrag
der Dissertation dar und erfüllt die herausgearbeiteten Anforderungen und Ziele. SAMSON vernetzt Si-
mulationssoftware mit einer visuellen Rekonstruktion der Realität und einem Single Display Groupware
System, um die einfache und anwenderfreundliche Nutzung und Interaktion zu gewährleisten. Dies führt
zu einer Umgebung, die es ermöglicht, die tagtäglichen Herausforderungen von Produktionsprozessen zu
unterstützen, ohne eine ständige Begleitung durch Simulationsexperten sicherstellen zu müssen. Dieses
nachhaltige Betriebskonzept ist somit gleichzeitig auf den Hauptteil des Infrastrukturlebenszyklus aus-
gerichtet und unterstützt das verantwortliche Personal. SAMSON durchbricht somit die vorherrschenden
Schranken in der Zusammenarbeit zwischen Simulationsexperten und Produktionsingenieuren durch die
Bereitstellung des nötigen Werkzeuges und deren Ausrichtung auf einen nachhaltigen Nutzen.
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1Introduction

Today’s production industry has developed to a world wide business with globalized infrastructure. The
manufacturing companies intensively observe the markets, in order to recognize trends and to develop
the adequate solutions as quickly as possible. One of the core departments of a company to react on
market changes is the research and development (R&D) section. Despite progressing globalization, the
R&D departments are mostly kept centralized in high-wage countries to ensure the company’s market
impact through high quality standards. On the other hand, companies globalize their production network
to enable production flexibility and diversification of risks related to production costs. In combination
with globalized sales and distribution, this enables the exploitation of locational advantages and individ-
ualized services to the chief markets.
The success of a company is strongly influenced by its vertical range of manufacturing and the inte-
gration level of suppliers, as discussed in [1]. In the luxury segment of the production industry, the
production quality’s importance has raised to a core competence of a company. In order to sustain the
production quality, companies heavily invest in a continuous modernization of their production facilities
and equipment. Within this quality based production network, the assignments of new product lines and
the comprehensive management of the manufacturing strategy are based on a continuous performance
evaluation of the existing facilities and processes as a whole. The capability of production hereby is
assessed based on the implementation of key performance indicators (KPI) like overall equipment ef-
fectiveness (OEE), average production cost per product, product cycle time, time to market of product
changes, time to market of new products, current production availability, or level of quality and yield.
These indicators enable a comparison between facilities. Together with a minimal capability threshold,
the facility assessment also indicates the need for reinvestment in order to maintain the targeted quality
standard.

1.1 Background

As shown in Figure 1.1, a production facility can be characterized based on above mentioned perfor-
mance indicators and their assessment. The figure shows the recurrent cycle of investments and the
corresponding capability of the production facility. The investment diagram is characterized by recur-
rent investment peaks with a lead time, which can be defined as mean time to investment (MTTI). As
also shown in Figure 1.1, each investment peak is coupled with an increase in production capability and
followed by a continuous decrease during the actual production phase.
The overall production life cycle can be segregated into three different phases: the production phase, the
investment preparation phase, and the actual investment phase. The investment phase usually is coupled
to major strategic projects. The production phase is characterized by a continuous decrease of capability
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1 Introduction

and ends when reaching the predefined minimum capability threshold. The investment preparation phase
assesses the focus of major improvements and prepares the strategic projects.
The objective of any production industry of course needs to be to maximize the MTTI, minimize the
needed investments to regain production capability, and to exploit the time between strategic investments
by making advantage of the existing infrastructure as good as possible.

Figure 1.1: Relation between production capability and investment cycle. Major investments into the produc-
tion facility usually are made when the capability of the existing infrastructure drops below a certain
threshold. This leads to a recurrent investment cycle with a certain mean time to invest (MTTI).

From a timely view, auxiliary processes of production within running facilities can be segregated into
three different types: strategic, tactical, and operational processes. Strategic measures are related to
above mentioned production capability increases through major investments. Such projects and the re-
lated processes have a long-term perspective and are planned in detail. Tactical measures on the other
side can be medium-term reactions to market circumstances like the increased production of a special
product type. They are typical projects running within a production phase between major investments.
Operational measures are related to short-term reactions on the production lines. These can be related to
changes or rearrangements of the daily production sequence in order to optimize its processing. Both,
tactical and operational measures are needed to exploit the production phase as good as possible.
Based on a contextual focus, these production processes can also be segregated into tasks related to
planning, forecasting, monitoring, and optimization topics. These tasks do not only differ regarding
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to their objective, but also regarding to the different tools and the heterogeneous know-how of the in-
volved personnel. Production planning people focus on production priorities for the upcoming weeks or
months, gather information about the facility in relation to production constraints of distinct lines, and
prepare the upcoming production schedule. Topics related to forecasting of upcoming events are related
to simulation experts and the usage of specialized tools. These experts work with abstractions of the
real facility in order to support planning experts determining the right measures. The monitoring of the
production usually is assigned to production experts. These line managers supervise and control their
production infrastructure based on the analysis of real time data. The tools are based on the readout of
status information out of the production systems and enable the control of the equipment effectiveness.
According to the implemented resolution of these monitoring tools, the production experts are able to
perform incremental step optimization through trial-and-error. As soon as the optimization needs require
measures, which surpass operational improvements or process adjustments through work content shifts,
optimization projects are originated based on methods like Six Sigma or Lean Manufacturing. These
projects usually are supported by optimization experts in close collaboration with the production engi-
neers.
In this heterogeneous environment, people are confronted with the challenge of an information exchange
across diverging know-how and tools. Sometimes, even differences in languages, time zones, and culture
aggravate the situation. This results in a complex working environment with challenges for the involved
persons.

1.2 Motivation

Based on the analysis of today’s best practices related to simulation in the production industry, there
is a huge potential to benefit from synergy effects by implementing tools of simulation experts used
within strategic projects of investment phases into the daily routine of production engineers in the pro-
duction phases of a facility life cycle. This potential could be exploited enabling running production
environments to directly benefit from simulation experiments within their daily processes without any
intensive support by simulation experts. Today, the usage of discrete-event simulation tools is mostly
limited to high priority strategic projects during major investment phases, due to the need for a con-
tinuous involvement of simulation engineers. Although many companies are using monitoring systems
to track occurrences in their production systems during the production phases, the monitoring can be
complemented with simulation models on a high level of detail. This would prevent the incremental
optimization processes conducted by production experts from being limited to trial-and-error procedures
by an extension with forecasting capabilities. This leads to a distinction between high priority projects
related to extended layout changes guided by optimization teams with the participation of simulation
experts, and measures taken by line managers in order to improve their daily production environment
routine. The objective of such an approach is to maximize the mean time to investment (see Figure 1.1)
and to better exploit a facility’s capability between major investment projects.
The approach implies a simplification of DES tools and a breakthrough of the impediments and obstacles
related to know-how and background differences between simulation experts and production engineers.
In order to overcome this disruption, the focus of the research needs to be on the individual user and the
creation of an intuitive interaction and visualization interface addressing the main human senses. Such
an environment would have the ability to overcome the existing disruption in know-how and tools and
integrate simulation into the production phase of the facility life cycle. Therewith decisions on tactical
measures, like product sequencing and work content distribution, could be eased and fortified, leading to
a prevention of system instabilities and blocked line conditions.
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1 Introduction

1.3 Overview of the Dissertation

The dissertation can be segregated into four major sections which together lead to the big picture which
was elaborated. These areas are the explanatory section with introduction, state of the art, and contribu-
tion, a case study section with three industrial examples, the SAMSON implementation section, and the
conclusion and outlook.
After the first introductory part in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 gives an overview on the research in the related
field. This starts with discrete event simulation in production, and is followed by the topics of visualiza-
tion supported simulation and single display groupware. The conclusion outlines the main findings and
the research perspectives. Chapter 3 starts with a detailed analysis of the actual situation, explains the
methodological contributions to the state of the art, and points out the implemented benefits.
Within the subsequent three chapters, three different case studies related to the above presented phases
(production, investment preparation, and investment phase) are discussed in detail in order to instantiate
a broadly supported basis for the thesis. The first example in Chapter 4 is related to logistics optimization
activities for a mail-order pharmacy and related to a typical strategic project of an ongoing investment
phase to regain the needed production capability. The chapter covers an overview, a detailed problem
definition, the simulation related activities with model generation, measurements, verification and vali-
dation of the model, simulation runs, and their analysis. The chapter is finalized with a conclusion of the
example. Within the second case study in Chapter 5, the focus changes from logistics related simulation
activities towards a mass production related simulation of an engine final-assembly in the automotive
industry. The use case is related to an investment preparation phase which targets the assessment of the
focus for the subsequent strategic project. The chapter starts with a general overview on the case study
and is followed by a detailed problem definition. The main part of the chapter is related to the simulation
model generation, the needed measurements, the simulation runs, and their conclusion. The last case
study is related to traffic situations within urban areas, which suffer from extensive traffic jams during
rush hours. The topic is presented in Chapter 6 and, at first sight, seems to differ significantly from the
other two examples. On closer consideration though, the principles are identical, leading to a certain
generalization of the results. The example is related to measures during the actual production phase. The
chapter follows the same structure as the previous case studies. After an overview and the detailed prob-
lem definition, the traffic census, the model generation, and the accreditation of the model are discussed.
This is followed by simulation runs, their analysis, and a conclusion. In the end, the visualization of the
real location is presented.
The case study part of the dissertation is followed by a detailed discussion of the SAMSON implemen-
tation. Chapter 7 presents the intercommunication software, the implemented server, the clients, and
further code add-ons. In Chapter 8, the specific implementations are discussed which enable an inter-
communication with tabletop interaction, discrete event simulation, and visualization. SAMSON as main
contribution is analyzed in Chapter 9 based on its applications and capabilities.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 10, which offers a final overview on the work. The chapter also names
further implementation possibilities and research opportunities. Details and specifications which were
extracted out of the main text to ease the readability were added to Appendix A. These add-ons offer the
possibility to gain additional insights into some specific details of the work.
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2.1 Overview

The topic of simulation based optimization is a well known area in the production related industry.
Herein, especially the automotive industry is a shining example of flow production and manufacturing
efficiency. Its performance is based on high diligence in taking the right decisions on strategic, tactical,
and operational processes by the responsible engineers. Over the last decade, discrete event simulation
has grown to become the tool of choice to verify strategic decisions and tactical measures in early phases
of the production process life cycle or when planning major layout changes of the existing infrastructure.
However, this verification process is tedious and the usage of DES tools is complex. The task of veri-
fying suitable solutions is accomplished by simulation experts, mostly limited to high priority projects,
and hardly used in short-term prediction tasks nor during the daily business of incremental optimization
challenges. To support the optimization of operational processes, many companies established lean man-
ufacturing initiatives. The main tools used in this areas are real-time monitoring systems which measure
production processes to reveal bottlenecks and production constraints. The improvement process of the
daily business is based on trial-and-error and could be heavily supported by extending the currently used
tools with discrete event simulation.
A common answer to such a challenge in today’s industry is to assess the available solutions, deploy a
dedicated technology, and train the personnel to resolve the needs. However, the circumstances in this
specific topic of the production industry require a different concept based on its complexity. Also, too
many technical solutions can lead to an impediment reducing their impact (see [2]). As examined by
Decker et al. [3] within their survey covering 620 companies in the German industry, missing know-how
and a conservative attitude of employees are the main restraints when introducing new solutions into a
company.
The use of DES tools during the production phase (see Figure 1.1) requires a careful analysis of the needs
and challenges in order to find the right solution. This starts with the individual user and the thematic
context. Here, we find production experts without any simulation expertise and a complex production
system under running conditions. Unless the implementation of DES tools does not follow a user friendly
paradigm, the implementation of a simulation tool thus will inevitably lead to a rejection by the individ-
ual users on the production line based on the unacquainted software, the conservative attitude related to
innovations, and the associated risks for the running system. Thus any system design needs to focus on
the specific needs of the production engineers and create an interface which is based on appealing visual
and interactive concepts.
With a focus on the involved individual, Gibson [4] considers the human senses as perceptual system,
segregating these senses into the basic orienting, the auditory, the haptic, the taste-smell, and the visual
system. The next step is to analyze the needed collaboration of teams and their interactions in the targeted
use case. DeSanctis and Gallupe [5] define teams performing collaborative sessions and decision-making
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as groups of two or more people, which are responsible for problem detection, its elaboration, and for
creating solutions. These teams may be either located at the same physical location, or working together
remotely, but are aware of one another and perceive themselves as part of the team. In the production
industry, this teams are consisting of production and optimization experts communicating either locally
or remote in case of different production locations. Johansen [6] extends the definition of a team and
its interactions by classifying the occurring communication into synchronous or asynchronous, and local
or remote, spanning a space-time matrix. Lubich [7] classifies group communication according to its
intensity into the four categories informing, coordinating, collaborating, and cooperating starting from
the lowest up to the highest level of interaction intensity and integration. Sauter et al. [8] arrange existing
technological applications into a triangle classifying these applications along their support for commu-
nication, cooperation, and coordination.
In relation to the production system under running conditions, the focus needs to be on the separation of
reality and virtual representation. Hollan and Stornetta [9] argue for a new paradigm in the development
of collaboration tools. This paradigm can also be transported into the discussed area. Developers of a
new tool should target to go beyond the imitation of reality and focus on solutions which users prefer to
apply, even if they are not physically separated from the real system. Running production environments
need to be supported with simulation experiments without any intensive involvement of simulation ex-
perts. The goal is to simplify the usage of DES tools, such that they become a part of the improvement
process and can be applied by production engineers on a daily basis. This would support their decisions
on tactical measures like sequencing and work content distribution and thus, prevent system instabilities,
blocked line conditions, and improve the overall capacity of the production facility during its production
phase.
Based on the objectives of this thesis, the related work concentrates on the different fields of the solution.
The chapter is segregated into three sections and starts with a discussion of discrete event simulation in
Section 2.2. The second part is related to research concerning visualization supported simulation in Sec-
tion 2.3. This is followed by an overview on the field of single display groupware and intuitive interaction
in Section 2.4. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.5.

2.2 Discrete Event Simulation for Production Use Cases

Discrete event simulation has grown to become the standard tool to support the evaluation of new produc-
tion line installations or to verify major layout changes. In the early phases of factory planning projects,
planning and simulation engineers are an important part of the project team and take on the compre-
hensive responsibility of leading the way towards efficient production structures with their expertise in
optimization methods and simulation paradigms. Besides the implementation within strategic projects
mostly related to early phases of the production process life cycle, DES is also used for major adaptations
of existing assembly lines and for specific optimizations related to real-time production. Here, planning
and simulation engineers are usually involved as experts within a well-defined task. The expert team
goes through a standardized process of getting familiar with the specific use case, collecting relevant
data for the simulation, updating existing models or building up new ones, and verifying and validating
them before running the actual optimization experiments. In the end, the team reports the results and
makes suggestions on how to proceed. In literature, many different methodologies can be found which
discuss different approaches to conduct such simulation based optimization projects like the work of
Acél [10]. In the end, most methodologies resemble the above mentioned general outline, while keeping
their specialities.

Optimization projects always are time-consuming and costly. Therefore, many companies limit the usage
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of simulation resources to high priority projects. Nevertheless, the benefit of simulation is evident and
thoroughly discussed in literature. Rabelo et al. [11] provide background on discrete event simulation
and describe its main focus, like the design of new facilities, the evaluation of system improvements,
as well as planning and scheduling decisions. They suggest considering performance, robustness, and
stability as measures during an optimization process. Additionally, they point out some shortcomings of
current enterprise simulation frameworks mirroring hierarchical aspects of an enterprise. Sanchez [12]
discusses the value of robust design and stresses the importance of simulation sensitivity analysis, to-
gether with model verification and validation. Whereas, Carson et al. [13] and Swisher et al. [14] cover
the field of simulation optimization. Besides a discussion on measures and achievements improving
production throughput, Alden et al. [15] address an approach promoting methodical consistency across
an organization. This allows disparate user groups, e.g. simulation and production engineers, to access
identical analysis capabilities, and thus, to create comparable simulation results. In their book, Bayer
et al. [16] give a comprehensive overview on the application of simulation in the automotive industry.
However, despite a high acceptance of simulation tools, they mention drawbacks like insufficient stan-
dards, which hinder the efficient implementation of simulation technology. This topic is addressed by
Kibira and McLean [17] discussing the modeling and need of generic simulation approaches. Further-
more, Wood et al. [18] present possibilities to reduce human errors in simulation and the importance of
standardization to ensure the quality of the results.

In the above mentioned literature, simulation, whether it is related to the automotive industry or specific
on optimization, is applied over the whole span from strategic to operational tasks and is always used
as a tool for experts. As mentioned above, planning and simulation engineers take on a comprehensive
responsibility in strategic projects related to early phases of the production process life cycle. For pro-
duction related projects, however, these engineers are usually consulted by the project management team
and offer their expertise as a service. In general, the closer projects are related to real-time production,
the more planning and simulation engineers are replaced by production experts. On the one hand, this
means an increase in production expertise, but on the other hand, often also a lack of simulation knowl-
edge (see Figure 2.1). During the testing phase and after a set of successfully conducted trials, the project
lead is usually transferred to the responsible production team. This process can be described as a change
from a strategic towards a tactical and operational focus. Based on this change and the disruption of
know-how and implemented tools between simulation experts and production engineers, existing simu-
lation models loose their importance in the process. The spent efforts to represent reality with DES and
the possibilities to simulate adaptions are lost.

2.3 Visualization Supported Simulation

The coupling of discrete event simulation tools and virtual reality systems opens up a new dimension to
simulation supported processes. Visualization supported simulation addresses the main human sense and
helps to understand and enrich the way of analyzing and improving a given problem. As mentioned by
Strassburger et al. [19], the coupling of simulation and virtual reality was intensively developed in train-
ing simulators and implemented with sophisticated hardware and software installations. Optimization
activities for production and logistics on the other hand are usually based on commercial discrete event
simulation software with certain capabilities for visualization. Nevertheless, most software is lacking
features to allow an interactive control by the user, and thus, impedes training capabilities through miss-
ing immersion. Strassburger et al. [19] also stated that only a few applications were implemented which
combine autonomous simulation and VR. These usually are limited to uni-directional communication
missing the possibility to influence the simulation from outside and are only used to visualize the sim-
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Figure 2.1: Production process life cycle and qualitative representation of process dependent knowledge distribu-
tion.

ulated occurrences. A deep integration would allow the user an immersive interactivity with the system
and thus would support the optimization process. Strassburger et al. mentioned the synchronization of
the simulation software and the VR system as the most important task when intending a coupling. It
has to be insured that the time in both systems advances in parallel. The authors propose an appropriate
classification for the coupling of such environments, which is segregated into four characteristics:

• Temporal Parallelism: This can be either a concurrent or a post-run execution of the simulation
and visualization systems.

• Interaction: Here, the two systems either react bidirectional to commands of the other system, or
work as a unidirectional implementation with a visualization reacting on the simulation system.

• Hardware Platform: The two systems can either be installed on one platform as a monolithic /
homogeneous system, or as a distributed environment.

• Visualization Tool Autonomy: Finally, the visualization tool can be either integrated into the
simulation software, or external working as independent tool.

Following Strassburger et al., the main challenges, which need to be addressed when combining simula-
tion and visualization applications, are the mapping between the two systems, the data exchange between
the models, and the time synchronization.

Akpan and Brooks [20] conducted experimental studies analyzing the impact of virtual reality on discrete
event simulation models. They compared simulation examples constructed in 2D with models built in a
3D/VR environment displayed as 2.5D for the occurrence of errors. The results of the analysis show that
errors can be detected more easily in 3D environments and users do understand modeled operations bet-
ter in 3D than in 2D, independent of background or technical ability. In a second publication, Akpan and
Brooks [21] discuss the skepticism of simulation practitioners about VR-based discrete event simulation
(VRSIM). The main argue is a missing empirical evidence establishing clear benefits of VRSIM over
the conventional 2D modeling. The conducted surveys address the question about the added value of 3D
supported simulation. Standard claims about VRSIM are the benefits in problem definition, the easier
model validation as errors can be spotted better in a 3D model than in 2D, and enhanced understanding
for the model behavior. The 3D visualization usually is claimed to be invaluable for communicating new
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ideas and present results to customers with non-technical background. 3D visualization also is declared
to be enabling decision-makers and inexperienced model users to base their decisions on plausible simu-
lation. The publication’s survey targeted industry and academic users of 2D and 3D simulation software.
The results of the survey indicate that VRSIM indeed improves the accuracy of simulation models, and
that during model demonstrations 3D software improves the support of communication with clients and
the clients’ understanding for the model. This leads to an increased confidence in the solution. Neverthe-
less, 3D models also are stated to be more difficult to build and related to a time consuming realization
process without a guarantee for a better solution.
The field of VRSIM is explored by many researchers and into many different directions. As a short
excerpt, the following three examples show the variety of the field. Within their work, Dangelmaier et
al. [22] discuss a two-tier approach to control and improve material flow by means of real-time user
immersive visualization. Their goal is to support interactive analysis of 3D material flow simulations by
combining static optimization to compute material flow, and a reactive algorithm computing probabilistic
disturbances. Kamat and Martinez [23] on the other hand, present a framework called VITASCOPE as a
3D visualization environment based on discrete event simulation tools to animate the displayed objects.
Hereby, the system interprets data streams and manipulates computer aided design (CAD) models while
having the ability to be used as post-processed or concurrent visualization. In the end, Rehn et al. [24]
present and discuss the benefits of coupling DES models with immersive virtual reality environments
to enable the user to interact with the existing objects. This allows creating virtual assembly trainings,
increasing the speed to market of products, and supporting the concurrent product and process design.
The focus of their research is to enable fully immersive training and to support dynamic interactions of
the user.

2.4 Single Display Groupware

Since the publications of the first multi-touch interaction system using frustrated total internal reflection
(FTIR) [25] to track interactions, and subsequent adaptations like [26], the public attention for the field
of Single Display Groupware (SDG) and multi-touch interaction started to rise. Subsequently, many
do-it-yourself tutorials on how to build low-budget multi-touch systems were published, and the number
of lifestyle and home entertainment demo applications, like sorting picture galleries and playing games,
started to grow.
The basic concept of SDG was first introduced by Stewart et al. [27]. Other than the usual principle of
a single user manipulating a single input device, Stewart et al. present a software model which intends
to enable multiple users to work simultaneously at a single computer display. The objective is to support
group work and collaboration between collocated team members on a single screen. The principle is
based on the contemporaneous use of multiple input devices allowing intuitive advantages in collabora-
tive setups. The collaborative benefits were analyzed within a user study and resulted in an enhanced
collaborative communication.
Some years earlier, Bier et al. [28] introduced a software architecture and user interfaces to support
multi-user interaction on a single screen. The solution called Multi-Device Multi-User Multi-Editor
(MMM) was introduced as a system allowing sharing of text strings and graphical objects with simulta-
neous access by different users. The visible components were segregated into Home areas, Editors, and
Menus. Tests were related to the interactions within editors (creating rectangles, adapting their size, and
performing repositioning), selections and feedback (color highlighting of selected objects), or multi-level
collaboration (contemporaneous use of different operations).
Further technical aspects are presented by Fitzmaurice et al. [29]. Within their paper, they introduce a
concept for graspable user interfaces allowing the control and handling of virtual objects through physical
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objects, called bricks. These input devices are used on a horizontal display and extend the usual input de-
vices like mouse and keyboard. The devices are separated into space-multiplexed and time-multiplexed
devices. Space-multiplexed devices are related to one specific task, while time-multiplexed devices con-
trol different functions at different points in time. Fitzmaurice et al. mention several advantages of
graspable user interfaces like two handed interactions, context sensitive input devices, proving expres-
siveness and communication capacity with the computer, mapping of controls to specific controllers, or
the collaborative usage.

Over time, many different systems were presented which integrate above mentioned principles. One
of the early multi-interaction systems is BUILD-IT [30]. This computer vision-based environment was
presented in 1998 and is designed as planning tool for construction and design tasks. The main principle
is an improved integration of the virtual world into the real world by the implementation of natural user
interfaces following the principles of Fitzmaurice, Ishii and Buxton [29]. The main task of the BUILD-
IT system is related to the support of engineers in designing plants and assembly lines. The system is
built as a combination of a 2D top view of the virtual world onto a standard table and a 2.5D side view
projected to a wall, as a perspective into the virtual space. The system uses two projectors to visualize
these two views and is equipped with a CCD camera with an infrared (IR) emitting device in order to
shine onto the tabletop. The natural user interfaces are little bricks for the users’ interactions and are
equipped with an IR reflecting foil. By using an IR pass filter, the camera tracks the movements of the
objects on the table and passes them to the software application. Here, this information is used based on
the time-multiplexing paradigm mentioned by Fitzmaurice et al. [29] supporting basic operations like
positioning of objects, deselecting and fixing machinery, re-selection or deleting objects, and moving
cameras around.
DiamondTouch on the other side is a tabletop system working on the basis of capacitive position detec-
tion. It was presented 2001 by Dietz and Leigh [31]. The publication presents the technical principle of
a touch-sensitive input device for multiple and simultaneous interaction on front-projected setups. The
system supports the distinction of different users enabling an association of the specific touch event. The
setup uses a ceiling-mounted projector onto the capacitive device. The touch principle is introduced
in order to overcome the impediments of multiple mouse pointers, which are difficult to track on large
display surfaces. In order to differentiate the touches, the system uses capacitive coupling through the
human body. As soon as a user touches the DiamondTouch surface, a capacitive circuit is completed
running from the transmitter within the DiamondTouch device, through the touch point and the user, to
the user’s receiver in its chair, and back to the transmitter. Using this principle, multiple simultaneous
touches and their identification to a specific user are enabled.
Sugimoto, Hosoi, and Hashizume in 2004 presented Caretta [32], a system to support face-to-face col-
laboration using personal and shared spaces. The system is based on a multiple-input sensing board as
shared workspace and a personal digital assistant (PDA) per user as personal device. This enables a
collaboration between multiple participants, while the users keep a certain personal space and can switch
between public interaction and private areas. Object recognition on the tabletop surface is performed
using radio frequency identification (RFID) tags in each object, and a multiple-input sensing board. The
evaluation takes place based on an urban planning task. Within the shared workspace, objects are moved
around, following the plans on the private PDA spaces. The system shows the benefits of multiple-input
devices and a shared workspace by extending existing principles with private areas to support interper-
sonal communication and collaboration.
In 2006, Ganser et al. presented the InfrActables system ([33], [34], and [35]). This system is a wireless
based implementation of graspable user interfaces based on infrared light allowing multiple users to in-
teract simultaneously on back-projection displays. The basic principle is based on a camera underneath
the tabletop surface which detects IR emitting diodes. These diodes are integrated into different kinds
of graspable user interfaces and send a specific 5 digit bit code to the camera. Using an IR pass filter
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and synchronization between camera and devices, the camera detects the location, the ID, and additional
states of the user interfaces through analysis of the taken pictures. Pen devices are equipped with a sin-
gle diode, while larger devices integrate several IR diodes in order to enable not only a location based
identification, but also a readout of the actual rotation. Further details can be found in [36].
A similar concept is underlying within the first Microsoft Surface table [37]. This back projection system
enables multiple users to interact on a tabletop. The difference to the InfrActables is the interaction with
touch. The surface table uses an IR illuminating device underneath the projection screen which sends out
its light to any object placed on the surface. The object reflects the IR light back into the table, where it is
captured by cameras with IR pass filters. Using blob detection software, the devices are recognized and
interpreted through segregation into single finger touches, blobs, and other devices enabling multi-touch
on a back projection system. Nevertheless, the identification of the blobs can’t be assigned to a specific
user as in the DiamondTouch or the InfrActables system.

Lately, former SDG systems with multi-interaction capabilities like the above mentioned DiamondTouch
[31], InfrActables [33], or Microsoft Surface [37] were followed by two promising systems, i.e. Thin-
Sight [38], and MightyTrace [39]. Both are integrating their tracking technology into commercial liquid
crystal displays (LCD), and thus drastically reduce their space requirements.
In 2007, Hodges et al. presented a versatile multi-touch sensing system for thin form-factor displays
[38]. The system allows the detection of multiple fingers placed on or near the display surface without
any usage of touch force. The system is embedded behind a commercial LCD and uses IR opto-sensors
to emit IR light and detect IR reflecting objects near the location of the sensor while keeping the original
display capabilities. These sensors are placed behind the LCD panel as a grid which allows a detection
of the reflecting objects near the surface.
Shortly afterwards in 2008, Hofer et al. published their work about MightyTrace [39]. This work was
influenced by the InfrActables system [33] and antecedent publications like [40]. The principle is con-
gruent with ThinSight and targets the reduction of the form factor for multi-interaction devices using
LCD panels. The technology of MightTrace is based on IR sensors and the IR emitting devices of the
InfrActables technology. This leads to a system which overcomes impediments of user identifications
and allows a detection of device specific actions. The MightyTrace technology was developed to a fully
integrated tabletop system allowing the collaboration of multiple users on a shared display. Further de-
tails can be found in [41] and [42].
Some recently published work like [43] also conveys a trend to support industrial-oriented tasks with
collaborative hardware. Similar to the intended objectives of SAMSON, Ceruti et al. presented the Fac-
tory Layout Planner (FLP) [44]. The system envisions a support of multi-site and multi-level distributed
design of factory layout and the performance of simulation. FLP thus aims at the integration of DES and
3D simulation on a multi-touch tabletop device, while in comparison to SAMSON, it is designed for the
early stages of production planning where simulation experts are at hand.

2.5 Concluding Summary

Although DES software like [45], [46], [47], [48], or [49] is widely used within industry, literature shows
an orientation of this software packages towards simulation experts. The usability is designed for the us-
age by professionally trained users as the handling and methodology is complex. This is extended by the
outnumbered possibilities these software packages offer, which makes it very difficult for non-experts
to establish themselves and start comprehending the principles of simulation modeling and optimization
overall.
Nevertheless, most projects are executed in close collaboration between simulation experts and produc-
tion engineers, and several publications show the efforts to establish simulation in the standard processes,
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as its value is out of question. Such efforts go towards standardization of simulation models for specific
industry sectors [17] or the standardization of model types in order to reduce human errors [18].
DES tools more and more are coupled with visualization capabilities. This has several reasons, first to
reduce errors during the modeling of course. This is a direct support of simulation engineers, and thus,
used for the verification phases when the basic behavior of the model is verified. The visualization ca-
pabilities of today’s DES tools surpass this step and enable a 3D representation of a facility and offer
large databases with 3D models of typical production equipments. This representation stage often is not
simulated, but animated with simple movements and not representing the actual simulated behavior. The
visualizations often are used within early factory plannings and implemented to convince decision mak-
ers. 3D models with a simulated background on the other side help in the discussions of optimization
projects, when people with different background and know-how are elaborating solutions and discussing
simulated results.
The field of SDG systems is a lively research area with many hardware and software solutions to support
the collaboration of users. The solutions are related to the major research fields of computer supported
cooperative work (CSCW) and human computer interaction (HCI). Overall, the field started to develop
solutions for users with a shared interaction paradigm already long time ago. Nevertheless, the boom of
easy interaction devices using their multi-touch capabilities led to a variety of SDG systems. The inter-
action capabilities and the ease of use support a paradigm which enables users to interact on hardware
systems and to use specialized software without tedious learning of principles.
The elements to disrupt the barriers within the collaboration of simulation experts and production engi-
neers are given. The main challenge is to bring them together and align their usage to sustainable use
cases.
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3.1 State of the Art and Need for Action

The literature research in Chapter 2 focuses on the fields of the usage of discrete event simulation for
production related optimization efforts, the needed interface to support production experts with no ex-
pertise in the field of simulation, and the fields of visualization supported simulation and single display
groupware as an implementation of an intuitive simulation interface.
The actual state of the art lacks the support for incremental optimization steps during the production
phase of a facility’s life cycle. This is based on the missing support of production engineers during their
daily challenges of exploiting the capabilities of the installed equipment to the maximum. In order to
achieve a higher equipment effectiveness, production engineers need to be provided with means which
enable a forecasting based on professional simulation tools. A support by simulation experts in this phase
is not realistic as the involvement would be too costly and requiring an extensive production expertise.
Although simulation research clearly shows the support throughout the different phases from strategic to
operational projects, the simulation tools are designated for experts. Thus, planning and simulation engi-
neers are responsible for the optimization concepts and deliver a service. Based on this way of working,
the incremental optimization steps needed in order to prolong the MTTI between investment peaks (see
Figure 1.1) are not supported with simulation tools and major equipment capability is wasted.
The field of VRSIM on the other hand shows the capability of visualization supported simulation. Several
commercial discrete event simulation solutions already implement some sort of visualization possibili-
ties. Nevertheless, most software is lacking features to allow an interactive control by the user or realistic
representation, and thus, impedes the easy use of the solution. In this field, one of the major challenges
when combining simulation and visualization applications is the mapping between the two systems, the
data exchange between the models, and the time synchronization.
Several surveys proof the benefit of VRSIM solutions over conventional 2D modeling. Nevertheless, in
order to support the field of incremental optimization steps in the production field, VRSIM needs to be
extended with interaction capabilities like the ones offered within SDG systems. Most of the SDG sys-
tems mainly focus on lifestyle and home entertainment demo applications, like sorting picture galleries
and playing games. Just lately, some systems started to concentrate also on the support of production
related use cases.
The major benefit and thus the clear need for action is the combination of state of the art simulation
tools, the visualization of reality through 3D virtual representation software, and an intuitive interaction
concept based on SDG systems. The combination of these elements has the ability to solve the existing
disruption in the collaboration between simulation experts and production engineers, and thus, resolve
the missing support of incremental optimization in the production phase between major investments.
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3.2 Implementation and Contribution Focus

The production industry focuses on the efficiency of their production facilities in order to keep their
competitiveness on a high level. The technical installations get modernized regularly and run through
several optimization cycles during their life cycle (investment phase). The production processes are im-
proved constantly based on methodologies like Six Sigma and Lean Manufacturing. The optimization
efforts start with continuous monitoring of the running infrastructure and incremental adaptions on a
trial-and-error basis leaded by the process engineers and line managers (production phase). Larger rear-
rangements are results of optimization projects based on intensive collaboration of production engineers,
line managers and optimization specialists. The data basis for these projects is related to installed mon-
itoring systems or temporarily installed measuring campaigns. Major layout changes with high costs
usually are declared as high-priority projects and lead to a collaboration of larger teams. Before starting
such a major change, the current infrastructure is evaluated in order to determine the focus of the needed
improvements (investment preparation phase). This involves not only the production engineers and line
managers, but also the optimization specialist, planning engineers, and simulation experts. In order to
ensure the need for extensive investments, the decision basis is extended from the results out of the mon-
itoring systems, which are related to the actual installation, towards a simulation of the intended changes
in order to predict their impact. As discussed in Chapter 1, this leads to heterogeneous collaboration
teams in relation to their background, know-how, and the used tools.

Figure 3.1: State of the art methodology for high priority optimization projects. Starting point is the as-is system.
Using state of the art simulation methodology, the as-is system is reflected within a general simulation
model representing the real system dynamics. Implementing optimization methodology, this simula-
tion model is adapted towards an improved working principle. This leads to layout recommendations
and guidelines for the actual plan of changing the layout of the actual system.

The actual process of such high-priority projects is depicted in Figure 3.1. The project of course starts
with a detailed project definition comprising also a detailed situation analysis and formulated objectives.
Within the second phase, simulation experts take over the lead and start with a first simulation model
draft, choosing the intended level of detail needed to fulfill the requirements. This is followed by par-
allel data collection and model design, and concluded with the accreditation of the simulation model
through verification and validation of the implementation (see definition in [50]). This process leads
to a reconstruction of reality with a representation of correct system dynamics. Based on optimization
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methodology and numerous adaption loops, simulation experts are able to determine an optimal system
layout in relation to the formulated project objectives. The main benefits of the methodology though are
the insights into the existing system and an in depth analysis of the system’s behavior. In the end, this
leads to an extensive know-how of the simulation experts which is very hard to share. The know-how
transfer from simulation experts towards production engineers usually is limited to close down work-
shops or meetings with the presentation of diagrams showing the results of the simulation analysis and
optimization activities. Based on this very restricted manner the learned lessons need to be transported
to the project owners with recommendations how to change the real system in order to optimize the
equipment effectiveness. After this recommendation, the project team progresses with the planning of
the needed adaptions and their implementation. Three typical examples for such challenges are pre-
sented within case studies in Chapter 4 (investment phase), Chapter 5 (investment preparation phase),
and Chapter 6 (production phase). The presented examples are related to logistics, mass production, and
traffic handling, and demonstrate the applicability within the different phases of the facility life cycle.

Figure 3.2: Contributed extension of state of the art methodology with the goal of incremental optimization ca-
pabilities for tactical and operative adaptions. The methodology bases on an additional effort by
simulation experts to adapt the existing model towards a high level of detail model of the new facility.
This allows using simulation for the daily challenges of production engineers and line managers.

The dissertation supplements the existing state of the art with an extended methodology. High priority
projects, like the ones described above, and their methodology are only isolated events and efforts in
relation to the life cycle of a company’s facility equipment. The execution of such projects implies
high expenses not only through the layout change costs, but also through the needed personnel and
know-how to execute such projects. The extended methodology focuses on an augmented benefit out of
this appointed manpower, expertise, and effort. As depicted in Figure 3.2, the extended methodology
includes additional steps after the major layout change campaign in order to transport the results into
the production phase of the facility life cycle. The methodology requires an additional effort of the
simulation experts, which is based on the newly installed facility layout. The effort’s goal is an accurate
simulation model on a high level of detail, which reflects the new situation of the facility. Based on the
already existing simulation model and its adaptions within the optimization steps, the additional efforts
to reach this point can be regarded as limited and bearable. Once the new reflection of reality is realized,
the simulation model can be used for tactical and operative optimization based on the concomitant use
of the installed monitoring infrastructure and simulation models on a high level of detail. This leads
to sustainable benefits through incremental optimization steps during the run-time of the facility. The
impact of simulation thus not only remains limited to single events during major layout changes of a
facility, but influences the facility’s performance for a long time. This concept also is a drastic change
of the usual optimization routines based on monitoring installations and the interpretation of the past.
The trial-and-error procedures are extended with the possibility of virtual tests before implementation.
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The simulation model itself offers the possibility to run data out of the production history, in order to
analyze impediments of past production runs, but also to verify production sequences for upcoming
schedules. Based on the extended possibilities for methodological analysis, production engineers even
could simulate the impact of minor layout or equipment changes, like introducing a new machine with
higher productivity, without any extensive support of production planners and simulation experts.

The presented methodological contribution implies some further requirements. The operation and opti-
mization of the daily production sequences are within the responsibility of the production engineers and
line managers. The costs for manpower and expertise impede a continuous involvement of simulation
experts during the daily routines focusing on tactical and operational improvements without any layout
changes. The methodological implementation thus requires a strict alignment of the simulation model
towards the processes of the standard production needs and a simplification of the usage of the simu-
lation tools. Only then, simulation can be integrated into the toolbox of production engineers with the
conducive benefits.

In order to enable the simplification of simulation software usage, this dissertation contributes a frame-
work named SAMSON (see Chapter 7) which is based on the detected deficiency of the current state of
the art and the requirements out of the three case studies in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6. The
framework focuses on the unification of following main elements:

• Adaptive simulation models, which can be used as a basis to reflect the real system dynamics.

• Suitable visualization capabilities to address the visual senses of users and enable a virtual walk-
through of the reality.

• User-friendly interaction methods to support ease of use and address the haptic channel.

Figure 3.3: SAMSON hardware environment to support collaboration for tactical forecasting.

The SAMSON framework is an intercommunication software which connects these main elements needed
in order to support production engineers and line managers to use the simulation software as a standard
tool in their daily business. As presented within [51], the approach requires an in-depth analysis of the
specific use case.
This analysis needs to identify the critical production processes, their parameters, the constraints on these
processes, and the general objectives of the company. Next, existing simulation models must be adapted
to the specified environment and tuned towards a tactical forecasting of identified objectives. Finding
the right level of detail and leading the simulation model towards an adequate and robust solution is a
cyclical process. The implementation procedure consists of the description of the project to clarify the
purpose of the simulation, the acquisition of data out of the monitored production system, the develop-
ment of the model itself, and its accreditation. Once this process is concluded, it is possible to restrict
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the number of variables, and thus to provide the possibility of executing simulation experiments on a
non-expert level, to connect this tool to an optimization engine, and to analyze its results for identifying
valuable improvement scenarios.
However, an in-depth analysis and the adaption of the simulation model are only the first of a number of
steps needed to reach the objective of efficiently supporting production engineers. Another keystone of
the approach is to integrate an intuitive interaction capability as known from Single Display Groupware
(SDG) environments such as Microsoft Surface [37] or MightyTrace [39]. These tabletop systems re-
place the interaction using keyboard and mouse by the usage of pens, tangible user interfaces (TUI), and
touch interactions with fingers. They adapt the graphical user interface (GUI) to match their multi-user
capability and the intended ease of use. As discussed by Stewart et al. [27] and Shen et al. [52], this
enables the user to concentrate on the discussion without being distracted by handling the system.
Another fundamental component is the virtual representation of reality. This representation needs to be
implemented as an interactive environment, which shows all relevant occurrences and events. Using a
game engine like the one of Blender [53], simulation tool events can be translated into movements within
a virtual environment. The simulation runs can be augmented into a spatially correct representation. In
addition, the game engine offers the possibility to perform a virtual walk-through of the production floor.
This supports the usual inspection walkways of production engineers and enables the possibility to com-
pare simulated situations with well-known occurrences from everyday routine. Since the production
engineers are not used to the abstract user interface and data representation of DES software, this eases
detailed discussions on the introduction of new products, the distribution of new work content, or line
balancing measures by illustrating the results of simulations, conceptual trials, and experiments.
The SAMSON framework thus takes care of interconnecting simulation software with a visual recon-
struction of reality, in order to address the visual sense of the users, and bases on the usage of an SDG
system to ensure an easy usability and interaction (see Chapter 8). The interconnection of these three
components (simulation, visualization, and interaction) leads to an environment, which supports the daily
challenges of the production processes without the need of a continuous support with special skills like
simulation expertise. This sustainable principle supports production during the major part of a facility’s
life cycle and assists the involved personnel with several application possibilities (see Chapter 9).
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4Case Study: Logistics

4.1 Overview

The presented case study within this chapter focuses on logistics optimization activities for a mail-order
pharmacy in Switzerland. As presented in detail within [54], the company offers delivery services for
pharmacies and physicians (B2B), as well as direct retail to consumers (B2C). The most significant op-
eration volume is related to B2B business, although the company’s strategy wants to foster the B2C
business in the future. B2B customers do have the possibility to post orders until 06:30 pm with a guar-
anteed delivery on the next workday. The distribution channels of the pharmacy are parcel post for the
B2C market and distant B2B customers, while the regional B2B business is supplied by the company’s
own delivery service. The incoming orders reach their peak around the daily deadline and are mainly
related to the B2B sector. The B2B customers can be segregated into a group placing just single orders,
and into a group having the possibility to place multiple orders a day. The B2C sector is characterized
by small orders containing only a few items which are coming in spread over the whole day.
Internal logistics are based on an extensive roller conveyor system transporting boxes between the dif-
ferent stations (see an example in Figure 4.1). The processing of the incoming orders takes place in
fully automated, semi-automatic, and manual stations. The general item assignment to the three different
station types is performed based on the their distribution volume and the dimensions of an item. The
incoming B2B orders are assigned to an order-specific box, while several B2C orders are bundled into
one box due to their small number of items. After their processing, these bundled B2C orders need to
be separated before they can be parceled. The processing of a box can be interrupted due to missing
items or in case of a multi-order customer. These boxes are stored temporarily in a retaining buffer. On
peak days, mostly Mondays and Tuesdays, the facility handles up to 3.600 boxes. During these peaks,
the roller conveyor system gets jammed in certain sections diminishing its process volume or even is
blocking completely. These circumstances obstruct the daily process, but first and foremost impede an
expansion of the business into the planned B2C sector. The intention of the company of course is to
resolve these congestion issues on the facility’s main intersection in order to raise the overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) and to be able to proceed with the strategic plan of extending the B2C market.

This case study is an exemplary assignment within a high priority optimization project in the investment
phase of a facility life cycle (see Chapter 1.1) with the involvement of several stakeholders and experts
like the higher management, consultants, production planners, production engineers, and simulation
experts. The objective of the project of course is to find the needed measures in order to enable an
expansion towards the B2C sector on the existing logistics system. Several major layout adaptions are
under consideration like repositioning of the retaining buffer, extension of the roller conveyor, or a bypass
into the parceling section.
In relation to SAMSON, this case study shows in perfection the usual state of the art approach. As
presented in Chapter 3, the company wants to ensure the need for extensive investments and initiates
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a high priority project with extended involvement of experts. The goal is to fortify the decision basis
with simulation activities in order to predict the impact of the intended changes. The state of the art
approach of course is to use standard simulation methodology and create a simulation model reflecting
the real system on the needed level of detail. This model is used as a basis to simulate the intended
changes and compare the simulation results with the current system. After the analysis of the results,
the simulation expert presents recommendations which will lead to certain layout changes. This process
works very good for the intended objective, but it has several drawbacks. The recommendations need to
be explained based on diagrams in order to transport the content of the results. This represents a very
limited manner of communication. In addition, the recommendations usually are transported to the team
within a meeting which does not create the awareness of being a part of the process for all involved
stakeholders. This could lead to a rejection of the results. Nevertheless, the worst drawback is the loss
of the simulation expertise after this close-down meeting. The simulation model is left on a level of
detail which is beneficial for the high priority project, but does not support the daily challenges of the
production engineer after the layout changes. In addition to it, simulation still is not part of the daily
routine and thus is not able to support incremental optimization steps. This case study is an exemplary
study showing the issues of a optimization project following the state of the art methodology and working
out the requirements of the needed changes to the way of working.

In Section 4.2, the problem definition of the mail-order pharmacy is presented with details on the issues of
the conveyor system. The measuring activities and the model design are discussed in Section 4.3. Section
4.4 presents the results of the simulation runs with an analysis based on the optimization focus. The
chapter is concluded in Section 4.5 and followed by a section related to above mentioned requirements
of the extended methodology covered by SAMSON in Section 4.6.

Figure 4.1: Visualization of the mail-order pharmacy with its roller conveyor system. The blue boxes are used to
guide the B2B and B2C orders through the facility.
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4.2 Problem Definition

The observed system related to logistics must be analyzed and structured into functional segments. The
process view based on the logistical segments of the mail-order pharmacy can be segregated into five sec-
tions: Incoming Orders and Goods, Processing of Orders, Retaining Orders, Parceling and Dispatching,
and Shipping (compare with Figure 4.2). As presented within [54], incoming orders trigger assignments
which are released to the conveyor system based on a controller handling the interval between the assign-
ment’s initialization. The mean cycle time between boxes lies around 11 to 13 sec and can be adapted
manually based on the actual system load. Once the assignment is released, it gets physically mapped to
a box which travels through the whole system ending up in the parceling and dispatching section. These
boxes first pass a printer station where the order is added into the box as a printed list. After this first
station, the box travels through the automatic, semi-automatic, and manual areas of the processing sec-
tion, while stopping only at the stations where it needs to collect an item. The control of the box’s path is
realized with barcode scanners and actuators adapting the path on the roller conveyor system. After the
processing, boxes of multi-order customers and boxes with an order of special items which are not kept
in stock, are guided into the retaining buffer. Here, the boxes wait until the missing items are available,
an additional order is placed, or the timely order deadline for the day is reached. All boxes which are
ready to be sent, either directly after the processing section or coming out of the retaining buffer, are
transported towards the parceling and dispatching areas for B2C and B2B customers.

Figure 4.2: Visualization of the different logistical segments of the facility. The core sections are the process-
ing, the retaining of boxes to enable customers the possibility to order multiple times a day, and the
parceling and dispatching areas.

The conveyor system of the mail-order pharmacy gets jammed during the peak time of incoming orders,
which are related specially to Mondays and Tuesdays. These jams lead to a higher processing time for
each box due to the waiting times on the conveyor system. The jams occur always at the main intersec-
tion of the facility, which interconnects the different sections of the mail-order pharmacy (processing,
retaining, parceling). This intersection is responsible to redirect the boxes to their needed destinations
and is implemented within a spatially limited area (see Figure 4.3). The intersection is crossed by all
boxes which are leaving the processing section towards the retaining buffer, towards the shipping areas
of B2C and B2B, or towards an additional semi-automatic processing station on the other end of the hall,
which is used for above mentioned special items which are not kept in stock. At the same time, the inter-
section is also crossed by all boxes exiting the retaining buffer towards the processing area, towards the
additional semi-automatic station, or leaving the system for good traveling towards the shipping sections.
This Gordian knot is the centerpiece of the system and therefore highly charged.
The intention of the company of course is to resolve these congestion issues on the facility’s main in-
tersection in order to raise the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) and to be able to proceed with
the strategic plan of extending the B2C market. Although the B2C orders are spread over the day and
differ from the order habits of the B2B customers, the simultaneous load in the evening peaks reaches the
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conveyor system’s capacity limits. This timely overlay is based on the shipping deadlines of the parcel
post mainly used for B2C orders and the peak times of the B2B market.
The main goal of the optimization activities is a proper system analysis looking for the root causes of
the occurring congestion on the conveyor system. Furthermore, three possible layout changes are tested
for their impact on the actual situation. The first layout change is an extension of the roller conveyor
system around the main intersection to gain capacity for boxes running through this area. In combination
with this measure, the semi-automatic processing station, used for special items which are not kept in
stock, is moved into the manual processing area. The second layout change is related to a repositioning
of the retaining buffer, away from the main intersection area and into the processing area, in order to
reduce its impact on this vital zone. The last change is the introduction of an additional route within
the roller conveyor system, which bypasses the main intersection and offers a direct connection from the
processing area into the parceling section for completed B2B boxes.

Figure 4.3: Visualization of the system’s main intersection and the location of daily backlogs at the distributing
points BT2 and BT4 (internal naming).

4.3 Measure and Modeling

Based on the problem definition in Section 4.2 and a detailed analysis on-site, the focus of the optimiza-
tion activities is laid on a flow analysis of the transported volume. The level of detail for the simulation
model can be chosen on a general level without the need for a control of every single box traveling
through the system. The modeling is focused on the accurate representation of the conveyor system and
its different stations. In order to ensure a realistic volume flow, special attention must be taken at the
design and implementation of the main intersection and the overall system’s behavior.
The input data for the simulation model is based on a distinct order list. This data covers every single or-
der which was processed during this specific day, characterizes the customers (B2B or B2C), and records
the requested items. Based on this data, it would also be possible to design a simulation model with a
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high level of detail by adding attributes to the boxes carrying the order information. These attributes then
could be used to guide the boxes through the system. In this case, the focus would be on the single box
and its performance from order initialization until parceling and dispatching, and not on the overall flow
through the system. This would target a level of detail which is needed for the support of production
engineers in their daily challenges. The implemented model on the other hand is based on a detailed
reproduction of the behavior of the roller conveyor’s separators and intersections. Using the data about
total amounts of boxes traveling through a distinct system section provided by installed sensors on the
system, it is possible to reconstruct the percentage distributions for these specific system locations. Us-
ing a data resolution of 30 min, the simulation model is implemented smart and simple without the need
to distinguish boxes running through the system. In this particular case, the main focus is on a realistic
representation of the volume flow and does not require a specific visualization and focus on the single
box.

As presented within [54], the analysis of this sensor data must be conducted carefully. A typical data set
is presented in Table 4.1. Overall stands for the total amount of boxes which passed this sensor, while
the values for Straight and Subtracted stay for the number of boxes which were guided to the specific
direction. These values must be checked for their validity as on certain intersections the traveled direction
might be mixed up between data and reality. Furthermore, the values must be checked for double counts,
as some sensors are placed at positions which can be passed twice by the same box. An example for
this is the weight control station at the end of the processing section, which removes a box out of the
conveyor system in case the actual weight differs from the target weight of the order. The specific sensor
counting the number of boxes passing the weight station is placed in front of the switch to put faulty
boxes aside. Once the box was corrected, it is replaced on the system. The intake of corrected boxes
nevertheless is placed in front of the weight station. This is needed to check the faulty and corrected box
one more time. In the end, this results in a double count of the same box. A detailed discussion of the
data interpretation can be found in [54].

Table 4.1: Example of measurements on a distinct station or conveyor location.

Station Overall Straight Percentage Subtracted Percentage

K2 2050 533 26.0 % 1517 74.0 %

All processing stations within the network need to be simulated based on a realistic time distribution.
The actual working time (residual time on station) for the automatic station was integrated using a time
simulating component based on a negative exponential distribution, which matches the behavior of au-
tomatic stations. The semi-automatic stations are realized using a time simulating component based on
a Poisson distribution, and the residual time on manual stations is simulated based on a Weibull distri-
bution. The values for these modules were roughly assessed through a couple of measurements on the
production line. The accuracy reached through this step is adequate based on the chosen level of detail
and the focus on the overall flow volume and not on the processing time of a single box.

The simulation modeling can be segregated into the different main sections of the facility mentioned in
Section 4.2. Nevertheless, the system borders are constrained to the three facility related areas: Process-
ing, Retaining Buffer, and Parceling and Dispatching. Other than expected, the simulation model is not
segregated into these three sections. As the discussed congestion is occurring within the system’s main
intersection, this facility region is assigned to the top level of the model. Of course, this hierarchy does
not have any influence on the simulation results itself and is based on a problem view specific decision.
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The top level view of the model is represented in Figure 4.4. The focus is on the above mentioned main
intersection with the several roller conveyor sections. As described within [54], the positioning of these
elements is based on the real installation in order to be able to compare the simulation model with reality.
The main flow of boxes enters this region from the lower right side of the model (Hand_PEMAT_Karu)
and travels upwards to the roller conveyor (Förderstrecke). After passing to the Förderstrecke13, the first
separation towards the retention buffer and the B2C parceling are reached through the connecting path
Förderstrecke3. The Förderstrecke5 on the other hand, continues into flow direction and leads towards
the semi-automatic processing for out of stock items and after a turn using Förderstrecke6, Förder-
strecke7, and Förderstrecke8 towards the parceling for B2B boxes.
The event controller (Ereignisverwalter) is responsible for the overall simulation handling of the model.
It is configured to the day which is used as data basis. As the real mail-order system is running until the
last box is processed every single day, there is no need to run the simulation model until it leaves the
system oscillation. The order list is set as creation list for the main order source. All roller conveyor
elements of the model implement exit methods based on percentage lists. These lists get updated all
30 min based on the recorded data of the specific testing day. The values are stored within a list called
(percentages), while the method perc_meth takes care of changing the values on all exits triggered by the
element (Trigger).

The processing section of the facility is represented on the top level of the model as network symbol with
the name Hand_PEMAT_Karu. The retaining buffer section is named RUECKHALTEPUFFER, while
the semi-automatic processing station for out of stock items is named R_PEM, and the parceling for B2B
boxes is named SPEDITION_B2B. The parceling of the B2C boxes on the other side, is out of scope
and modeled just within a drain called Spedition_B2C, as the roller conveyor towards this section is very
long and has a high capacity, impeding any blocked line conditions.

Figure 4.4: Top level visualization of simulation model for the logistics case study. Main intersection of roller
conveyor system with its different sections. [54]

The details for the processing section can be found in Figure 4.5. The system entry is positioned on the
lower left side, while the exit out of the processing section is on the upper right side. The entry is modeled
with two elements. First, there is a source called AVOR which is the main entry for all incoming orders
based on the previously mentioned order list. On the other side, there is an entry for all reactivated boxes
out of the retaining buffer. These boxes are reentering the processing section in order to collect additional
items due to their multi-order status. First, the boxes travel onto the station called Rüstschein_Beigabe,
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where a printed order list is added. After a longer roller conveyor section, the boxes reach the automatic
filling station called PEMAT. From there, the boxes can either travel towards the semi-automatic section
called KARUSSELL, or pass towards the manual section called HANDKOMMISSIONIERUNG. Both sec-
tions are implemented on a separate hierarchical level to simplify the model view. After the completion
of the processing, the boxes travel towards the exit and pass the weight control station. This station is
responsible to check, if the actual content of the boxes is congruent with the target weight of the order.

Figure 4.5: Processing section visualization of the mail-order pharmacy. Starts with the main source AVOR, passes
the printing station, and proceeds to the automatic, semi-automatic, and the manual processing stations.
In the end, the boxes pass a weight station to ensure a correct process. [54]

Above mentioned manual processing section is a loop running through a wide area of the facility (see
Figure 4.6). It implements six processing stations from which two stations are actually out of use (S51
and S52). The four running stations are named from S01 to S04. Station S03 is a double station, as here
the boxes are filled with controlled substances which require a double-verification principle. Boxes get
moved into the specific stations based on their order list. The box waits in the station until the employee
takes out the printed order, checks for the needed items, and places them in the box. Afterwards, the
employee moves the box back on the track of the roller conveyor and therewith signals the end of the
processing step.

The semi-automatic processing is located one level below the main system level. As shown in Figure 4.7,
the entrance and the exit to this subsystem are on the lower left corner. Boxes are transported towards
two processing stations, which are designed to be working in parallel. All items are stored within a
separated box system (one grey box for each item type holding several items) and located within several
large carousels which are turning continuously. The two processing stations are the locations where the
two box systems come together. Each station offers a capacity for seven blue boxes in parallel. Once a
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Figure 4.6: Manual processing section of the mail-order pharmacy. Loop starts with the four manual stations and
two reserve stations which are not used. One station is a double station for controlled substances with
double-verification principle. [54]

blue box enters the processing station, the grey carousel boxes with the required items are transported
out of the carousel and towards the specific station. Once both boxes (the blue and the grey boxes) are
located within the processing station, an employee performs a manual moving operation from a grey box
to a blue box. The required operations are indicated with light codes illuminating the concerning boxes
and a display indicating the number of items which need to be transferred.

Figure 4.7: Semi-automatic section of the mail-order pharmacy. Two parallel stations with buffers. [54]

The last processing station is physically located on the other side of the facility. It is related to items
which are not kept in stock. These low runners are delivered to the company by suppliers three times
a day. Besides these items, the station hosts also fragile glass and oversize items. Within the simu-
lation model, this station is located one level underneath the top level and called R_PEM. Figure 4.8
shows its representation with the entrance of the system located on the lower right corner called Ein-
gang_R_PEMAT. The roller conveyor loop is attached directly to the main system intersection and re-
ceives boxes either directly out of the processing section after passing the main intersection area, or out
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of the retaining buffer. The station itself has three different processing possibilities. The first is a semi-
automatic system which is filled by an employee item per item. As soon as these items are placed within
the system, the needed boxes are called out of the retaining buffer. Once the correct box passes under-
neath this semi-automatic system, the item is tilted into the box. This process takes place without any
speed reduction and thus has no influence on the flow speed of boxes on the roller conveyor. On the other
hand, there are two additional, pure manual processing sections of this station. The R_PEMAT_Hand
station is needed to place fragile items manually. Boxes traveling to this station are separated out of the
main flow by the roller conveyor system and placed back on the system after the placement by the station
employee. The last possibility on this station is taking care of large items which do not fit within the
boxes. These orders leave the system at this point for good and get parceled in place. This station is
modeled as drain and called R_PEMAT_Versand.

Figure 4.8: Semi-automatic station of the mail-order pharmacy for special items. Three different filling possibili-
ties with an automatic tilting machine for smaller items, a manual station for fragile goods, and another
manual station for oversize articles which are parcelled in station. [54]

Leaving the processing stations towards the retaining section, there is the retaining buffer with five levels,
twelve rows on each level, and a capacity of nine boxes per row. The total capacity of 540 boxes is
handled by vertically adjustable band conveyors. Based on the technical construction, several boxes
must be reorganized when calling a specific box, which is not in the front position. The blocking boxes
need to exit their buffer row and are reactivated. As these boxes need to reenter the buffer, they do
have priority versus the incoming boxes. A high reorganization rate leads to a backlog of incoming
boxes. Boxes leaving the retaining buffer can have three different destinations: roller conveyor to the
B2C parceling, roller conveyor to the processing section (used for multi-order boxes), or roller conveyor
into the intersection to reach the semi-automatic station with out of stock and special items. Figure 4.9
shows the simulation model implementation of the retaining buffer. The entry into the buffer is modeled
in the upper right corner. The three mentioned exit possibilities are shown in the lower part of the figure.
As the focus of the model is on the absolute object flow of the system, and not on a level of detail where
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single boxes are modeled with specific attributes, the buffer is implemented using a source and a drain.
All the incoming boxes are moved into the drain named RHP_Ein while the source RHP_Aus generates
all reactivated or exiting boxes of the buffer in a realistic manner. The reactivated boxes caused by a
reorganization step move into a processing station with a priority method. This method takes care of
moving the boxes into the drain. Every incoming box from the main intersection will have to wait until
the flow of reorganization boxes is interrupted and a slot is freed. This is an equivalent modeling to the
real situation on the system.

Figure 4.9: Retaining buffer visualization of the mail-order pharmacy implemented using a source and drain solu-
tion. [54]

The parceling and dispatching section is discussed only for the B2B business, as the B2C section is held
in a black box and implemented as a simple drain. Figure 4.10 shows the simple implementation of this
section. The entry is located on the lower right corner of the figure. After a long roller conveyor buffer,
the boxes run through a printer station in order to pick up the final invoice. An employee has the task
to remove the order list (can be several lists for multi-order customers) and replace it with the invoice.
Afterwards, the boxes are passed into the dispatching section, which is modeled as the final drain of the
system and called Spedition_B2B.

The verification of the model was performed with a step by step analysis on every hierarchical level of
the simulation model. The focus was laid on the correct behavior of the boxes traveling through the
system and the accurate representation of coded operations. The usage of breakpoints within the coded
methods allows a step by step analysis of the code. The functionality of the model can be checked using
the integrated Sankey diagram function. Sankey diagrams are used to visualize and quantify material
flows and their importance in process systems. Using them within a roller conveyor system can bring
up important information about the flow quantities helping to define control points and performance
indicators which need to be considered. The performed Sankey diagram test in Figure 4.11 shows the
most frequented sections of the roller conveyor system. Based on this picture and the knowledge about
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Figure 4.10: B2B parceling section of the mail-order pharmacy. Large buffering loop with a final printing station
and the drain for all B2B orders. [54]

the location of the jams, the performance indicators to measure the amount of blocked line conditions
must be set to the sections named Förderstrecke13 and Förderstrecke7 within the model, and BT2 and
BT4 within the real system.

Figure 4.11: Visualization of the Sankey diagram analysis for the main intersection of the facility. Main flow is on
the distributors BT2 and BT4 (internal naming) and towards the retaining buffer. [54]
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As a second step of the accreditation stages ([50]), the validation of the system is confirmed using a
comparison of the amount of traffic between the model and reality. The data of the real system is based
on the sensor values mentioned before. These values are the ones used as percentage exit methods on the
simulation system and are adapted every 30 min. In Table A.3 the absolute values after the simulation of
a whole day are compared between reality and the simulated version. The station names are taken out of
the real roller conveyor system.

As discussed in [54], the results for the weight control SK1 and for the R-PEMAT S06 need to be
corrected due to the sensor installation on the real system. At both locations, the subtracted boxes are
placed back on the system in front of the sensor. Thus, the sensor counts the subtracted boxes twice.
The percentage results for the simulation in Table 4.2 are calculated based on the corrected numbers.
The results of the simulation show that besides some low running stations, all other values are within an
acceptable compliance level with reality. The simulation model thus can be accredited to simulate reality
within an adequate accuracy for the targeted level of detail.

Table 4.2: Validation of simulation results with reality for the logistics case study of the mail-order pharmacy. [54]

Station Reality Simulation

Operation Scheduling AV2 3375 3370 or 99.9 %

Order Addition BB1 4260 4153 or 97.5 %

Carousel SCS 2416 2084 or 86.3 %

Manual Processing S01 320 258 or 80.6 %

Manual Processing S02 1125 1131 or 100.5 %

Manual Processing S03 1030 1021 or 99.1 %

Manual Processing S04 1036 1018 or 98.3 %

Weight Control SK1 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

4528 4250 278 4153 or 97.7 % 3779 or 95.1 % 374 or 134.5 %

Switch BT2 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

4900 3105 1795 5008 or 1002.2 % 3269 or 105.3 % 1739 or 96.9 %

Switch K2 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

3899 772 3127 3306 or 84.8 % 653 or 84.6 % 2653 or 84.8 %

Switch BT4 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

3725 2693 1032 3241 or 87.0 % 2328 or 86.4 % 913 or 88.5 %

R-PEMAT S06 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

1111 757 354 653 or 86.2 % 346 or 85.9 % 307 or 86.7 %

Parceling R-PEMAT RBB2 74 65 or 87.8 %

Special Processing P01 315 227 or 72.1 %

Cooled Items S05 51 32 or 62.7 %

Parceling B2B RBB1 2752 2328 or 84.6 %

Parceling B2C BEV1 942 1029 or 109.2 %

Retaining Buffer Entrance BT5 3214 3141 or 97.7 %

Retaining Buffer Exit BT3 Overall Straight Subtracted Overall Straight Subtracted

3204 1785 1419 3204 or 100.0 % 1802 or 101.0 % 1402 or 98.8 %
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4.4 Simulation and Analysis

When analyzing technical systems, it is important to distinguish between effects and root causes. The
implementation of layout changes can influence the root causes of a problem and eliminate certain effects.
However, it is also possible, that the changes do not eliminate the root causes and just move the effects
to another part of the system. The detection of such a consequence becomes difficult, when the change
is related to a region which is not covered by the chosen control points and performance indicators.
The main goal of the simulation runs is to test three different layout changes for their impact on the
system and their ability to reduce blocked line conditions. In order to be able to compare the results, one
needs to define adequate performance indicators on the system. As mentioned before, the separators BT2
and BT4 are the locations where the backlogs are most prominent during the day. Thus, the absolute time
of blocked line conditions for this regions are perfect control points. In case of a higher level of detail,
which would simulate the situation based on autonomous boxes with attributes, the last box leaving the
system would be another indicator for the impact of the layout change. This would enable a statement
on the absolute effectiveness of a distinct measure.

As a start, the main knot and the actual flows of boxes are discussed based on a simplified picture of the
Gordian knot (see Figure 4.12). The main flow of boxes is reaching the intersection coming from the
processing area. Once this flow of boxes reaches the separator BT2, it is segregated. Boxes which are
traveling directly to the B2C parceling are completed and do not need any additional items. The second
destination is the retaining buffer covering boxes of multi-order B2B customers or incomplete orders.
The third possibility on the BT2 separator are boxes which continue towards the K2 separator. These
boxes are either traveling towards the semi-automatic station related to out of stock items and special
goods or towards the B2B parceling leaving the system for good. Between BT2 and K2, there is an
incoming roller conveyor out of the retaining buffer. The boxes entering the system through this feeding
can have two different destinations: the R-PEMAT or the B2B parceling. No matter which destination,
the boxes take always the same initial route over K2 and taking a left turn towards P01/S05 and BT4.
On the separator BT4, they either go straight towards the B2B parceling, or they take a left turn towards
BT2. Once they passed BT2 they take a right turn on K2 towards the R-PEMAT.

Figure 4.12: The main system intersection of the mail-order pharmacy as a principal diagram with the internal
namings for the distribution locations and the destinations. [54]

The simulation runs are conducted on three different workloads (80 %, 100 %, and 120 %) and every
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simulation variant is tested five times. The results are depicted as boxplots which ease the readability
of the data set. The first tested change is related to the semi-automatic processing station for out of
stock items and special goods (called R-PEMAT). This layout change is segregated into two steps. First,
the elimination of the roller conveyor connection from K2 towards P01/S05 and BT4 (see Figure 4.12).
This leads to a longer travel distance for all boxes from K2 with direction towards BT4. Furthermore,
it removes the unnecessary loop of boxes exiting the retaining buffer with direction to the R-PEMAT.
These boxes take the direct way of a right turn at K2, instead of raising the load on the separator BT2.
The second step of the layout change is to move the whole work content of the R-PEMAT station into the
manual processing section. This leads to a reduction of the number of boxes exiting the retaining buffer
directly into the knot, while using the direct connection towards the processing section (see Figure 4.9).
On the other hand, the BT2 separator will get additional traffic, which leaves the processing section.

Figure 4.13: Results of the first tested layout change based on the simulation model. The results are segregated
into sections for 80%, 100%, and 120% of the real box flow on the system. The layout change is seg-
regated into the actual situation, the solution with extended loop, and the solution with a repositioning
of the R-PEMAT into the main processing section. [54]

The results of the simulation for this first layout change are shown in Figure 4.13. The discussion must
be concentrated first on the real and unchanged situation results named BT2 bisher 80, BT2 bisher 100,
and BT2 bisher 120. The results for 80 % show similar results as for the situations on the weekdays
from Wednesday to Saturday with a reduced workload. The 100 % results are realted to the actual test
day, which is a Tuesday. The 120 % workload shows that the blocked line conditions raise linear with
the workload. Changing towards the second performance indicator being the blocked line conditions on
BT4, there are waiting times on 100 % workload, but not a linear increase of the blocked line conditions
with increasing workload. The analysis of the first layout change with the additional loop does have a
substantial diminishing effect on the waiting times at BT2 when looking at workload levels of 100 % and
120 %. On the other hand, the effect on BT4 is not existent. The effect of this change must be interpreted
as a reduction of the backlog from BT4 towards BT2 as the overall traveling distance is increased. This
is a typical example of a layout change, which has a prominent effect on the performance indicator BT2,
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while it does solve one root cause without changing the second one. First, it impedes that a short backlog
in front of BT4 causes an effect on the whole intersection. On the other hand, it does not solve the root
cause for the backlog itself.
The second part of the layout change, moving the work content of the R-PEMAT into the manual pro-
cessing section, slightly increases the blocked line conditions for BT2 and BT4. This can be interpreted
as an additional workload on the two separators due to a higher flow volume coming out of the processing
section.
Overall, the blocked line conditions on BT4 can be caused by two impediments. Either boxes taking
a left turn towards BT2 are blocked as BT2 is causing a backlog, or boxes traveling towards the B2B
parceling are blocked as the backlog out of the B2B parceling section reaches as far as the BT4 separator.

Figure 4.14: Results of the second tested layout change based on the simulation model. The results are segregated
into sections for 80%, 100%, and 120% of the real box flow on the system. The layout change
is segregated into the actual situation and the repositioning of the retaining buffer into the main
processing section. [54]

The second layout change is related to a repositioning of the retaining buffer. As this layout change
is analyzed separately, the previous changes for the R-PEMAT and the loop are revoked. The buffer
is moved into the processing area and the needed adaptions for the separator exit methods were imple-
mented. Details are described within [54]. For this new setup, again there were five simulation runs for
each example in order to generate the needed data set. The results are presented using boxplots in Figure
4.14 and separated again into the three percentages sections (80 %, 100 %, and 120 %). BT2 IST and
BT4 IST are related to the actual situation without layout change, while BT2 NEU and BT4 NEU are
related to the implementation of the repositioned buffer element.
The results show a substantial reduction of the waiting times on BT2 leading to a value in the region
of BT4 values. The repositioning of the buffer does not take any effect on the results for the indicator
on BT4. The increase of the waiting times when raising the flow is comparable to the results of the first
layout change and must be related to a backlog out of the B2B parceling section. In addition, the capacity
between BT4 and BT2 is reduced in comparison to the first layout change, as the additional loop is not
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implemented in this version.
The tested variant seems to have a positive impact on the system, as it reduces the waiting times on the
considered system sections. Nevertheless, the repositioning of the buffer will lead to effects at the new
location which are not analyzed based on the chosen performance indicators.

Figure 4.15: Results of the third tested layout change based on the simulation model. The results are segregated
into a section with the actual location of the retaining buffer on the left, and the section on the right
with the repositioning of the retaining buffer within the main processing section. Furthermore, the
two sections are divided into the main performance indicators BT2 and BT4. The tested layout
change is the introduction of a bypass from the processing section directly into the B2B parceling.
The test results are shown for bypass levels from 10% up to 30%. [54]

The third layout change is a bypass from the processing section directly into the B2B parceling. All
concluded orders for the B2B business can be transported directly into the parceling section without
generating load on the main intersection. The boxes using this shortcut are either boxes of single-order
customers or multi-order boxes which are completed.
The results for the simulation runs are shown in Figure 4.15. The simulations were performed with the
bypass as separate layout change measure, and together with the repositioning of the retaining buffer.
The figure is segregated into two sections. On the left side, the results are depicted for BT2 and BT4
based on a 100 % flow volume and the original layout with bypass. On the right side, the results for BT2
and BT4 are shown with an additional repositioning of the retaining buffer. The performance indicators
are shown for bypass amounts of 10 % up to 30 % of the B2B flow volume.
Analyzing the BT4 results, there is a continuous increase of the waiting times with increasing bypass
factor for both, the original layout and the layout with a repositioned retaining buffer. This is related to
the bottleneck station within the parceling section of the B2B area. Using the bypass, the load on this
station is increased, as the boxes have a shorter way into this section and thus generate a longer backlog.
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This moves the end of the backlog towards the main intersection. The results for the BT2 indicator
show a reduction of the waiting times on BT2 to zero when using both modifications: repositioning of
the retaining buffer and the usage of a bypass. This is based on the reduced traffic load on BT2 when
draining substantial parts of the box flow directly into the parceling area. On the other hand, the bypass
does not have a clear effect on the BT2 indicator when the retaining buffer is at its original location.
Here, the waiting times are dominated by the backlog resulting out of the BT2 separator.
Overall, the results must be qualified correctly based on the chosen performance indicators. Introducing
a bypass opens up the risk to create a backlog into the processing section through the direct connection
towards the bottleneck station within the parceling area of the B2B business. A repositioning of the
retaining buffer with a parallel implementation of the bypass solution might solve the waiting time issues
at BT2. On the other hand, the effects on the processing area could be obstructive to the OEE.

4.5 Conclusion

This case study is related to facility optimization activities of a mail-order pharmacy in Switzerland.
The simulation task analyzes the current situation of the facility in order to find the root causes for the
recurrently occurring backlogs. Furthermore, three predefined layout changes are tested for their impact
on the waiting times within the main intersection.
The chosen level of detail is related to the needed resolution. As the occurring issues are related to
box flow issues, the detail level was chosen to remain on a low level in order to reduce the efforts of
implementation. This leads to certain restrictions when performing the simulation runs. The model
generation follows the architectural circumstances of the real facility with its three main sections: Pro-
cessing, Retaining Buffer, and Parceling & Dispatching. The simulation model itself implements several
hierarchical levels focusing on the problematic area within the top level. This focus is related to a roller
conveyor knot which is used as main intersection area between the facility’s sections, and thus, acts as
the main distributor of the system. The simulation is based on data of the real system at a representative
model day. The main source uses this day’s order list and its detailed creation times for the creation of
boxes. The counter values of every intersection are used as percentage exit strategies and adapted every
30 min. This data is implemented into the simulation model as a reflection of the basic system’s behavior.
After a detailed model analysis and a comparison between the real data and the test runs of the simula-
tion, the model was accredited to adequately reflect reality. The used Sankey diagram analysis confirms
the visual impression which shows backlogs and waiting times within the main intersection of the facil-
ity. The needed performance indicators to compare the quality of changes on the system are related to
the two main distributing points of the intersection.
The simulation runs analyze three layout changes in order to reduce the effects on the main intersection
area. The simulation brings up that all layout changes do have a certain effect on the backlog areas. The
main issues of the system can be named as the retaining buffer and the bottleneck within the parceling
area of the B2B business section. The repositioning of the retaining buffer and the implementation of an
additional loop substantially reduce the waiting times on one of the two chosen performance indicators.
While the waiting times on the other one remain initiated by the backlog of the bottleneck station within
the parceling section of the B2B business.

Overall, this optimization activities based on the usage of discrete event simulation software reflect the
state of the art procedure within optimization projects guided by simulation experts. The results reveal
the impact of the planned layout changes based on acceptable efforts. Nevertheless, it also is exemplary
for the main restraints of such optimization projects. The focus was on the problematic system intersec-
tion. The chosen performance indicators are related to the optimization goals, which are the reduction of
waiting times on this vital piece of the roller conveyor system, while having the main goal of an improve-
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ment of the OEE in mind. Certain layout changes are capable of improving the performance indicators.
Nevertheless, in some cases the influence of repositioning system elements on other areas of the facility
cannot be foreseen without an adaption or addition of the chosen control points. Furthermore, the route
causes might not be addressed at all.
The main issue of the system is the retaining buffer concept. Usually, an order should not be initiated
as a physical assignment until it is complete, the needed items are in stock, and available on the system.
Multiple orders should be summarized into one single order by the IT system, instead of being mapped
onto a physical box propagating through the system multiple times. This would reduce the activities of
moving boxes to a minimum and prevent unnecessary system load. As these capabilities of the IT system
are not in place, the boxes must be retained within the buffer. Furthermore, the fill level of the buffer is
on a critical level, which leads to a high number of reorganization operations, impeding boxes to enter.
The roller conveyor leading towards the buffer on the other hand has a very low capacity. A backlog out
of the retaining buffer immediately takes severe impact on the discussed intersection.

Conducting a optimization project based on a clear methodology and the usage of simulation tools can
be a very helpful process to comprehend the basic problems of a system. Many optimization projects
start with a request to find optimization potential in general or with distinct measures which need to be
tested for their impact on the OEE. In both cases, the operators of a facility consult simulation experts to
assess the problem and to propose a possible solution. Hereby, it is very important to focus on solving
the root causes of a system’s impediments and not to take actions which ameliorate the situation only on
a short-term perspective. In order to save time and expenses, these optimization projects are scheduled
with restricted time leading to an urgent project execution. Thus, simulation models are designed for
a specific purpose and their benefit remains limited to the optimization effort, as discussed in Chapter
3. The simulation model is not adapted to a detailed level in order to support the daily requirements
of incremental optimization steps due to the missing time. Furthermore, no training is undertaken to
enable a usage of the simulation software by production engineers which could be highly beneficial
in a long term perspective. This disruption is not only based on the know-how of the participating
experts (optimization / simulation vs. production experts) but also on the discrepancy of the used tools.
Simulation models after such optimization efforts remain in their actual status without being used for
further improvement steps nor for the monitoring and optimization of the daily challenges by production
experts.
The discussion and exchange of optimization results at the end of a high priority project reflects the
join up of the two knowledge basis, simulation expertise on the one side and production expertise on
the other, with immense shortcomings communicating the findings. The lowest common denominator in
the end are diagrams showing simulation results and the written or oral interpretation of the simulation
experts. Unfortunately, there is no chance to incorporate the parties during the process, unless the model
is designed to be used by non-experts after the optimization project and the simulation tools are integrated
into the daily routine and tools of the production experts. Otherwise, there is a missing relatedness to the
results, and the efforts remain an isolate support event whose benefit runs dry very quickly lacking the
needed sustainability.

4.6 Further Requirements

The presented case study for logistics optimization can be seen as a typical simulation expert project.
The focus is on an efficient methodology and simulation with a close-down report and suggestions for
the best optimization strategy. This focus should be extended towards a sustainable optimization project
with a goal to introduce a simulation knowledge into the existing structures and expand the existing
tools. Only then, simulation efforts can be extended towards a solution with longtime benefits. In order
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to accomplish this goal, the existing simulation tools must be adapted towards simulation environments,
which address not only the usage by simulation experts, but also the usage of engineers on a non-expert
level. In combination with an adequate level of detail, the elaborated models could be used after the
distinct event of an optimization effort and lead to a higher maintenance level of the existing simulation
models.
In order to reach this goal, the simulation software must be extended with adequate visualization capabil-
ities, which not only support and ease the exchange of results between experts and production engineers,
but also take care of integrating the two expert groups. This can be reached by bringing them closer
together using the main human senses which also base on visualization and manual interaction. The so-
lution must be designed as a visualized environment with the possibility to perform a walk-through of the
facility, in order to show the effects on the system in a visually appealing and realistic manner in combi-
nation with the usage of interaction devices to support tangible interaction. Besides these main goals of
the SAMSON contribution, the first step within the process of changing the state of the art methodology
is to simplify the usage of simulation tools towards the usage in the daily process. A simulation model
thus not only needs to be designed on a high level of detail raising its complexity, but at the same time
the configuration of simulation runs and the set of variables which can be changed needs to be simplified
towards the usage by production engineers.
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5.1 Overview

Within this chapter, the focus changes from the logistics related simulation activities of a mail-order phar-
macy (see Chapter 4) towards a mass production related simulation. The case study is based on an engine
final-assembly of the automotive industry. This case study can be compared to the applications within
the work of Williams et al. [55] and Patel et al. [56]. Williams et al. hereby discuss the processes of
engine pre-assembly and the preparations needed to distribute the products to the final-assembly plants.
Patel et al. illustrate the final process system, which is an important part of the quality assurance in the
automobile manufacturing process.
The presented engine final-assembly is physically located ahead of the power train assembly and the
marriage area, where the power train joins the car body which is proceeding along the main-assembly
(see Figure 5.1). The engine line consists of four major processes. These are the sequencing out of the
local storage matching the sequence on the main-assembly line, the core task of assembling the random
mix of several engine types and available options, the final quality inspection, and the interruption-free
supply of the subsequent power train assembly. All needed steps take place in a machine-aided, but man-
ually operated flow production on mainly single process assembly stations. Furthermore, several FIFO
(First In, First Out) buffers split the line into individual segments to support system stability. As these
buffers do not allow any re-sequencing, engine and power train assembly are directly connected to the
main-assembly, which implies the need for sequence synchronization.

In this case study, the initiation of the optimization activities is originated in the investment preparation
phase (see Chapter 1.1) leading towards a high priority project with a need to clarify the required steps
in order to plan a major layout change of the line. This change is related to an adaption of the technical
installations for storing and assembling the engine transmission and would take effect only on the first
section of the existing line, and thus, just on a limited section of the current installation. In contrast to the
example in the previous chapter, the current line is running without any major issues. In order to ensure
correct adaptions to the existing line without negatively influencing the current process, it makes sense
to conduct an additional analysis phase before the actual optimization activities take place. Within this
phase, the current line needs to be analyzed in detail and its production concept needs to be verified. The
objective is to have a close look to the production procedures within the first part of the line and to look
for additional improvement potential on the rest of the line which can be addressed within the same lay-
out optimization activities. This phase thus can be conducted following the proposals and requirements
summarized in Section 4.6. This of course starts with a simulation model on a deep level of detail and
a simplified handling of the simulation software through a subset of variables which can be handled by
production engineers in order to perform incremental optimization on a daily basis as proposed within
the SAMSON concept. This approach requires a simulation model with a higher complexity as usually
designed for major optimization projects, and at the same time, a simplified interaction capability for
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of production flow: Engine line delivers engines to the power train assembly. Subsequently,
the power train joins the main-assembly line at the marriage area. Due to missing reorganization
buffers, the sequence of the main-assembly line must be fulfilled within the the engine final-assembly
and the power train assembly.

non-experts. The integration of the production experts into the optimization activities from the very be-
ginning fortifies the mutual support as intended in the methodological contribution of the dissertation
and complies with the efforts of SAMSON.
The verification of the existing operational concept usually is accomplished using the installed monitor-
ing system and data collecting sensors which enable a live data analysis out of the production system.
These monitoring systems are able to quantify the effectiveness of a line based on the chosen resolution.
In case this resolution is only providing data on an overall line level, and not on a line section or single
station level, the significance of any performance indicators is useless in order to characterize the line
in detail. As in the presented use case the monitoring tool does not provide the needed resolution on a
workstation level, a simulation model with a high level of detail is not only useful to perform forecasting,
but can be used in order to extend the analysis capabilities of the monitoring installation.
The focus of this case study thus is to create a simulation model, which is capable of reflecting the actual
line configuration on a workstation level. The model needs to offer the line managers and the planning
team the possibility to analyze the actual situation in detail and perform certain changes in order to test
their effects without the support by simulation experts.

In Section 5.2 the problem definition of the engine final-assembly line is presented in detail. The mea-
suring activities and the model design are discussed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 the results of the
simulation runs are presented and analyzed. The chapter is concluded in Section 5.5 and followed by a
section related to further requirements (Section 5.6).

5.2 Problem Definition

The analyzed engine final-assembly line consists of 26 manual operated and machine-aided stations with
an approximate production volume of 600 engines a day. The production handling is segregated into
two shifts running on five days of the week from Monday to Friday. The two shifts are installed as day
and night shifts with a reorganization window in the evening of each day. The production is related to
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the final assembly of pre-assembled engine blocks of totally 17 different engine types with 14 different
options which can have a work content impact on several stations. The conveyors are segregated into
two different systems: Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) and Electrified Monorail System Conveyors
(EMS) as depicted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. The AGVs are operated in the first section of the
assembly line (from station 1 to 12), while the EMSs take over the operation from station 12 to 26.

Figure 5.2: Automated guided vehicle (AGV) conveyors transporting engines through the line. These vehicles are
employed for the transport within the first section of the line (stations 1 to 12).

Detailing the production flow, at the very beginning, one pre-assembled engine block is taken out of
a transport rack holding several engines at a time. Using a gantry crane, the engine is lifted onto an
AGV, which then guides the engine through the first 12 stations of the assembly line. Within this first
section, parts like the power steering pump or the transmission are mounted onto the engine block. On
station 12 the transporter is changed from the AGVs to the EMSs which guide the engines through
the second part of the assembly line. Once the AGV is freed, it travels back to station 1 in order to
receive the next engine. Within the second section of the line, parts like the lambda sensor or the A/C
compressor are assembled. The very last station of this second part completes the assembly with the
programming of the engine control unit and the quality inspection. The EMS then moves through the
final buffer and delivers the engine to the power train assembly. Once the engine is delivered and the
EMS is freed, the carrier travels back to the EMS buffer, which is located over the stations 7 to 12.
There it queues up to receive the next engine at the transfer station. Throughout the whole line, the
carriers (AGVs and EMSs) move automatically to the next station controlled by their integrated distance
measurement system. Once a carrier is in station, it won’t move until the worker releases it by pulling a
trigger. In case the predefined cycle time margin is exceeded, the carrier beeps to signal an over cycle.
If the carrier is released before reaching the cycle time margin, the work step is considered as an under
cycle. Additionally, from a modeling point of view, stations are considered to be working, blocked,
starved, paused, or failed. The work content on the 26 stations is variable through several engine types,
available options, changes in the product mix, product adaption, new types running into production,
or through running out processes. Several weeks in advance, production planners begin to calculate
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Figure 5.3: Electrified monorail system (EMS) conveyors transporting engines through the line. These vehicles
are employed for the transport within the second section of the line (stations 12 to 26).

expected demands, which are finally fixed in a specific sequence a couple of days before the actual start
of production. Given these demands or sequences, the line balancing can be adapted. This means that the
given work content is spread as uniformly as possible over the 26 assembly stations considering worst
case scenarios, option configurations, and given constraints through machine dependent manufacturing
tasks. Once the production is started, the line managers are responsible to control the system based on
their experience and expert knowledge. Line managers therefore need to walk through the line and keep
an eye on possible indicators for production constraints. A short-term reaction on this operational level
could be to double the manpower on a specific station to avoid or overcome a blocked line condition. On
a tactical level, the line manager uses the installed monitoring tools and the provided data. This leads to
a typical procedure of finding bottlenecks and constraints, analyzing buffer effectiveness, as discussed
by Li et al. [57], and to improve the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) by reducing speed losses,
down time losses, and quality losses. With regard to this case study and its high variance of work content
per product on each assembly station, a standardized tool supporting production engineers in their daily
challenges becomes indispensable. This tool would have its highest impact evaluating line balancing
configurations and supporting engineers on tactical decisions to prevent system instabilities.

5.3 Measure and Modeling

Many simulation projects are related to high priority strategic projects and are conducted with the contin-
uous involvement of simulation engineers. Simulation models in relation to such projects are specifically
designed to support a limited optimization task like a restructuring of an assembly line. In most cases,
they do not target to support daily operations and the usage by production engineers. On the one hand, the
models are not necessarily designed to simulate generic work content shifts or sequencing variances. On
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the other hand, they only implement parameter settings on an expert level for extensive simulation runs.
Once such a high priority simulation project is completed, the resulting models need to be transferred to
an higher level of detail and modified towards the main use case of the daily business on a non-expert
level (see Chapter 3 and Section 4.6). Otherwise, the models cannot be used to offer a better basis of
decision-making during daily operations and the efforts of model building remain limited to the high
priority projects. This change of objective would heavily impact the prevailing analysis and improve-
ment processes. Production engineers would have the chance to analyze daily challenges by themselves,
without spending lots of resources for simulation projects. Furthermore, the combined usage of simula-
tion and monitoring tools could help to integrate simulation tools into the standard toolbox of production
engineers. In relation to this case study, the interesting focuses are:

• Simulate different production sequences in order to understand and to get a feeling for the behavior
of the line itself, and to recognize the main reasons of particular events.

• Use provided information from production planners to simulate line balancing configurations
based on the upcoming production demands.

• Find ways to raise system stability and robustness against blocked line conditions through flexible
distribution of work content.

• Evaluate new line concepts to minimize constraints influencing OEE.

Using the software tool Plant Simulation [45], the model design for this case study focuses on a reflection
of the actual situation on the line as intended in the SAMSON concept. This is possible through the
preliminary phase before the actual optimization project with its focus on major layout changes. First of
all, it is crucial to determine the model’s appropriate level of detail depending on the intended application.
This is the key to find the right balance between potential and simplicity of a simulation model. An
analysis of the prevalent situation shows that the essential use case is the support of production engineers
taking tactical decisions related to sequencing and line balancing through work content distribution.
This is driven by the goal to fulfill the scheduled production volume and deliver the engines to the power
train assembly within the predefined cycle time using as little resources as possible. This could also be
summarized as a preventive simulation supporting or taking over the monitoring of the line.

The engine final-assembly offers all the data which is needed to feed the discrete-event simulation model.
On the one side, this is planning data which can be used as an input for tactical forecasting experiments.
As previously mentioned, this data covers production volumes and demands known up to one month
ahead of schedule, real production sequences, engine type specific work content distributions, option
lists, buffer sizes, and production volume targets. Al-Aomar [58] classifies this data as controllable
factors contributing to variation in simulation outputs. On the other hand, the installed monitoring system
and the data collecting sensors on each workstation provide live-data which is important as initial and
boundary condition of the model and of course to perform a detailed verification of the simulation model
for tactical forecasting. Here, examples are real-time status information of the overall assembly line,
running conditions, and shut down (compare with artificial factors described by Sanchez [12]).

The intended application of sequence variation and line balancing through work content distribution
requires a representation at a high level of detail. Based on the discussed data set, the simulation model
is implemented representing every single station and all existing buffers (see Figure 5.4). The work
content of each station is summarized and strictly limited to production time input with an underlying
distribution, which ensures the reflection of reality.

The implemented simulation model is segregated into the main EngineLine network and four additional
networks on a separate hierarchical level: Tables, Variables, Methods, and Menu. Besides these four
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Figure 5.4: Representation of the implemented simulation model for the presented production case study in the
automotive industry.

additional networks, the main level integrates the event controller, an initialization and a reset method,
and a shift calender element, which ensures a simulation based on the actual operations plan. The recon-
struction of the line is performed based on the real circumstances on the assembly line. The assembly
can be segregated into two sections. Stations 1 to 12 which are operated with AGVs, and stations 13 to
26 which are handled by EMSs. The assembly start is on station 1, where an engine is mounted onto
an AGV using the installed gantry crane. In the simulation model, the engines are created within the
source called EngineSource and placed on a free AGV of the buffer in front of station 1. Station 12 is
the transfer station between the two transportation vehicles. The engine is hooked to an EMS out of the
EMSBuffer and the AGV is freed. While the engine moves on towards station 13, the AGV travels back
to receive the next engine and restarts at station 1. The EMS with the engine travels through the whole
second loop until station 26. After this last station of the engine line, it moves into a buffer and waits
for its turn to deliver the engine to the power train on station 27. Technically speaking, this station is
not part of the engine line anymore. Nevertheless, in order to implement an accurate simulation model
the loop of the EMS must be integrated to ensure the correct simulation based on a restricted number of
transporters. After the EMS is freed of the engine, it moves back into the EMSBuffer in order to take over
the next engine at station 12. Between every single station of the line, the simulation model implements
elements representing the connections between the stations. These are important to simulate the travel
time between stations and the available capacity, which acts as a sort of small intermediate buffer. The
main buffers of the line are located between stations 7 & 8, stations 12 & 13, stations 16 & 17, and after
the engine line assembly between stations 26 & 27. The first three buffers are implemented to detach
the assembly sections from each other and enable a certain independence. The last buffer is ensuring the
independence of the engine and the power train line.
The model of this case study implements every single transporter, while the logistics model in Chapter 4
does not reflect the number of boxes available to the system. Furthermore, the production related model
details the resolution down to the single commissioning assignment on each station, while the model for
the logistics case study is working on the level of the overall production volume flow and implementing
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percentage based decisions for routing and averaged working times on the workstations.

All the data in relation to the operations of the assembly line are stored within the Tables network. The
first table data is related to daily production sequences or demands. This data is used as input to the
EngineSource, in order to generate the engines in the same order as on a distinct production day. Within
a second table, the production related times are listed for all assembled engine types at each station. This
list is used to adapt the production time at each station based on the entering engine type. Furthermore,
there are options lists which are comparable to the list of processing times. These 14 tables (one for each
option) list the additional production times on each station in relation to every single engine type.
The Variables network contains 103 variables which are either related to a simplified handling of the
simulation model or needed by the integrated methods, which take care of representing the system be-
havior. The first 27 variables are Boolean variables in relation to each station. The variables are used to
switch stations on or off within the subsequently presented graphical user interface (GUI). The next 29
variables are used as travel time variables for all interconnecting sections from one station to another and
for the four main buffers. Additional 29 variables are used to preset the capacity of these interconnecting
sections and the four buffers. These setup variables also are integrated into the mentioned GUI in order
to ease the interaction for the user. Two variables are used to preset the number of AGVs and EMSs,
while the other 16 variables are related to system specific presets, like listing the paths for Excel read-ins
and switching between demand or sequence specific simulation runs.
The system’s behavior is reflected in a method set handling the carriers’ movements entering and exiting
stations or buffers. These methods are stored within the Methods network containing 67 methods. The
first 30 methods are handling the actual traffic within the line. These methods are mainly exit methods
which are implemented on each station. The methods check if the subsequent interconnection element
and station are free and ready to take the next vehicle. Before starting a transfer, the subsequent station
is prepared with a preset of the engine type and option related production time. This process is executed
using 27 time setting methods (one for each station). As the work time variance on each station is rep-
resented by an engine type and option sensitive distribution, described as random factors by Al-Aomar
[58], these methods check for the type and the chosen options of the engine traveling into the specific
station and compute the correct time based on the previously mentioned processing and option time ta-
bles. The remaining 10 methods are related to the initialization of objects, the read-in of excel sheets in
order to fill the time tables, and the creation of vehicles on the system.

The Menu network is a first implementation of a user friendly interaction concept based on the require-
ments of the presented case study as discussed in Section 4.6 (see Figure 5.5). This network is an imple-
mentation of a GUI to preset and handle the simulation model. The parameters which can be adapted are
selected based on pre-discussed requirements. When opening the network the dialog window is opened.
This dialog is segregated into four different tabs: Setup, Input, Stations on/off, and Travel Times. The
setup tab offers the possibility to change the simulation runs from a sequenced based to a demand based
preset, and to read in this data out of a specific Excel file. In addition, the processing time related values
can be toggled between live or planned data sets out of a file. Within the second tab, the user is able to
change the number of used vehicles (AGVs and EMSs) and to setup the capacity levels for the different
buffers on the line. The third tab enables to switch off complete stations, which then will be passed by
the vehicles without remaining in station in order to be processed. Within the last tab, all the travel times
for the interconnection areas and buffers can be adapted to the needed values.

After the correct modeling, a proper verification and validation process is needed to reach the accred-
itation of the model. The verification of the model was performed as a step by step analysis of the
implemented methods. The usage of breakpoints on each method enables this form of analysis as every
request for a movement on the simulation model is ending up in a method call. One of the important sec-
tions to ensure a realistic behavior is transfer station 12. Here, the EMS takes over the engine and frees
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Figure 5.5: Menu window as graphical user interface covering the essential inputs like setup variables (production
sequences and demands), input variables for number of transporters and buffer capacities, switches
for stations, and the setup of travel times for interconnection elements and buffers. This represents
the implementation of the requirements discussed in Section 4.6 as a support of production engineers
handling a simulation model without any support from simulation experts.

the AGV. The implemented method must consider all possible occurrences on this station. Thus, in case
there is no EMS ready, the AGV will wait in station. On the other side, once the engine is transferred,
the EMS is ready for departure and can move on. The AGV on the other side could be blocked by other
AGVs within a backlog of station 1. It also is possible that the EMS is blocked by a full buffer in front of
station 13 and will have to wait in station 12. In this case, the AGV has the chance to move on, while the
subsequent AGV will have to wait before entering station 12. A similar behavior must be implemented
for station 27 (transfer of the engine to the power train). Within this station, the EMS delivers the engine
and then travels into the EMS buffer. It is important to consider the difference between the absolute
processing time of this station and the actual remaining time of the EMS. As the processing step on this
station still has additional work content after freeing the EMS, the processing time for the EMS itself is
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shorter than the actual measured processing time of the station. As the travel path of the product is prede-
fined, the performed Sankey diagram analysis just confirms the expected. The engines travel from station
1 to station 26 and get delivered to station 27 on the power train line. The verification of the model is
completed by checking the adaption of the processing times on each station based on the different types
of engines and the added options. This step is also performed during the step by step analysis with break
points as the time setting methods are triggered by the behavior representing methods. The model thus
can be confirmed to work the intended way.

Figure 5.6: Representation of the Sankey diagram results used to verify the model’s behavior.

The validation process on the other side, is based on historical product sequences, an adjustment of the
system variables, and trials comparing the results with the real values of buffers, production volumes,
process lead times, and exit rates towards the power train assembly. In order to eliminate all running in
processes of the simulation model, the model is executed for a whole shift without taking these statistics
results into account. Only the second shift is considered within the simulation results. This is a difference
to the logistics simulation model which has a running in and running out phase on every day. Here, on
the other side, the assembly line is never empty and always is performing assembly processes. The
results of the validation show a realistic mean value for the processing time of the engines and results
in a production volume of around 300 engines per shift which is equivalent to the real situation. One of
the main contributors to the realistic behavior of the assembly line is the processing time used on each
station. The quality of the simulation is directly linked to the quality of this data. All in all, the model
can be accredited to simulate reality in an adequate manner.

5.4 Simulation and Analysis

The primary goal of the simulation runs is to create a first discussion basis for the planned major layout
change based on a detailed analysis of the current situation on the line. The installed monitoring system
is on a line based level and does not cover a station based granularity. A simulation model with the
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needed accuracy, a reflection of the real line behavior, and the usage of adequate production sequences
and processing times for each station thus fills the gap to a certain point. This obviates the installation of
a granular monitoring system on a line which will be reorganized within a short time.
The present simulation model, with its level of detail and the usage of real production sequences and
planning data for the processing times on each station, is used for this first steps. It allows analyzing
the running assembly line from a different view point than on-site. The focus is to get to know the
line’s characteristics and compare them to well known mechanisms known from a usual walk-through in
reality.

The first step of course is to define performance indicators, which can be compared to reality. The most
important characteristics of this assembly line, and thus perfect performance indicators, are the adherence
to the cycle time to avoid a starving situation of the subsequent power train line, the total processing time
of an engine, and of course the status of the stations and buffers. As mentioned before, the stations’
conditions can be working, blocked, starved, paused, or failed. As the starving of the subsequent line
can be seen as a result of the other performance indicators, the first analysis is related to the overall
processing time of the engines.
In Table 5.1, the results are listed for a single shift. The data shows the results for 311 engines of 17
different engine types which were produced within one shift. In the optimal case, an engine, which is
holding the cycle time on each station and never blocked within the hole line, will take around 51 min
to complete the assembly. The results for the 17 engine types show an overall mean value of 1 h 14 min
43.2 sec. This is around 23 min longer than the optimal possible case. Taking a look at the minimum
results of the simulated production processes, the values span between 53 min 38 sec and 55 min 06 sec,
which is only around 3 min over the absolute optimum. On the other hand, the maximum values span
from 55 min 06 sec up to 3 h 35 min 18 sec. This values of course are based on the characteristics of the
production routine. The listed processing times are taken from the moment when an engine enters the
system, until it is drained and thus leaves the system in accordance with reality. The simulation results
are related to the night shift. As the shift calendar and the usual production routine plan a reorganization
time between the day and the night shift of 2 h and 40 min, the maximum values contain a downtime of
this reorganization time frame. When subtracting these 2 h 40 min, the processing times reach the region
of the minimum values around 54 to 55 min. The overall processing time thus is within an acceptable
bandwidth and has no major constraints on the line.

Table 5.1: Simulation results for the processing times, deviations, minimums, and maximums of the produced
engine types on the assembly line.

Engine Types Processing Volume Mean Processing Time Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Nr. 1 22 1:07:22.7 34:57.4 53:45.3 3:34:32.3

Nr. 2 57 1:15:47.5 49:20.2 53:45.7 3:34:45.9

Nr. 3 8 1:24:37.2 55:24.3 54:13.3 3:34:07.0

Nr. 4 20 1:10:32.6 49:15.7 53:42.0 3:34:40.8

Nr. 5 34 1:08:58.1 38:39.3 53:57.2 3:34:29.2

Nr. 6 6 1:27:53.9 1:04:12.1 53:55.5 3:34:47.9

Nr. 7 63 1:14:41.8 47:15.9 53:43.8 3:35:18.3

Nr. 8 6 1:54:36.3 1:19:02.7 54:20.4 3:35:03.1

Nr. 9 29 1:15:53.2 49:35.1 53:38.9 3:35:04.1

Nr. 10 5 54:22.9 24.9 53:53.8 54:57.5

Nr. 11 18 1:17:43.9 51:25.2 53:56.7 3:34:47.8

continued on next page
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Table 5.1: (Continued)

Engine Types Processing Volume Mean Processing Time Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Nr. 12 3 1:07:38.0 23:24.5 53:59.5 1:34:39.7

Nr. 13 2 59:35.8 7:37.2 54:12.5 1:04:59.1

Nr. 14 18 1:15:46.2 51:10.2 53:50.5 3:33:54.4

Nr. 15 10 1:00:25.0 12:47.9 54:53.9 1:35:39.3

Nr. 16 1 55:06.1 0.0 55:06.1 55:06.1

Nr. 17 9 1:36:05.3 1:08:35.5 54:40.6 3:35:04.5

This leads to a standard optimization strategy of looking for the bottleneck of the line and detecting
time constraints by analyzing every single station based on the performance indicating states. Figure 5.7
depicts the stations and their percentage states: working, waiting, blocked, failed, paused, and unplanned.
In comparison to the above mentioned states, the starved condition can be equated with the waiting
condition, while the unplanned condition is neglected. Furthermore, the simulation model at this stage
does not implement failures at all.
The first remark is related to stations 19, 22, 24, and 26. These stations are switched off in the simulation
model as in reality they do not carry any work content and are used as reserve stations. The simulation
model does not add any process nor traveling time at this stations. The blue paused conditions of all
stations are related to the two shift breaks with a duration of 10 min and 40 min. The green sections are
related to the working time. The goal is to maximize this section. The grey sections are related to waiting
conditions. This means that the station is starved and waiting for its predecessor to deliver the next
engine. The yellow sections on the other side are blocked line conditions. These occurrences are related
to situations where a station wants to move the engine to the successor, but is impeded through a backlog.
The analysis of Figure 5.7 reveals stations 7 and 12 as bottlenecks with the typical characteristics of a
high amount of working time, without any blocked time, and predecessors with major blocking rates.

The analysis of station 7, as the main bottleneck, is divided into a processing time related and a line
characteristic related direction. The analysis of the work content for the major engine types in station
7 shows an adherence to the overall cycle time. The processing time thus does not exceed the limits.
Stations 5 & 6 on the other hand, do have a work content for the major engine types, which is below the
current cycle time. This of course leads to blocked line conditions through the differing work content
between station 7 and stations 5 & 6. On the other hand, the blocked line conditions are not only limited
to the stations right behind the bottleneck, but span back up to station 1. This leads to an analysis of
the assembly line itself. The first line section from stations 1 to 7 has an intermediate traveling element
between every station which takes care of simulating the travel time between stations. In addition, this
element also takes care of implementing the capacity for an AGV between the stations reflecting the
real situation on the line. In this line section, the only two transporting elements with an intermediate
buffer capacity are located between stations 1 & 2 and between stations 4 & 5. All other gaps between
the stations do not enable an AGV to be buffered between stations. The same situation with missing
buffers between stations holds true for the sections between stations 10 & 11 and stations 11 & 12. On
the rest of the assembly line up to station 26, all stations are unbundled with an intermediate buffer. The
bottleneck effect on station 7 thus must be justified with a combination of the processing time related
differences and the missing buffer space between stations, which creates a backlog. The slight bottleneck
characteristics of station 12 on the other hand, must be justified only with the missing intermediate buffers
as the processing times based on the work content of station 12 are lower than on its predecessors.
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Figure 5.7: Chart showing the results for a one shift simulation of the final-assembly line for all stations and their
effectiveness segregated into the categories working, waiting (or starved), blocked, failed, paused, and
unplanned.

Based on this analysis results, the simulation already gives a first direction and a subject for discussion.
The planned major layout change is related to the first section of the assembly line through changes
at the transmission section. By a coincidence, the analysis shows a certain demand for change within
the same line segment as the reorganization is planned. A possibility would be to switch to the EMS
transporters already before station 12, which could be realized with limited efforts. The EMS buffer is
located over the section of stations 8 to 12. At station 12, the EMS is lowered to the needed height by
expanding its mounting. This process in principle could also be initiated for station 8 or 9. With this,
the AGV vehicles could be replaced by a fully EMS based assembly line without the need to change
transporters and a higher reachability of the engine from the very first station. Within the freed space,
the actual work content from station 1 to 7 with the assembly of the transmission could be reorganized,
without a dependency to the installed AGV transporters. After a detailed plan of layout reconfigurations,
the different possibilities need to be simulated in order to point out the most efficient solutions.

5.5 Conclusion

Although discrete-event simulation is widely used in the automotive industry, most simulation projects
are related to early phases of the production process life cycle (strategic projects) or restricted to support
only high priority optimization projects with tactical or operational focus. The benefit of simulation is
evident, although the process is time-consuming and costly. To support the optimization of operational
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processes, many automotive companies established lean manufacturing initiatives using real-time mon-
itoring systems, which measure production processes to reveal bottlenecks and production constraints.
In some cases, the granularity of these monitoring systems does not allow a definition of appropriate
performance indicators, in order to perform an efficient optimization process. This leads to an improve-
ment process based on trial-and-error. In such cases, the process can be heavily supported by extending
the current tool set with discrete-event simulation, in order to extend the granularity of the monitoring
system, which in the end allows an efficient improvement of the OEE.

The case study is based on a production line for the final assembly of engines. In the near future, a reor-
ganization of the transmission section would imply a re-planning of the line. As the installed monitoring
system bases on a resolution on the level of the whole line, a simulation model with a high level of detail
is implemented which bases on real production sequences and realistic processing times. This can be
interpreted as simulation based monitoring support.
The simulation modeling was designed strictly based on the real situation on the line. The model imple-
ments both transporting systems, AGVs and EMSs, the 26 processing stations, the 4 buffers, and the hand
over station towards the succeeding power train line. The capacities of the elements and the numbers of
transporters are congruent with the circumstances in reality. The engine source of the model creates the
engines based on a real production sequence and adds all engine related details into attributes of the
engine object, in order to enable an interpretation during the run-time of the simulation. These attributes
are used to determine the correct processing time on each station resulting in a realistic line behavior.
In addition to the simulation model related adaptions, a menu was added to the simulation model, which
is intended as a first implementation to ease the use of the simulation software for production engineers.
The menu is segregated into on/off switches for stations, preset options for engine sequence or engine
demand based simulation, the read-in of processing times, and the adaptions of buffer capacities, the
number of transporters, the traveling times between stations and within buffers. The menu thus imple-
ments all variables and options which are needed for the intended use case and recommended within the
SAMSON concept.
The simulation runs show an adequate mean processing time for the engine assembly compared to the
best case possible. The further performance of the line was analyzed on a granularity level of single
stations. The percentages of the working, waiting, blocked, and paused time lead to a detection of two
bottlenecks on stations 7 and 12. The major bottleneck on station 7, and thus within the section which
is planned to be reorganized, is related to work content differences to the stations 5 & 6 and missing
intermediate buffers between the preceding stations. The bottleneck on station 12 is only related to the
missing intermediate buffers of the preceding stations.
These results fulfill the intended goal of the simulation efforts to give a first discussion basis for the
intended layout change. A possible optimization direction is towards the elimination of the AGV trans-
porters and installing the EMS transporters already starting at stations 8 or 9. The freed space of stations
1 to 7 could be used for the intended layout changes of the transmission section.

5.6 Further Requirements

The presented case study demonstrates the possibilities of simulation in context with optimization projects
and the changes as an addition to installed monitoring systems. In order to accomplish the expected goals,
the focus of the model must be on high granularity with a detailed reproduction of reality. Such detailed
simulation models offer the basis for a support of daily operations and sustainable optimization projects,
as discussed in Chapter 3 and postulated in Section 4.6 as needed requirements in order to introduce sim-
ulation knowledge into the existing optimization structures and expand the tools of production engineers.
In the end, this enables longtime benefits of the applied resources.
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A first step into this direction is the implementation of the presented GUI which is related to the options
and variables which are needed for the optimization of the daily operations. The important factors are
the read-in of real engine sequences, engine and option type related processing times, and adaptions on
specific line characteristics. The next step is to bring the tools closer to the production experts and in-
tegrate them into the existing tools. Again, as mentioned already in Chapter 3, this can be reached by
addressing the main human senses. The detailed simulation model thus must be integrated into a visu-
alization environment with the possibility to perform a walk-through of the facility, in order to show the
effects of the optimization in a visually appealing and realistic manner. Furthermore, the adaption of the
simulation runs must be supported with a tangible interaction concept and intuitive interaction devices
as proposed within the SAMSON concept.
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6.1 Overview

At first sight, the topic of this chapter seems to differ from the presented case studies in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. It is related to traffic situations within urban areas which suffer from extensive traffic jams
during rush hours. When defining the problem of a traffic jam, its characteristics show many parallels to
production related optimization theories. The main goals are congruent and focus on the optimization of
throughput, reduction of processing and waiting times, elimination of bottlenecks and constraints, and
the increase of the system’s OEE. The comparison of these characteristics specially holds true for inter-
sections without the capability of cars overtaking each other.
Big cities like Zurich in Switzerland do have several vital intersections which get flooded with an im-
mense quantity of traffic during the rush hours in the morning and evening. These neuralgic points are
handled with adaptive traffic lights which react on the current situation supported by a wide number of
sensors and some basic reaction algorithms. In case the private traffic and the public transport are inter-
mixed, a highly variable traffic load and turbulent traffic circumstances lead to a negative impact of the
private traffic on the public transportation. In order to reduce these effects on the public transportation
network, during the rush hours, some intersections must be handled by policemen who control the traffic
and react flexible and proactive to occurring peaks compared to traffic light installations based on static
algorithms. These policemen do have a greater goal in mind, and thus, are able to guide the traffic based
on certain premises.
Usually, static algorithms are defined within complex design processes in planning phases, run through
verification during profound testing phases, and sometimes are improved within challenging optimiza-
tion projects. Above all, there are huge parallels to optimization and simulation projects out of the mass
production industry (compare with Chapter 5). For intersections with a high fluctuation and distinct
traffic peaks during the rush hour, an alternative solution with traffic control guided by specialized po-
licemen can become vital. The human being and its potential of comprehension and responsiveness in
challenging situations excel the possibilities that can be supported with sophisticated technical installa-
tions.
Before being able to guide such complicated intersections, these specialized policemen need the chance
to become familiar with the special circumstances of the spot, in order to be able to ensure an optimal
traffic flow. Usually, these specialists have no other choice than to learn it the hard way, jump in at the
deep end, and inch along the usual learning curve.

The main goal of this case study is to build a simulation model which reflects the reality of the intersection
in a very deep level of detail, same as in Chapter 5. This case study has been chosen to explain the
general production phase of the facility life cycle (see Chapter 1.1) and to show a second and much
more complicated example of a high level of detail simulation model. Other than within the previous
examples in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, within this case study there is no goal of an additional high priority
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optimization project. The focus thus is only on the implementation of the detailed simulation and to
address the mentioned requirement of visualization (see Section 5.6). The needed actions to implement
an intuitive interaction concept will be presented after this last case study, when discussing the SAMSON
code implementations in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 and their applications in Chapter 9.
The simulation model within this traffic related example also targets a training environment based on the
detailed simulation, the visualization, and the intuitive interaction concept proposed within the SAMSON
concept. Such a training would improve the learning curve of the policemen handling the traffic on an
intersections by reducing the time to reach the needed skills and helping to understand and use different
traffic handling strategies. This training environment concept of course can be mapped to the other case
study examples as well.

In Section 6.2 the problem definition of the chosen traffic hub in the city of Zurich in Switzerland is
presented, and its challenging situation is discussed. Section 6.3 describes the measuring efforts, the
actual model design, and some implementation challenges of the simulation model. This is followed
by the simulation runs and the analysis of the resulting data in Section 6.4. The simulation section is
concluded in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 discusses the implementation of the 3D model, while Section 6.7
finalizes the chapter with further requirements.

Figure 6.1: The Central plaza in the middle of Zurich. One of the important transportation hubs. The picture
shows trams, private traffic, and pedestrians outside the rush hour.

6.2 Problem Definition

As an adequate and complex case study a plaza called Central in Zurich, Switzerland is chosen (see
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2). The Central is located in the middle of the city, across from the main railroad
station, and next to the Limmat river. The plaza is one of the main transportation hubs of the city and a
bottleneck during the rush hour. It involves public transportation, private transport, and lots of pedestri-
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ans walking from the nearby shopping promenade to the main station.
The Central connects six routes (counter-clockwise): Neumühlequai, Bahnhofbrücke, Limmatquai, Seil-
ergraben, Weinbergstrasse, and Stampfenbachstrasse. The Neumühlequai is a one-way street leading the
traffic towards, and the Stampfenbachstrasse a one-way street leading the traffic away from the plaza.
The individual traffic consist mostly of mid-size cars and delivery vans. These vehicles are guided around
the plaza in an interrupted roundabout without any traffic lights. The last exit out of the roundabout is
the Bahnhofbrücke crossing the river. The private traffic must yield public transportation and pedestrians
at all time.

Figure 6.2: The Central plaza as hub for the public transport of the city. The inner circle is used as interchange
station which generates high volumes of pedestrians.

The public transportation covers six tram routes (lines 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 15), two bus routes (lines 31
and 46), and a funicular railway called Polybahn, which connects the Central with the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich) and the University of Zurich. The middle of the Central plaza is
used as a huge interchange station for the tram routes which drive along four of the six connected streets.
The bus routes cover three additional stations, one of them in the inner plaza circle (line 31), and two on
the outside of the plaza at the curbside of the Neumühlequai (line 46) and of the Seilergraben (line 31)
(compare also with Figure 6.3).
The cycle time of all public transportation routes is 7:30 min, whereas the tram routes are coordinated
to arrive to the Central on chronologically shifted times. The tram lines 6, 7, and 10 run from the Bahn-
hofbrücke to the Weinbergstrasse or vice versa and share the same two stations on the plaza. The tram
line 15 runs from the Limmatquai to the Weinbergstrasse and vice versa, and shares one of the stations
with the tram line 3 which runs from the Bahnhofbrücke to the Seilergraben and vice versa of course.
Finally, the tram line 4 runs from the Bahnhofbrücke to the Limmatquai and vice versa, and uses its
own two stations. Nevertheless, in case a tram line 4 in direction to the main station is standing on its
station on the Central, the tram line 15 in direction to the Limmatquai has to wait until line 4 leaves the
station due to the length of the tram and the crossing lanes. As for the bus routes, line 31 runs from
the Bahnhofbrücke to the Seilergraben and vice versa. Here, the route towards the Seilergraben runs
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through a part of the roundabout stopping on the bus station at the curbside of the Seilergraben. The
opposite direction crosses the roundabout and stops within the inner circle of the plaza. The bus line
46 just stops at the corner of the Neumühlequai and the Bahnhofbrücke. This bus route takes a right
turn on its individual bus lane, and thus, doesn’t influence the traffic at all. Further restrictions concern
especially the private transport. In a usual roundabout incoming traffic must yield. However, besides the
traffic from the Limmatquai on the rest of the Central plaza left yields right. Furthermore, if the tram line
3 or the bus line 31 are crossing the roundabout coming from the Seilergraben, or the tram line 3 crosses
from the plaza towards the Seilergraben, the traffic flow is interrupted for the Limmatquai. When tram
lines 6, 7, 10, and 15 cross the roundabout towards the Weinbergstrasse or vice versa, the traffic on the
intersection is interrupted for the Seilergraben and the Limmatquai. In case the tram lines 3, 4, 6, 7, 10
and the bus line 31 cross the intersection towards the Bahnhofbrücke, or the tram lines 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10
cross the intersection coming from the Bahnhofbrücke, the flow of the Neumühlequai is interrupted. Last
but not least, in case the tram lines 4 and 15 cross towards the Limmatquai or vice versa, the traffic on
the roundabout is interrupted.
This complex situation is aggravated by the pedestrian traffic on 11 crosswalks around the plaza. The
situation on the Central usually gets problematic in the morning from 7:30 am to 9:00 am, and in the
evening from 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm. During this rush hours, the private traffic on the Seilergraben and
the Weinbergstrasse towards the plaza is jammed. The Central during this time is guided by up to four
policemen, whereby two are responsible to coordinate the pedestrian traffic on the crosswalks from the
shopping promenade to the inner plaza circle and from the university quarter to the shopping promenade.
The other two policemen are responsible for the traffic on the two main crossings. Once the policemen
start guiding the traffic, the usual right of way routine is interrupted and the traffic follows the instruc-
tions of the policemen.
First and foremost, the goal of the policemen is to ensure the predefined cycle time of the public trans-
portation and to enable the correct departure sequence of the trams. This main goal is indispensable,
as otherwise the timely obstructions and sequence mix-ups would take effect on the whole public trans-
portation network of the city. Only then, after the absolute priority of the public transportation, the
policemen take care of handling the private transport and the pedestrian traffic. The nearby first aid
center leads to an additional complication of the circumstances. The Central plaza with its six different
streets, represents an optimal crossing point to reach the different city areas. Thus, the intersection gets
a high frequency of ambulances coming out of the first aid center located on the Neumühlequai. In case
of an emergency, the policemen stop the whole traffic flow and free the road for the ambulances.

The main topics of this case study are first to prove the high capability of policemen to guide such a
complicated intersection as good or even better as a traffic guidance system with traffic lights based
on static algorithms. And second, to lay the ground for a traffic simulator environment with a highly
complex simulation model on a deep level of detail, where the policemen could train their behaviour and
the adequate choices for different traffic situations, much like other professionals train their procedures
and knowledge.

6.3 Measure and Modeling

In order to fulfill the main goals of the case study, the simulation model of the Central plaza must
reflect reality as good as possible. Only then, the results of a static algorithm can be compared with the
performance of policemen. Furthermore, a realistic training environment must be based on a detailed
simulation model which reflects reality accurately. This approach differs from the simulation efforts in
Section 4.3, which is related to a higher level of simulation model design with a distinct optimization
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Figure 6.3: Basic layout of the Central plaza indicating the driving paths of the public transport lines (3, 4, 6, 7,
10, 15, 31, and 46) and the six streets leading towards and away from the plaza. Street 1: Seilergraben,
street 2: Weinbergstrasse, street 3: Stampfenbachstrasse (one-way), street 4: Neumühlequai (one-
way), street 5: Bahnhofbrücke, and street 6: Limmatquai. The two circles with a P indicate the two
main policemen which guide the intersection during the rush hours.

goal. Such kind of simulation models thus are specifically designed to comply with the requirements
of the optimization, representing typical models of simulation experts. In order to support the daily
activity of line managers, these models need to be extended towards a detailed representation of reality
as discussed in Chapter 3 and presented in the production related case study in Chapter 5. Only then, the
models are able to support the daily operations and further optimization through incremental steps. The
model of this traffic case study is designed directly on a very deep level of detail, focusing on the goal of
a training environment for policemen. Based on the complexity and the characteristics of the case study,
these policemen and their task can be compared with the previously mentioned line managers and their
daily challenges of ensuring the predefined cycle time and the system’s OEE.

6.3.1 Measurements of Traffic Loads on the Central Plaza

Every simulation model and its quality is dependant on the definition of the required level of detail,
the definition of the needed measuring points to fulfill the required resolution, and the careful record of
the needed data, all together resulting in a detailed reflexion of reality. As mentioned in Section 6.2,
the main contributors to the traffic situation on the Central plaza are: the public transportation with six
tram and two bus routes, massive amounts of private traffic, pedestrians, and every now and then, some
ambulances dashing through the intersection. After a first analysis of these circumstances, it becomes
clear, that the modeling of pedestrians and the ambulances would exceed the reasonable complexity of
the simulation model with the focus of a training environment for policemen. This decision to skip the
simulation of pedestrians and ambulances, was taken based on the analysis of the policemen’s activities
on the intersection. The two main policemen assignments focus on ensuring the right of way for the
public transportation and guiding the private traffic on the different streets. The other two policemen just
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take care of stopping pedestrians of walking on the two main crosswalks, when the concerning street
gets the right of way, which is equal to an elimination of the influence factor of pedestrians to the traffic.
Furthermore, the ambulances reflect only a negligible amount of occurrences, compared to the amount
of decisions a policemen is taking during the time standing on the intersection. Furthermore, also the bus
line 46 can be neglected, as it runs on its separated bus lane with a station outside the inner plaza. Thus,
it has no effect on the whole traffic situation at all.

Figure 6.4: Boxplots of waiting times in station for all tram and bus routes on the Central plaza. [59]

With this limitations, the measurements need to be concentrated on the public transportation and the
private traffic. Due to the verified punctuality of the public transportation, the data for the model can
be pulled out of the timetables which are available online http://www.zvv.ch/de/fahrplan/
haltestellen-fahrplan.html. The source of each tram or bus route can be configured to pro-
duce a new vehicle every 7:30 min (cycle time) starting at a distinct time. This starting time needs to
ensure the correct arrival time on the Central plaza station which can be reached by a subtraction of the
travel time from the source up to the specific station. For a realistic simulation, the mean waiting time
on the station is an important factor. This must be measured in order to implement the waiting behavior
of trams and buses within the model.

The measurements for the stations of the public transportation were conducted on a Friday morning
during the rush hour. The measured times are related to the duration from arrival at the station (complete
stop of vehicle and opening of the doors) until the departure (movement start of vehicle to leave station).
The measurements were taken for each tram and bus route, and span from 4 to 6 data sets for each station
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(see [59] for details). In Figure 6.4, the boxplots of these measurements are shown. As some stations are
used by several tram routes and these stations are implemented in the simulation model as one physical
station, the results for the tram routes must be combined for these common stations.

Figure 6.5: Diagram of Central plaza with all sources, control points, and drains of traffic census. Green squares
for sources, blue squares for control points, and red squares for drains. The four green circles with a P
indicate the two main policemen guiding the traffic (upper right and upper left) and the two auxiliary
policemen to handle the pedestrian traffic. The yellow circles with X and Y indicate the points of the
performed video capturing for the traffic census. [59]

As a second part, the private traffic on the intersection must be analyzed in detail and measured on
predefined locations. The difficulty is not only to count the traffic passing these locations, but also
to register the vehicle’s destination after the registration point. This is necessary to ensure a correct
simulation model design and to adjust the model variables to realistic values. Figure 6.5 shows the
selected booking points as rectangles with alphabetic naming from A to U. The used color code can be
read as follows:

• Green: These booking points are equivalent to sources as here the traffic is entering into the
analyzed area by crossing the system borders.
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• Blue: These booking points are equivalent to system related evaluation points within the system
borders.

• Red: These booking points are equivalent to drains as here the traffic is leaving the analyzed area
by crossing the system borders.

In addition, Figure 6.5 shows four green circles with a P indicating the position of the four policemen,
and two yellow circles with an X and a Y indicating the measuring positions. The upper right policeman
circle is the main traffic guiding policeman standing in the middle of the intersection. This officer has the
challenge to handle the precedence of following incoming streets: the Weinbergstrasse, the Seilergraben
and the traffic through booking point T coming from the Neumühlequai, the Bahnhofbrücke and the
Limmatquai. The policeman on the upper left is responsible to guide the precedence of the traffic out
of the Neumühlequai and the vehicles coming from the booking point H (from the Central itself). Both
policemen of course handle all the public transportation traffic crossing the intersection at the same
time. The other two policemen are just ensuring to stop pedestrians from using the crosswalks from
the university quarter towards the city (lower right policeman), and the pedestrians from the shopping
promenade and the university transportation cable car towards the main station. The two yellow circles
indicate the position of data collection. The procedure of traffic census is performed using a video
camera which reduces the amount of people needed to a minimum and allows not only to count the
number of vehicles crossing a booking point, but also to track the traveling direction of the analyzed
cars. Furthermore, the counts are related to the identical traffic situation ensuring the congruence of the
surveyed data.
The data collection was performed on six different weekdays within the time frame of the rush hours in
the morning (from 7:30 am to 9:00 am) and in the evening (from 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm). Nevertheless,
the videos and the analyzed data do not cover the full rush hour time of these days. Within the video
material, every booking point is analyzed for the number of vehicles per hour and their driving direction.
Out of this data, a mean value of incoming vehicles per hour is determined for all sources (color code
Green). Further details on the measurement procedure and the detailed measurement results can be found
in [59].

The following figures discuss the different Central plaza routes step by step. The figures are divided once
into a percentage related analysis, always followed by a figure related to the absolute amount of vehicles
registered for the booking points within the video material. Incoming traffic at the sources always is
summed up and normed to 100 % for each analyzed direction. Besides the percentages or absolute
numbers, also the driving directions are analyzed and visualized on the figures.

The discussion of the different routes takes place counter-clockwise starting with the Neumühlequai and
ending with the results for the Weinbergstrasse. Figure 6.6 shows the two sources I and D with the
possible driving directions to the Bahnhofbrücke, the Limmatquai, and towards the booking points P and
O. The results for this route are based on the video material for position X. The sources I and D cover
a total amount of 442 vehicles/h. 16 % of the traffic out of the source I take a right turn towards the
Bahnhofbrücke and leave the system borders over the drain J. The video material furthermore shows no
right turn for traffic on the left lane, which is in accordance to the traffic rules which prohibit such a turn.
Based on the video material, the right lane from I towards O and N does have a lane change percentage
of 9 %, while the left lane from D towards P gets to a lane change of 17 %. This lane changing behavior
would need to be implemented into the simulation model. Nevertheless, it is possible to adapt the sources
I and D and to simplify the model implementation. The traffic on the right lane in the following splits
into 84 % towards booking point O and 16 % leaving the system towards the drain N on the Limmatquai.
On the other hand, 83 % of the left lane reach booking point P, while the other 17 % get split into 85 %
towards booking point O and 15 % leaving the system over the drain N.
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Figure 6.6: Diagram of the traffic census for the Neumühlequai with its two lanes. Left: percentage analysis for
the two lanes. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the two lanes. Dashed arrows show the amount
of traffic either leaving the lane or performing a lane change. [59]

In Figure 6.7 the incoming traffic from the Bahnhofbrücke is analyzed. Herein, the source L takes 42 %
and the source M the other 58 % of the incoming traffic, summing up to 277 vehicles/h (116 for L and
161 for M). During the traffic census, no lane changes could be detected towards the booking point O for
the vehicles originated within L, which results in 100 % of the vehicles running towards booking point P.
For the cars out of the source M on the other hand, 4 % of the vehicles performed a lane change towards
P. In addition, the lane coming from M divides into the direction towards O with 90 % and 10 % towards
the drain N of the Limmatquai. Thus, 16 vehicles get removed out of the system over the drain N, while
138 vehicles run through O and 123 vehicles through P. This count afterwards needs to be accounted
when analyzing control point T and the drain U, and will be added to the contribution out of the sources
S and R (compare with Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.8 presents the analysis of the sources S and R reflecting the traffic contribution out of the
Limmatquai. Possible driving directions are towards the Seilergraben reaching the drain U and into the
middle of the Central plaza passing through booking point T. The traffic is divided into 79 % out of the
source S and 21 % out of the source R. The traffic sums up to a total amount of 37 vehicles/h (29 for S
and 8 for R). Almost all the vehicles on the left lane keep their driving direction (only 1 car out of 28
changes to the Seilergraben), while the right lane has also one vehicle with a line change towards the
middle of the intersection.
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Figure 6.7: Diagram of the traffic census for the Bahnhofbrücke with its two lanes. Left: percentage analysis for
the two lanes. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the two lanes. Dashed arrows show the amount
of traffic either leaving the lane or performing a lane change. [59]

Figure 6.8: Diagram of the traffic census for the Limmatquai with its two lanes. Left: percentage analysis for the
two lanes. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the two lanes. Dashed arrows show the amount of
traffic performing a lane change. [59]

Booking point T is the only booking point which has a direct influence on the traffic guiding policemen
on the the main intersection. The line changes from the sources L and M up towards the booking point P
and O, as well as, the line changes towards the directions of T and U, for both traffic streams (from P &
O and from S & R), will be neglected at the implementation of the simulation model, as the values and
the impact on the booking point T are very low.
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Figure 6.9: Diagram of the traffic census for the control point T. Left: percentage analysis for distribution on main
intersection. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the main intersection. [59]

The policeman standing in the middle of the plaza (upper right green circle in Figure 6.5) guiding the
main traffic intersection has three incoming routes and three drains which need to be handled continu-
ously. Starting with the traffic out of booking point T (see Figure 6.9) there is a total amount of 255
vehicles/h. This number is based on the video material from point Y. The vehicles can have three differ-
ent driving directions. First choice is the Weinbergstrasse towards the drain E, which is chosen by 4 %
of the vehicles. Second choice is the drain G within the Stampfenbachstrasse used by up to 49 % or 126
vehicles. And the last choice is towards booking point H, which carries a load of 47 % of all the traffic
originated within booking point T.

Figure 6.10: Diagram of the traffic census for the Seilergraben with its two lanes. Left: percentage analysis for
the two lanes. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the two lanes. [59]

The second incoming street is the Seilergraben which is one lane at the source A with a total traffic
amount of 515 vehicles/h. This lane splits into two lanes which reach the booking points B with 16 % of
the input stream, and C with the other 84 %. From here, the traffic on the left lane has only two choices:
The one-way street Stampfenbachstrasse which is used by 6 %, or the way towards the Bahnhofbrücke
reaching booking point H, which is used by 94 %. The way towards the Seilergraben is not allowed
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based on the traffic rules and didn’t get used during the traffic census. The right lane originated within
booking point C on the other hand, has a traffic which splits into all three possibilities with 16 % to the
Seilergraben, 72 % towards the Stampfenbachstrasse, and the rest (12 %) towards booking point H and
the Bahnhofbrücke.

Figure 6.11: Diagram of the traffic census for the Weinbergstrasse. Left: percentage analysis for the two direc-
tions. Right: absolute counts of vehicles for the two directions. Dashed arrow is related to the less
charged direction. [59]

Last but not least, there is the contribution out of the Weinbergstrasse with 306 vehicles/h. The traffic is
divided to 36 % towards the Stampfenbachstrasse and 64 % to the Bahnhofbrücke. The Stampfenbach-
strasse takes a lot of traffic weight when adding the contributions out of the Limmatquai, the Seilergraben,
and the Weinbergstrasse. Furthermore, the traffic census and the studying of the resulting video material
shows that the traffic from the Weinbergstrasse is always running very well. This is based on the fact,
that the Weinbergstrasse has many tram routes crossing the intersection. Every tram crossing allows the
traffic of the Weinbergstrasse to proceed while stopping both, the Limmatquai and the Seilergraben, and
causing queues on these streets.

With this, all the values needed to configure the simulation model were determined. In order to input
the values for the sources, the unit must be converted from vehicles/h into a value of seconds between
vehicles. The percentages for traffic dividing into different directions will be implemented using lists as
basis for percentage exit strategies on the distributing element. This allows registering the determined
figures and reflect the real behavior. The values for the drains on the other hand will be used to review
the simulation results. Additionally, the measured results for the stations of the public transport will lead
to simulation model elements with a distribution based on the mean and variance of the census.

Table 6.1: Measurement results for all sources, booking points, and drains of the Central plaza.

Vehicles / h seconds / vehicle

A 515 7.0

B 81 44.6

C 434 8.3

D 78 46.2

E 189 19.1

F 306 11.8

continued on next page
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Table 6.1: (Continued)

Vehicles / h seconds / vehicle

G 552 6.5

H 335 10.7

I 364 9.9

J 394 6.9

L 116 30.9

M 162 22.2

N 60 59.6

O 373 9.7

P 151 23.9

R 8 478.1

S 29 125.8

T 255 14.1

U 344 10.5

6.3.2 Design of the Plant Simulation Model for the Central Plaza

In order to fulfill the requirements of a training environment, the level of detail of the simulation model
must be on a very realistic level, taking into account not only the amount of traffic, but also its detailed
behavior on the intersection. Specially, the intersection parts, where the policemen are guiding the traffic,
must be implemented carefully. The rules for yielding are not only dependant on the private traffic, but
above all, limited by the events of the public transport crossing the intersection.
As a first step, the map of the intersection was placed in the background. This eases the placement
and definition of simulation modules. The model is separated into three main networks: the Central,
the Methods, and the Variables sections. The Central section is the main network containing all the
simulation modules needed for the representation of the plaza. Figure 6.12 shows the details of these
modules. Within the Methods network the whole behavior of the model is coded into 27 different methods
and two queue modules. The methods are either initialization methods to setup specific attributes to every
incoming vehicle, related to a specific module taking care of moving its content to the right place at the
right time, right of way methods taking care of the queue modules and the correct determination of the
element being next in line, or methods taking care of changing the right of way between the different
routes. The Variables network holds a total of 21 Boolean variables indicating the status of a specific
situation, e.g. Tram_wartet_weinbergstrasse = True would indicate that there is a tram waiting at the
intersection, in order to cross the road and proceed to the station. Furthermore, there are two variables
indicating the actual right of way, e.g. Vorfahrt_Central = limmatquai would indicate that the actual right
of way is set to the Limmatquai, while the Weinbergstrasse and the Seilergraben have to yield and no
trams are able to cross the intersection either. These 23 variables are blocked and should not be changed
at any time. The methods handling the system behavior are the only ones allowed to read and write these
variables being the reason why their color was set to red. On the other side, there are 5 green variables
which are used to preset the number of vehicles which are allowed to cross the intersection during a turn.
In case of an automatic simulation run, after this preset number of vehicles has crossed the intersection,
the right of way will automatically turn to the next route. These values can be changed at any time in
order to optimize the traffic handling. This will be discussed in Section 6.4. In the end, the variable
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network is carrying another 4 black variables which are used as counters by the methods and do not have
any preset character for the model.

To standardize the naming of the main Central network, every element starts either with a Q for the
German Quelle, i.e. source, a P for the German Puffer, i.e. buffer, a K for the German Kreuzung, i.e.
intersection, or an S for the German Senke, i.e. drain. The element with the name Q_HB_Tram_3
stands for the source at the Bahnhofbrücke (HB for the German Hauptbahnhof, i.e. main station) which
generates a Tram of line number 3.
The start is again counter-clockwise at the Neumühlequai. There are two sources for the private traffic
with two place buffers in front of the intersection (see Figure 6.13). In the figure, the attributes menu for
the source of the left lane (driving direction) is visible, which is equivalent to the source D within the
measurements in Section 6.3.1 and the attributes menu for its place buffer in front of the intersection. The
menus show in case of the source the value 46.2 seconds/vehicle which indicates how long the source
will wait until it produces the next vehicle. On the second menu, the capacity of the buffer element is set
to a quantity of 11 places, which indicates the number of vehicles which are considered to fit within the
area in front of the intersection.

Figure 6.14 shows the 8 sources and 3 drains of the Bahnhofbrücke. Two sources for the private traffic,
one for the bus line 31, and five for the tram lines 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10. The three drains are one for each
traffic type, i.e. vehicles of the private traffic, buses, and trams no matter of which line. Furthermore,
there is a tram buffer in front of the intersection with the capacity for one single tram, two place buffers
for the vehicles and the bus with the capacity of 12 and a place buffer for the private traffic which passed
the intersection towards the bridge with a buffer capacity of 5. Passing into the middle of the intersection,
there are three intersection related modules with a name starting with a K. One is for the bus crossing
from the plaza towards the Bahnhofbrücke. The other two processing stations are related to the crossing
of trams from the bridge towards the plaza and vice versa. These elements are needed in order to be able
to detect, if a vehicle (cars, buses, or trams) are blocking the intersection, and thus, inhibit the traffic flow
for the other routes.
In relation to the Limmatquai, there are 4 sources and 2 drains. Two of these sources are congruent with
the measurement sources S and R. The other two are related to the trams number 4 and 15. The drains
on the other side, eliminate the incoming private traffic or trams after they crossed the two lanes passing
through the measurement booking points P and O. The interruption of these two lanes is visualized as
interrupted grey bars. When taking a closer look into that spot, again there are two elements with names
starting with a K. These are the intersection elements for the trams 4 and 15. On the other hand, there is
a small buffer with a capacity of 4 vehicles. This extra module needs to be implemented after the grey
bar of the right lane in order to be able to attach a second exit strategy after already implementing a list
based exit for the cars driving into the drain of the Limmatquai.

The situation around the Seilergraben is shown in Figure 6.15. The simulation model implements three
sources and two drains. One source for the tram line 3, a source for the bus line 31, and the last one
for the private traffic. These three sources are followed by place buffers for each type. The tram buffer
has a capacity of 2, the bus one of 3, and the vehicle buffer a capacity of 42 places. Following the
path of the tram and the bus, the place buffer is followed by an intersection station, which is used to
check for blocked intersection conditions within the traffic handling methods. After this intersection
element the trams and buses run into their station in the middle of the plaza. All together, there are 8
station modules within the plaza, which carry the previously discussed waiting times and distributions
(see Section 6.3.1). The place buffer of the private traffic on the other side is split into two grey bars
symbolizing the two lanes running through the measurement booking points B and C (see Figure 6.3).
From here, the vehicles have the possibility to travel towards the Weinbergstrasse, the Neumühlequai, or
the Bahnhofbrücke. The Weinbergstrasse is connected only to the right lane and offers a place buffer with
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Figure 6.12: Overview on the simulation model implemented for the Central plaza.

the capacity of 10 vehicles ending in a drain. In case of the Neumühlequai and the Bahnhofbrücke, the
vehicles travel over an intersection station towards the place buffers on the other side of the intersection.
Coming back to the Seilergraben, the two implemented drains are responsible first for the trams of line 3
with a preceding place buffer with a capacity of 2 trams. On the other side, there is the drain for the buses
of line 31 and the private traffic. Both traffic types are originated directly out of the grey bar symbolizing
the right lane coming from the Limmatquai. The vehicles of the private traffic get removed immediately
after exiting the lane, while the buses perform a stop at the bus station before exiting the system.

In the end, the focus is on the situation around the Weinbergstrasse. Here, the model implements 5
sources and 2 drains. The first source is related to the private traffic and is followed by the usual place
buffer with the capacity of 20 vehicles. When vehicles are leaving this buffer, they are either moving into
the Stampfenbachstrasse or towards the Bahnhofbrücke traveling also into the designated buffers of these
routes. On the other side, there are four sources for the tram numbers 6, 7, 10, and 15. These sources
are followed by a place buffer with the capacity of 2 and cross the intersection within an intersection
station. After indicating the blockage of the intersection, the trams move into their discussed stations in
the middle of the plaza. Changing towards the sources, the private traffic related drain was discussed in
the context of the Seilergraben. The second drain is related to all the tram lines traveling towards the
Weinbergstrasse. Thus, the trams after leaving their station run into the intersection station and from
their to the place buffer with a capacity of two trams before getting removed out of the system within the
mentioned drain.

Unfortunately, the positioning of these modules and the setup of the correct processing time, the capacity
of each element, and the interconnection of the subsequent elements does not lead to the representa-
tion of reality by its own. This is only the basic structure of the simulation model and can be seen as
the base frame without behavior knowledge. Specially the interaction between private traffic and pub-
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Figure 6.13: Zoom into simulation model implementation for the Neumühlequai. Two menu show the preset
creation cycle for the source of one lane and the capacity of the subsequent buffer.

lic transportation is completely detached on this basic level. The generated objects like trams, buses,
and vehicles must be handled through input and exit strategies taking the dependencies of the particular
traffic situation into account. In contrast to the previously presented simulation model for the logistics
case study (see Section 4.3), these strategies need to consider and handle every single object within the
system. This is a challenging situation, specially for the algorithm on the main plaza intersection, where
usually the main policeman handles the traffic between Limmatquai, Seilergraben, and Weinbergstrasse.
But also for the intersections of the Neumühlequai and the Bahnhofbrücke, and the public transportation
traveling towards the Limmatquai, additional code must be added to the system in order to reflect reality.

The previously mentioned method network and its containing 27 methods and 2 queue elements there-
fore need to be discussed. Starting with the naming of these methods, the initial part of each name has
an M for method, is followed by the object the method is related to, e.g. K_Central_3, and ends with the
type of the method: either Exit for an exit strategy, Pull for a pull method which drags objects into the
named objects as soon as the station is freed, or no extension for special methods.
The first method which is executed for every incoming and thus newly generated vehicle (tram, bus, or
car) is the M_Init method. It takes care of checking the source which triggered the method and adds
according to this source two attributes to the object: a value for the origin of the vehicle, e.g. tram_HB_3
for a tram coming from the Bahnhofbrücke of line 3, and the line itself as an integer attribute. The
easiest methods are the 8 pull methods. The code structure is equal for every single method and just
adapted to the concerning object. The reason for using pull methods is the basic behavior of discrete
event simulation tools. Lets say a vehicle on the left lane at the Limmatquai wants to cross to the other
side of the tram track. In this case, an event is raised with the request of passing to the other side of the
intersection. If it must be rejected because a tram is crossing the track, this vehicle will remain stuck
on the spot forever, unless a pull method reactivates the object and drags it into the object on the other
side of the track. The main number of methods are Exit methods. These 15 methods are always added
to the simulation modules on the main network as exit strategies and get executed every time an object
wants to leave the module towards the successor. When using exit strategies within methods, the object
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Figure 6.14: Zoom into simulation model implementation for the Bahnhofbrücke. The opened menu shows the
preset creation cycle and starting time for trams of line 3.

won’t move automatically to the successor anymore and always wait until the executed code within the
method places the object into the new location. The exit methods can be segregated into two groups.
The first group is related to buffer elements within the main network where the actual situation must be
checked before moving the element to the subsequent module covering 5 of the 15 methods. As an ex-
ample, this is the case when a tram wants to cross the two roundabout lanes on the Limmatquai area from
the plaza to the Limmatquai or vice versa. In this case, the exit strategies will set the Boolean variable
which indicates that a tram is crossing this region to True. At the same time, a car ready to cross the
tram track will check this variable within its exit strategy and realize that it isn’t able to cross the street.
Thus, these buffer related exit strategies always will first check variables, then set according variables
to their actions, and then execute the movements in case the circumstances do allow the desired action.
In case the action could not be executed, it will have to be triggered by another method to reactive the
object. The second type of exit method is related to intersection modules covering the other 10 of the
15 exit methods. Here, the method design and execution is contrariwise. First, the object is moved out
of the intersection module to the successor, which is a module outside the intersection, without checking
any circumstances or setting variables. Then, the code will reset all the variables, like the previously
mentioned Boolean variable to False, and trigger all needed methods to reactivate frozen vehicles.
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Figure 6.15: Zoom into simulation model implementation for the Limmatquai and the Seilergraben.

The remaining three methods and the two queueing modules are related to the main intersection areas of
the plaza. This is on one side, the intersection between the Neumühlequai and the Bahnhofbrücke. On
the other side, it is the main intersection of the Limmatquai, the Seilergraben, and the Weinbergstrasse.
Both intersections in reality are guided by policemen. In the model, the behavior of the intersection thus
is vitally linked to the reconstruction of the traffic procedures and the right of way on these areas. Both
intersections thus have their own intersection method, which is called by every buffer element bordering
to these two intersection areas, whenever a vehicle requires to cross the intersection. The methods are
designed to track the incoming requests along their caller and have sections for each vehicle type, which
decide based on the actual circumstances, what the actions will be. This could be either, that the vehicle
must stay where it is until the intersection is freed, or that the vehicle can proceed into the intersection.
Furthermore, the requests must be segregated into private traffic related and public transportation related
matters. The private traffic is guided using variables for a maximum number of cars which are allowed
to cross the intersection on one turn. Once this number is reached, the variable for the right of way is
changed to the next street. This is a standard integration of a static algorithm as within intersections using
traffic lights, and resembles the actions performed by the policemen standing on the intersection. On the
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Figure 6.16: Zoom into simulation model implementation for the Weinbergstrasse and the Stampfenbachstrasse.

other hand, there is the public transport. As mentioned in Section 6.2 the main goal of the guidance of the
intersection is to ensure the cycle time of the public transport. Whenever a tram or bus is approaching the
intersection, the goal is to let it cross as soon as possible towards the stations in the middle of the plaza
or vice versa to leave the plaza for the intended driving direction. The two intersection methods will
change the right of way of the intersection in such a way, that the public transport vehicle will be able to
cross the intersection with as little delay as possible. Again, this resembles the actions of a policemen in
reality. In case a tram or bus approaches the intersection, but the intersection is blocked on the account
of another tram or bus crossing the intersection and blocking the track, the public transport vehicle will
have to wait. In this case, the vehicle is registered into one of the two queueing modules based on the
intersection it is related to. Once the crossing tram or bus freed the intersection, the method will wait
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until the private traffic, which had the right of way during the crossing of the tram or bus, has reached the
maximum number of vehicles allowed to cross the intersection. Then it will check for any waiting public
transport. In this case, the queueing element’s handling method (the last method of the 27 methods)
comes into play. It handles the queueing elements as FIFO (first in first out) buffers and reactivates the
waiting objects. A detailed summary of above mentioned methods is listed in Table A.3 which can be
found in Appendix A.3. The table is segregated into the different method types as presented before and
summarizes the method’s purposes and actions.

Figure 6.17: Resulting Sankey diagram of Central plaza within the simulation model. Stampfenbachstrasse reveals
to be the most frequented street of the whole intersection, while the Seilergraben shows also a high
load of traffic.

The verification of the model (compare with definition of [50]) was performed within a detail step by
step analysis using breakpoints on all 27 methods to check the events and the executed actions. Hereby,
one element of every single object type was followed through the whole system from the source to its
drain. This time consuming procedure within such a complex model is an inevitable step. It is needed
to ensure the correct behavior of the whole model and to prevent any design flaws in the reproduction of
the intended representation of reality. In addition to this step by step analysis, the model went through a
longtime run to test the stability of the model with a duration of 300 simulated days. This test confirms
the model’s stability and errorless execution. Besides this longtime simulation, the correct behavior of
the system can be checked using the Sankey diagram functionality of Plant Simulation. Usually, Sankey
diagrams are used to visualize and quantify material flows and their importance in process systems.
Within the verification of a simulation model, they can contribute to check the predefined behavior. The
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performed Sankey diagram test shows, if the vehicles travel on the intended routes and if the quantity
of traffic is segregated as determined within the traffic census (compare with Figure 6.17). The figure
confirms that all routes and tracks are used as intended with the blue bars. The thickness of these bars
stands for the amount of traffic traveling on the specific route. It becomes evident, that the amount of
private traffic exceeds the one of the public transportation by far. Nevertheless, the goal of ensuring the
cycle time for the public transportation must be classified as a superior goal.

Figure 6.18: Layout and traffic situation with cars queueing on the Stampfenbachstrasse. The crosswalk at the
streets entrance and the short time parking lots hinder the traffic to roll through the most frequented
street of the intersection.

Besides the importance for the verification, the Sankey diagram can help to prioritize the points of interest
when thinking of an optimization of the private traffic. First, the analysis of the Sankey diagram reveals
the Stampfenbachstrasse as the major traffic axis of the whole intersection. From a design perspective this
street has a suboptimal layout. The main drain for private traffic of the Central plaza has a crosswalk at its
entry, and short term parking lots on either side of the road. These parking lots are complemented with a
curbside parking for the local hotel. These circumstances lead to a reduced throughput of the street (see
Figure 6.18). The Sankey diagram also shows the importance of the Weinbergstrasse, the Seilergraben,
and the Limmatquai side of the roundabout based on the quantity of traffic. These would be the points
of interest for further simulation analysis and could be translated into performance indicators like overall
waiting times of the private traffic or throughput.

As a second step of the accreditation stages ([50]), the validation of the system must confirm the accurate
reflection of reality in order to lead to a successful accreditation of the model together with the previously
presented verification. This would approve the model to be used to take real decisions on simulated
results.
The simulation model is intended to recreate the situation of the Central plaza during rush hours by a
modeling of the intersection rules and behavior of the participants. The core of the model is the imitation
of the policeman’s behavior through static algorithms. These algorithms base on the prioritization of
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public transport and on a given order for the right of way of the specific private traffic routes. The
rotation of the right of way is based on variables defining the number of cars for each route, which get
the possibility to cross the intersection during a turn. These variables must be tuned in such a way, that
they reflect reality as good as possible. In Table 6.2 the best three setting are listed. Of course these
values cannot be compared to the actions of the policemen guiding the traffic in reality, as these values
vary for each traffic situation.

Table 6.2: The best three variable settings for the Central plaza simulation model. [59]

Variables Compliance to Traffic Census in %

Weinbergstrasse Seilergraben Limmatquai Neumühlequai Central

4 13 4 10 6 99.26 %

4 13 4 8 4 98.92 %

4 16 4 10 6 98.73 %

Based on the setting for the best result, a comparison of the values coming out of the traffic census and
the values determined with the simulation model shows the compliance of the simulation model with
reality (see Table 6.3). Again starting with the Neumühlequai and the relevant sources D and I, there is
a perfect match for I and a certain discrepancy for D. This is based on the way the simulation software
generates the vehicles within the source. Within the drain of the Bahnhofbrücke J, there is a discrepancy
which is based on the missing right turn of the right lane of the Neumühlequai. The implementation of
this turn was neglected in order to ease the implementation of the model. Subsequently, the values for N,
O, and P are too high, due to the additional cars which travel through the system.
The values for the Limmatquai sources, R and S, do comply with the requirements of the traffic census.
The percentage value for R seems to be too low at first sight. The difference to 100 % however is just
a single car. Continuing around the plaza, the booking point T is on a lower level than reality, which
ca be justified based on the missing lane changes from the right lane to the left lane. The value for
U on the other side, is too high. This is based first, on the cars which do not take a right turn from the
Neumühlequai to the Bahnhofbrücke, and second, on the cars which do not change to the left lane. These
restrictions need to be taken into account and are the consequences of the previously discussed model
simplifications.
The Seilergraben and its relevant sources and booking points (A, B, and C) show a very high compliance
and are a realistic representation of reality. Same thing is valid for the source F of the Weinbergstrasse,
and the booking points G and H towards the Stampfenbachstrasse and the Bahnhofbrücke. The drain of
the Weinbergstrasse on the other hand is a little too low. In comparison to the amount of traffic inserted
by the sources of the Seilergraben and the Weinbergstrasse, the lower level of booking point T can be
considered as acceptable. Overall, the model reflects reality very well and is considered to be accredited
to be used for further simulation trials. Additional details can be found in [59].

Table 6.3: Compliance analysis for all sources, booking points, and drains.

Vehicles / h Reality Vehicles / h Simulation Compliance Level in %

A 515 514 99.8

B 81 82 101.2

continued on next page
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Table 6.3: (Continued)

Vehicles / h Reality Vehicles / h Simulation Compliance Level in %

C 434 431 99.3

D 78 66 84.6

E 189 168 88.9

F 306 305 99.7

G 552 574 104.0

H 335 286 85.4

I 364 364 100.0

J 394 286 72.6

L 116 116 100.0

M 162 163 100.6

N 60 72 120.0

O 373 462 123.9

P 151 183 121.2

R 8 7 87.5

S 29 29 100.0

T 255 212 83.1

U 344 469 136.3

6.4 Simulation and Analysis

In Section 6.2, a statement of the capability of the policemen to handle the traffic on the intersection
compared to a static algorithm was defined as one of the main goals. Therefore, performance indicators
for the handling quality of the intersection must be defined. The indicators can be set as the processing
time of a vehicle, starting from its entry into the system until its exit within the drains, and the system
throughput of vehicles per time. As presented within [59], these indicators can be used as the basis of an
optimization function. The lower the processing time of an experiment, while the throughput still is on a
high level, the better the resulting value for the regarding variant.
In order to reach a certain amount of data, which can be used as optimization basis, the experiment
functionality of Plant Simulation was used. Therefore, the variables for the amount of private traffic
vehicles for each route are varied within a certain range. The experiment function takes this degrees of
freedom and runs trials for the different combinations resulting in a large data set. For each of these
experiments, the results for the processing time of each vehicle type and the throughput can be used
within an optimization function as presented within [59] in order to find the optimal way of running
the Central plaza with a fixed algorithm and predefined number of private traffic vehicles for each route
before changing the right of way.

Figure 6.19 shows a graph for the mean processing times of all trams of an experiment on the intersection.
As presented within [59], the processing times are defined as the time starting with the entrance in the
source until exiting the system through the drain. The simulated results vary between 88 sec and 219
sec. The best result is reached with 88.1 sec by experiment number 14 with variable values (4, 4, 2,
6, 10) for the Weinbergstrasse, the Seilergraben, the Limmatquai, the Neumühlequai, and the Central.
When starting an interpretation of these values it becomes clear, that the reason for the good result of this
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Figure 6.19: Mean processing times of trams on the Central plaza for all executed experiments. [59]

combination is a high change rate of the right of way on the main intersection of the Weinbergstrasse,
the Seilergraben, and the Limmatquai with the values 4, 4, and 2. This leads to a higher priority for the
trams as the implemented methods trigger waiting public transport after the completion of the number of
cars freed for a specific route, and thus, reactivate waiting trams and buses. Furthermore, the value of 10
for the Central allows a long period of right of way for public transport crossing the intersection between
the Bahnhofbrücke and the Central plaza.

A similar analysis result can be found for the bus line 31. The only direction which is influenced by the
right of way routines of the model for the intersection handling is the one traveling from the Seilergraben
towards the plaza and from there crossing the second intersection towards the Bahnhofbrücke. The other
bus direction flows around the plaza without crossing intersections, and thus, is not directly influenced
by the chosen variable values. The best result is reached within experiment 261 with a value of 55.4
sec. This result is based on the configuration of the variable values (4, 10, 2, 6, 4). The interpretation
again reveals that the values for the main intersection are optimized for the routing from the plaza to the
Seilergraben or vice versa, as the value for the right of way are high for the Seilergraben, and very low
for all others.

In relation to the private traffic the best result is reached by the experiment 422 with the variables (4,
13, 4, 10, 6) with a mean processing time of 87.6 sec and a 95 % confidence interval with its borders
at 87.1 sec and 88.1 sec. Coincidentally, this experiment uses the same variable set as the one that was
defined to be the best set for reflecting the real situation of the Central plaza. The interpretation of
this results thus allows the statement, that the actual traffic handling by the policemen reaches the same
minimal processing time for private traffic as the one that is reached within the simulation with a static
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Figure 6.20: Mean processing time of private traffic on the Central plaza for all executed experiments. [59]

algorithm and a fixed sequence of right of way for each route and a fixed number of cars allowed to
cross the intersection on each turn. Based on the results in [59], the experiment 422 also reaches the best
result when computing a optimization function based on processing time and throughput, followed by
experiment 416 and 421. All in all, this is a confirmation for the premise that high throughput is reached
with a low processing time. Further details on this evaluation of the simulation results can be found in
[59].

6.5 Conclusion

The simulation task within this case study, related to traffic handling on a vital intersection of a big city,
was to build a model which reflects reality of the real circumstances in a very deep level of detail. Based
on this model, the capability of the policemen should be compared to the possibility of a traffic guidance
system based on static algorithms.
The modeling activity started with the analysis of the intersection and a decision for the intended level of
detail. This led to the decision to neglect pedestrians and ambulances as their integration would exceed
the implementation efforts while their contribution to the intended goal of a policemen training environ-
ment is secondarily. This decision was followed by a video based traffic census on several weekdays to
gather the needed statistical data basis. Using a video camera resulted to be a very smart way not only to
count the actual traffic on the intersection, but also to determine the direction of the traffic and measure
waiting times on the stations of the public transportation. The video material of course offers the possi-
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bility to extend the accuracy of the model, by extracting more details of the behavior and implementing
it into the simulation model by adding modules and methods.
The simulation model itself was constructed based on maps of the real situation by placing the needed
simulation modules at the correct position and allocating the available capacity for the buffers on streets
and stations. The different tram lines, buses, and the streets of the private traffic have their own sources
and drains. The generated objects get attributes for origin and type at creation to enable object based
decisions within the model. As the public transportation and the private traffic are physically decoupled,
their interaction must be modeled within methods. This method set is responsible to raise the basic frame
into a realistic model by recreating the real behavior of the intersection.
The elaborate verification and validation of the model led to an accredited model which is able to reflect
reality in an adequate way, offering the basis for a comparison of the capabilities of policemen with a
guidance system based on static algorithms. The results of a wide number of experiments revealed the
optimal adjustment variables for the static algorithms. The resulting processing time and the achieved
throughput lead to a comparable level between the static algorithms and the capabilities of the traffic
handling policemen which proves their ability to handle traffic peaks in an efficient and adequate man-
ner.
Further optimization potential for the model are the implementation of lane changes, the implementation
of pedestrians using crosswalks on neuralgic points like the Stampfenbachstrasse, and the implemen-
tation of a coordination between the two intersection sides of the plaza. The complexity level of the
modeled intersection shows the capabilities of discrete event simulation software and proves its versa-
tility. These successful results prove the applicability of the simulation tool as a basis for simulation of
reality on a high level of detail. Based on this knowledge, the ground for a traffic simulator environment
is laid out and can be extended with the needs for an adequate training environment.

6.6 Visualization

In addition to the detailed reflection of the real behavior on the intersection based on a complex simula-
tion model, a training environment for policemen or for production engineers of course must implement
an accurate implementation of the real circumstances within a 3D model. This is the only way to ad-
dress the visual sense of the participating users, and thus, a central point of the SAMSON concept. As
discussed in Chapter 3 and listed as an essential requirement in Section 5.6, the traffic case study needs
to be extended with such a virtual representation of the Central plaza.
Plant Simulation [45] itself offers a 2D visualization capability in order to support the handling of the
software. In addition, the software package also integrates 3D visualization capabilities. Nevertheless,
the functionality of this 3D environment can’t be compared to the capabilities of a designated 3D content
creation suite like Blender [53] or other comparable software. As presented in Section 6.1 and discussed
in Section 6.5 the goal is to build a training environment for policemen and steepen their learning curve
handling the traffic on complex intersections. Therefore, these policemen need an environment which
offers not only a correct representation of the traffic activity based on the simulation model, but also a
representation of the look and feel of the intersection in a realistic way, which represents the next step
after the correct representation of the traffic activity.

As presented within [60], the start of the modeling is based on detailed maps of the Central plaza.
Herein, the system borders are adjusted to the borders of the simulation model. The modeling of the 3D
representation is executed in different layers, starting with the Limmat river which is building the basis
of the model and runs along the system borders. On top of this layer, the street layer and the sidewalks
layer build the basic shape of the intersection (see Figure 6.21). After this basic shape layout, the next
step is the modeling of the buildings and structures which are within the system borders. These are the
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Figure 6.21: Visualization of different layers modeled within Blender to create the Central plaza. Left: exploded
assembly drawing, Right: final configuration. [60]

Central Plaza Hotel, the Schroder & Co. Bank Building, the Hotel du Théâtre, the Hotel Limmathof,
the Building with the Polybahn, the station roof in the middle of the plaza, and the VBZ-Ticketeria. The
buildings are constructed based on their shape and extruded into the correct height. Once the outer shape
is adapted to the real appearance, texture mapping is used to stitch pictures of the real buildings to the
prepared objects, which results in an adequate representation of reality (see Figure 6.22).

Figure 6.22: Visualization model view from the inner plaza towards the Limmatquai with view to the VBZ-
Ticketeria and the shopping promenade. [60]

The basic layer, the buildings, and the structures within the borders of the predefined systems need to
be extended with the horizon around the system borders. Therefore, the skyline of the city must be
integrated between the buildings. The way of modeling is a plane which is adapted to the height and
shape of the buildings along the horizon. Once this plane is modeled, it is completed again with texture
mapping of pictures taken from the specific spots on the plaza (see Figure 6.23). The conclusion of the
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model is the skybox, which endorses the reality feeling when moving within the model. The skybox is
modeled as a box which is pulled over the whole construct. This box carries a texture map of a blue sky
and enables the impression of a real environment. Further details can be found in [60].

Figure 6.23: Visualization model view to the implementation of the skyline with planes and texture mapping. [60]

In order to transform this reflection of reality into a realistic experience, it must be completed with
pedestrians, trams, buses, and cars. Of course, these objects would need to be moving and not just be
still within the scene. On the other hand, the animation of the objects would need to be based on a
realistic behavior which is generated by the simulation model as discussed in the antecedent sections of
this chapter.

6.7 Further Requirements

The presented case study focuses on a training environment based on a realistic reconstruction of reality
through simulation. Furthermore, the environment is intended to address the human sense through a
detailed visualization with animations based on the running simulation model, and as proposed within
the SAMSON concept with an intuitive interaction concept. All this together adds up to the SAMSON
environment, which is responsible to interconnect different components and let them work as one unit.
These components are the Plant Simulation software with a detailed model, a visualization based on the
Blender 3D creation suite and its game engine, and a single display groupware system providing the
hardware in order to offer an intuitive interaction, collaboration, and training environment for production
experts and policemen. Therefore, SAMSON must act as a framework, which is able to address the
uniqueness of each component while finding the common denominator of the individual pieces. SAM-
SON must take care of interconnecting the simulation engine, the visualization software, and the SDG
environment over the network and address these components with update events whenever an interaction
or a change is performed on one of the components. This is needed in order to adapt the model of the
other components reaching a continuous synchronization.
In relation to the simulation model, the requirements are to receive and broadcast every new object en-
tering the simulation system, its movements and alterations during its time within the system, and its
deletion when leaving the system borders. In order to address a start, stop, or speed change, the event
controller of the simulation model needs to be controlled remotely as the simulation model itself should
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switch to the background. This is based on the goal of offering intuitive interaction concepts for line
managers or policemen which can’t be achieved using the standard GUI of the Plant Simulation soft-
ware.
In relation to the visualization, all changes happening within the simulation model must be reproduced
within the visualization. Therefore, every new object created by the simulation software must imply a
new object generation within the visualization component. Every movement of an object within the sim-
ulation model will also change the location within the visualization. And in the end, an object leaving
the system by entering a drain will be removed from the object list within the visualization suite.
In relation to the interaction environment, the requirements are related to interconnections which are kept
during the whole run time of the system (static associations) and other connections which are generated
only during a short time frame (dynamic associations). In order to support the intended interaction and
training environment, function related static interconnections need to be defined between an interaction
device and the start, stop and speed control of the simulation software’s event controller. Whenever the
start button is pressed, the simulation model needs to be started, while increasing the speed will change
the speed level and boost the execution of the simulation. An object related interconnection also needs
to be implemented between an interaction tool and a camera of the Blender game engine to redirect the
view within the visualization towards the point of interest.

In order to implement these requirements, a synchronous exchange of activity data between the inter-
connected components is indispensable. The details on the proper implementation follow within the
subsequent chapters.
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7SAMSON: Software Application for
Mechatronic Systems Engineering over
Networks

7.1 Overview

SAMSON was developed to support and implement the needs presented in Chapter 3 and detected within
the three different case studies which are discussed in Section 4.6, Section 5.6, and Section 6.7. The
main goal is the creation of an environment with a detailed simulation of the specific use case reflecting
realistic system dynamics, an adequate visualization capability of reality, and an easy to use interaction
concept.

The chapter starts with a discussion of the details on the SAMSON intercommunication software and
its underlying implementation concept in Section 7.2. The SAMSON intercommunication software is
based on a server and client paradigm. Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 illustrate this paradigm and discuss
the structure of server and client presenting their components. The add-ons to SAMSON’s main code
are acknowledged in Section 7.5.

7.2 SAMSON Intercommunication Software and Concept

As discussed within the case studies for logistics, production, and traffic, many optimization efforts are
related to strategic projects with a high priority status. These projects are conducted with a continuous
involvement of experts within the fields of optimization methodologies, simulation, and production. The
used tools and methods are specifically designed to support these experts, and do not target the daily
use by production engineers or policemen standing on intersections. The analysis and monitoring of
daily operations usually is based on simulation models which differ in the level of detail and the chosen
performance indicators. In order to expand the means used within optimization projects towards the
usage for daily operations, tools and models must be extended to represent an adequate level of detail
and to support the daily business on a non-expert level. This ensures a better basis for decision-making
during daily operations. These requirements are reflected within the SAMSON environment and its
implementation which focus on core technologies to support a detailed simulation of reality, an adequate
visualization, and an interaction concept to ease the user’s interaction:

• Discrete Event Simulation: Supports the correct representation of reality by reproducing the
activities within a production environment along their chronological sequence.
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• Realistic Visualization: Supports ease of use by adequate visualization and animation capabilities
of virtual objects. The representation of reality is based on a rendering software.

• Single Display Groupware: Supports ease of use of locally collaborating users on a shared display
with simultaneous use of multiple tangible user interfaces (TUIs) or touch input.

The combination of these core technologies is implemented within the SAMSON intercommunication
software using a server and client architecture. Based on the characterization of Strassburger et al. [19]
SAMSON can be classified as a concurrent, bidirectional, distributed, and external system. The soft-
ware offers a central server which takes care of data exchange, database handling, and centralized object
generation enabling a smooth communication between connected entities. The overall goal is to offer
a seamless and intuitive experience within an interconnected environment. SAMSON is based on the
interconnection of a discrete event simulation software (Plant Simulation [45]), a virtual environment for
visualizing all system occurrences (Blender game engine [53]), and an interactive single display group-
ware environment (MightyTrace [39]) to track tabletop interactions (see Figure 7.1). In order to enable an
intercommunication of these heterogeneous technological environments, the SAMSON intercommuni-
cation software ensures a continuous synchronization of its clients based on a common network protocol
and standardized data object types.

Figure 7.1: Overview on the architecture of the SAMSON software. The picture shows the SAMSON server
with the implementation of client threads, the server object repository, and the object factory. The
SAMSON clients are divided into simulation, visualization, and interaction clients with their local
object repository and the specific client controller. These clients interface the DES software, the
visualization software with a game engine, and the SDG environment. Communication is either bi-
directional or unidirectional and based on TCP sockets, UDP sockets, or interprocess communication.
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The SAMSON intercommunication software is based on the programming language Python [61]. The
central server software has the ability to communicate bidirectionally with its several client modules.
The communication within the SAMSON environment takes place as a bidirectional exchange of objects
based on a common protocol over TCP sockets. This communication runs on parallel threads to ensure a
synchronous execution of the connected clients. The exchanged objects are centrally generated within the
server module based on the factory method pattern [62] and stored within a server object repository. This
repository is synchronized with the connected and activated clients and their local client object reposito-
ries by broadcasting changes. The communication is based on the SAMSON message protocol and on
serialization using the Python module pickle, which takes care of the serialization and de-serialization
of Python objects. With this server and client architecture, the SAMSON intercommunication software
enables the distribution of update information to its heterogeneous environment setups. The configura-
tion of SAMSON is adaptable to the possibilities and needs of the specific installation. The SAMSON
server either can be located on a separate installation using its remote communication capabilities to in-
terconnect several client environments, or it can be installed locally within a mixed configuration of local
and remote clients. In case of multi-site collaboration, SAMSON and its architecture not only support
the cross-link of several SAMSON environments, but optionally even the interconnection of multiple
visualization, interaction, and simulation modules.

7.2.1 SAMSON Components, Interaction, and Network Protocol

SAMSON is segregated into the central server component and several customized client implementa-
tions, see Figure 7.1. The basic tasks of the server are the communication handling with the connected
clients, the creation of predefined objects to store environment activities, and the storage and administra-
tion of these objects within a database. These main requirements are implemented within three different
components:

• ComServer: The communication server generates a TCP socket and listens for incoming connec-
tions on the predefined SAMSON address. Once a call is coming in, the communication server
initiates a threaded connection, executes handshaking with the client, and performs its initializa-
tion and activation. Afterwards, it goes over to a standardized data exchange with predefined
communication protocol based on SAMSON messages.

• Repository: The server repository implements a dictionary to store all incoming objects and their
actual status. This repository is the central database of the SAMSON environment and represents
the entirety of captured objects and their activities. The handling of the repository is triggered by
the ComServer when exchanging messages with clients.

• Factory: The factory is responsible to create standardized SAMSON object hulls. The hull cre-
ation follows predefined object templates with unique object IDs and several other object specific
properties. The object creation is called by the repository when a new object enters the SAMSON
environment and requests its own object.

These components fulfill the main task of communication handling, storing the actual status of all ob-
jects within SAMSON, and ensuring data integrity of the system. A detailed discussion of the SAMSON
server can be found in Section 7.3. The client implementations need to adapt to the specific client en-
vironments and thus vary from their basic implementation. The details on these adaptions are discussed
in Chapter 8. The basic software architecture is constant for all client implementations and can be seg-
regated into the communication handling with the SAMSON server and the specific client environment,
a local object repository storing the environment activities locally, and a controller component which
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triggers modifications of the data set and the client environment. These requirements are implemented
into three segregated components:

• ComClient: The communication client generates a TCP socket and connects to the server on the
predefined SAMSON address. Once the connection is established, handshaking is executed, and
the activation is completed. The client initializes the existing setup and takes care of data exchange
between the client software (simulation, visualization, or interaction environments) and the server.

• Repository: The basic principle of SAMSON is to keep track of all occurrences within the inter-
connected clients on a basis of objects. Therefore, the client requests the generation of an object
hull on the server for every newly detected object. Once this object hull is returned to the client,
it gets populated with the specific object data, stored within the local repository, and sent to the
server to update the central server repository. In order to implement these requirements, the client
repository needs to handle three different dictionaries. The first repository is equal to the server
repository and holds the actual status of SAMSON objects, while getting refreshed whenever an
updated is available. The second one is a waiting queue dictionary where the incoming objects
from the client environment are cached, until the individual object hull is returned from the server.
The third implementation is a look-up dictionary to translate between client software specific iden-
tification such as .MUs.Transporter:25 within the DES software and the unique SAMSON envi-
ronment identification which is unknown to the client.

• Controller: The client software controller is the place where objects, which were received by
the client coming from the server, get actually analyzed. This can lead to an action on the client
software system. As the controller gets triggered before updating the local client repository, the
controller is able to recall an object out of the local repository and compare it to the actual incoming
object. After the interpretation, alteration specific methods take over the modification of the data
model.

The details on the implementation of the standardized client and its components are presented in Section
7.4. Once a client connects to the server, the client performs handshaking, activation, and environment
initialization with the server. Afterwards, the client starts sending a continuous state update to all objects
within its client environment. In case of an SDG system, the environment update would be executed on
every single movement or rotation of a TUI. The object update gets packed into a SAMSON message
and sent to the server. Here, this incoming message is interpreted, stored in the central server object
repository, and in the end, broadcasted to all connected clients but the initial sender as an update for their
local client object repository. An example of the communication and the performed procedures within
the SAMSON environment is shown within the following example:

• A simulation client requests a new simulation object from the communication server. Once this
request is identified by the server, the object factory generates a new simulation object with unique
ID and further object type specific attributes which are dependant on the client type. These at-
tributes can be related to x and y position on the interaction screen, or on the actual location within
the simulation model for transporters or products. The object is sent back to the requesting client
where it gets updated with the latest information out of the waiting dictionary. The updated object
is stored in the local object repository and an update is sent to the server. Once the server identifies
the update, it copies the object into the central object repository, and broadcasts the update to all
other connected clients. Finally, these clients trigger their controller and pass the received update
in order to perform changes on the data model. In the end, the received object is stored in the local
client repository as a reference for the next update.
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The implementation of the above mentioned intercommunication between SAMSON components takes
place using a standardized network protocol. Information can travel from a client to the server or vice
versa. The data exchange is realized as interchange of messages containing the needed information
for communication. The type of message has a version control and is called SAMSONmessage. The
SAMSONmessage itself is a Python list containing four different list items, see Table 7.1. The items are
structured along the conceptual process of message interpretation (sender, action, object type, object).
The receiver of a message first of all needs to determine the sender of the message. Based on this
information, it executes the required action which is predetermined for the respective object type. The
object itself is always appended at the end of the message and carries the information, which needs to be
exchanged between the connected elements.

Table 7.1: The SAMSON message implementation with its four list elements.

Index SAMSON message element Content Example Type

0 caller Participant requesting the exchange ’client’ String

1 action Requested action ’set’ String

2 object type Type of carrying object ’SimulationObject’ String

3 object Actual data transmission SimulationObject SAMSONObject

In Table 7.2, the different possibilities of SAMSON message elements are listed. The elements can be
separated into system messages and object related messages. System messages are used to trigger code
segments of server and client, which are related to start-up and finalization of the code. These system
messages carry a ’sys_message’ string within the object type element and the specific client ID of the
caller within the object element of the SAMSON message. On the other hand, object related messages
are used to exchange object updates and keep server and client repositories synchronized.

Table 7.2: The SAMSON message possibilities which are implemented in the SAMSON environment.

SAMSON message element Content Type

caller ’server’ String

caller ’client’ String

action ’welcome’ String

action ’activate’ String

action ’activated’ String

action ’end’ String

action ’new’ String

action ’set’ String

action ’get’ String

action ’remove’ String

object type ’sys_message’ String

object type ’SAMSONObject’ String

object type ’BlenderObject’ String

object type ’EnvironmentTypeObject’ String

continued on next page
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Table 7.2: (Continued)

SAMSON message element Content Type

object type ’KinectObject’ String

object type ’SimulationObject’ String

object type ’TUIOObject’ String

object type ’repository’ String

object ClientID Integer

object SAMSONObject SAMSONObject

object BlenderObject SAMSONObject

object EnvironmentTypeObject SAMSONObject

object KinectObject SAMSONObject, Skeleton

object SimulationObject SAMSONObject

object TUIOObject SAMSONObject

object repository Dictionary

The exchange of these data packages takes place based on a predefined network protocol, see Table 7.3.
The protocol determines the way data must be constructed in order to ensure a correct interpretation
of exchanged data between the interconnected SAMSON elements. The network protocol is structured
into a header and a body section. The body contains the actual SAMSON message with its four above
mentioned elements. As TCP sockets exchange byte streams, the body needs to be serialized before data
exchange. The usage of Python’s pickle module hereby allows a serialization and de-serialization of the
message while preserving its object structure. The header specifies the body’s byte stream length indi-
cating the number of bytes which need to be received to dump the whole message at once. After casting
the length to a string, the header is encoded as ASCII and concatenated with a semicolon indicating the
end of the header. The reception of a message is implemented as a byte per byte readout of the socket
until a semicolon is received indicating the end of the header. An integer casting of the header returns
the length of the body, which then is dumped out of the socket en bloc. In the end, the de-serialization
with the pickle module reproduces the message and its structure.

Table 7.3: The network protocol implementation based on the message with header and body.

SAMSON protocol element Content Definition

message Contains ASCII encoded header with pickled body. header.encode(’ASCII’) + body

header Contains length of body, ending with semicolon. str(len(body)) + ;

body Pickled SAMSON message as byte stream. pickle.dumps(SAMSON message)

7.3 SAMSON Server

The SAMSON server is the central code component of the SAMSON environment. It is built to support
the interconnection of different kind of clients like simulation, visualization, or interaction components.
The communication with connected clients is based on TCP/IP socket connections and follows the pre-
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sented protocol using SAMSON messages (see Section 7.2.1). The server is designed to enable real-time
status updates on all occurrences within SAMSON. All connected clients run on separate threads to en-
sure an efficient parallelization of all requests and tasks. The architecture is based on the three previously
mentioned components: Communication Server, Server Object Repository, and Object Factory (see Fig-
ure 7.1).
The communication server takes care of the TCP socket, the communication with connected clients, the
handling of all incoming data packages, and the transfer to the server repository. The repository stores
incoming data, triggers a broadcast in case of information which needs to be transferred to all connected
clients, and requests a new SAMSON object hull from the factory, when a request for a new object was
received. Finally, the object factory takes care of building new object hulls of the requested object type
and assigns them a unique ID for unambiguous identification. In the following, these three code compo-
nents will be discussed in detail. The communication server in Section 7.3.1, the server object repository
in Section 7.3.2, and the object factory in Section 7.3.3.

7.3.1 Communication Server

The Python code of the SAMSON communication server is implemented within a file containing two
classes: ComServer and ComServerConnection. The communication server can be executed either
over the SAMSON console (for details see Section 7.5.2), or by a direct call of the communication
server’s Python file. When started with a direct call, the integrated main file generates an instance of the
ComServer class. The execution of the ComServer class is implemented to start as a thread. This enables
the proper handling of the server when started through the SAMSON console and basically would allow
a parallel start of several synchronously running servers. Within the main routine of the ComServer
instantiation a TCP socket is generated, which listens for incoming connections on the machine’s IP
address and on the predefined SAMON port which was chosen to be on port number ’55667’. Once a
call is received, the ComServer initiates a ComServerConnection instance and stores the new connection
into a list of running clients. The ComServerConnection class is implemented as a thread, as SAMSON
is aimed to support the synchronous interaction of several heterogeneous clients. These clients must
have the possibility to exchange data with the server independently from other clients. This is enabled by
the ComServerConnection class. The class’ main routine handles the data exchange with the connected
client, communicates incoming data to the server object repository, and broadcasts selected information
to all entries of a look-up list with activated clients.

Figure 7.2: ComServer flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.
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The ComServer class is implemented with following methods and properties, while the execution routine
of the code can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.2:

• init(): The constructor defines the server address with the machine’s IP as host and the predefined
SAMSON port ’55667’. It initializes the ComConnections list which stores all running clients,
sets a run flag to track the execution status, and calls the start-up method.

• str(): This special method returns a predefined string containing a description of the instance. In
case the ComServer instantiation is printed, its content is executed. The method is designed to
print the actual ComServer status (running or stopped) and the number of connected clients.

• getnewClientID(): This static method is implemented to generate unique client IDs for the incom-
ing client connections. The counter must be secured by thread locks as the threaded ComServer-
Connection instances are running in parallel and a synchronous request must be handled.

• comConnections: This property is added to the comConnections list defined within the construc-
tor method. It tracks all actually running ComServerConnection instantiations and makes them
available to the ComServer instance.

• startup(): The start-up method is implemented to handle the execution by the SAMSON console.
The method checks if the ComServer is already running (run flag) to avoid a double start of the
ComServer when using the console. If the server is still down, the method calls the constructor
of the threading.Thread class to inherit its definitions, then it initializes a TCP socket, sets the
running flag to True and calls the run method to start.

• run(): This method is the actual main execution method. It is responsible to accept incoming con-
nection requests. After the acception of the new client, the method creates a new and unique cli-
entID and initializes an instance of the ComServerConnection class handing over three attributes:
the connected client, the unique clientID, and the ComServer instance as reference. As final exe-
cutions, the method appends the ComServerConnection instance to the ComConnections list and
calls the run method of the ComServerConnection instance.

• shutDown(): This method can be called from the SAMSON console and is implemented to allow
a controlled shut down of the server and thus of the whole SAMSON environment. The method
sets the ComServer’s running flag to False which stops the execution of the ComServer’s run
method and the acception of any new client connections. Next, the method loops through all Com-
ServerConnections which are recorded within the ComConnections list and calls their shutDown
methods. In the end, it calls the ComServer’s closeSocket method.

• closeSocket(): The method is called from the shutDown method and is responsible for the very
last step of the server shut down. The method closes the server socket and sets it to None.

• deregisterClientConnection(): This method enables a controlled logout of a specific client out of
the SAMSON environment and is called when a client is going through its shut down procedure.
The method gets called out of a ComServerConnection instance in order to get de-registered. The
method determines the regarding client within the ComConnections list and removes the entry.

The ComServerConnection class is implemented with following methods and variables, while the exe-
cution routine of the code can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.3:

• init(): The constructor of the ComServerConnection is called by the running ComServer to create a
new instance for an incoming client. First, the method calls the constructor of the threading.Thread
class to inherit its definitions and enable the ComServerConnection to run as parallel thread. Fur-
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Figure 7.3: ComServerConnection flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

thermore, the constructor creates attributes for the transferred client socket, the clientID, and the
instance of the ComServer. In the end, the ComServerConnection’s running flag is set to True.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the ComServerConnection is
printed. Equally to the str method of the ComServer, the method is designed to print the actual
client connection status. The print will show details on the socket and if it is running or stopped.

• class variables:

– ActivatedClientsList: This list is implemented as class variable to store all activated clients
running on the server. The list can differ from the ComServerConnections list of the Com-
Server instance as a client can actively register itself to the ActivatedClientsList by sending
an activation message to the server. The list is pulled up, when the server broadcasts an up-
date to the connected clients. It is possible that a client chooses to implement a unidirectional
connection to the server. This is indicated for clients which implement a unidirectional com-
munication to the server as they do not have the ability to react to any gathered information.
The list is protected by a lock to ensure unique modification which is needed as multiple
ComServerConnections are running in parallel.

– Repository: The instantiation of this class variable is the connection to the Server Repository.
When updates from a client are received, they are passed to the repository using this instance.
The class variable is also secured with a lock to ensure unique modification of the repository
as multiple ComServerConnections are running in parallel as threads.

• run(): The run method is called out of the ComServer after initialization of the ComServerConnec-
tion instance and its registration within the ComServer’s ComServerConnections list. The method
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is the actual main execution method and takes care of the data exchange with the client. First, the
method creates a welcome system message with the createSAMSONmessage method and sends it
to the connected client using the send method. The run method then will pass to a loop where it
waits for incoming messages from the client. After reception of the welcome package, the con-
nected client reacts with its own initialization, usually with an activate system message, or directly
with object requests and updates. At the beginning of each loop, the run method calls the receive
method and checks the incoming message for the required action. In case the message is a sys-
tem message with the action activate, the actiavteClient method is called. If the action is end, the
ComServerConnection’s shutDown method is executed. In all other cases, the incoming message
is an object message and is passed to the messageHandling method.

• activateClient(): A client can either choose to run on a unidirectional data exchange or be fully
integrated into all updates of the SAMSON environment with a bidirectional uplink. In the first
case, the local client repository is insignificant and does neither get initialized nor updated. In
the second case, the local client repository must be initialized with an actual status of the central
server repository and afterwards continuously synchronized. The actiavteClient method takes care
of two main requirements. First, it acquires the repository lock, gets an actual copy of the reposi-
tory, and sends this copy of the repository to the client using a standard SAMSON message (initial
synchronization of the client repository with the server repository). Secondly, the method acquires
the ActivatedClientsList lock, and appends the own ComServerConnection instance to the Acti-
vateClientsList. After releasing the ActivateClientsList lock, the method sends a system message
to the client containing the action activated. This triggers the client to move to the main exchange
section of its code. In the end, also the repository lock is released to allow further manipulation of
the repository by other connected clients.

• removeClient(): This method is a part of the shut down procedure of the ComServerConnection
and gets called by the shutDown method. Its main purposes are to deregister the ComServer-
Connection from the ActivatedClientList to stop the synchronization between server and client
repository, and the removal of all repository objects belonging to the concerning client to clean
up the repository before shut down. Thus first, the method acquires the ActivatedClientsList lock,
removes the own ComServerConnection instance out of the list, and releases the lock. Secondly, it
acquires the repository lock, and within a while loop calls the removeTHRDObjects method of the
Server Repository (see Section 7.3.2) until the corresponding objects are removed. All these ob-
jects are broadcasted with a remove action to the other connected and activated clients. In the end,
the repository lock is released to allow further manipulation of the repository by other connected
clients.

• shutDown(): This method is either called from the own run method when a client sends a system
message with the end action and requests to quit data exchange, or it is triggered by the Com-
Server instance. First, the run flag is set to False to stop the loop of the run method. Then, the
ComServerConnection sends a system message with the action end to the connected client, calls
the removeClient method to deregister the client and deletes its objects from the repository, and
calls the deregisterClientConnection method of the ComServer instance to signal its termination.
In the end, the socket is closed and set to None.

• receive(): The receive method is called from the main loop of the the run method to receive data
from the client. The method is implemented following the defined network protocol presented in
Section 7.2.1. The method handles the read out of the socket and returns the transmitted SAMSON
message. To determine this message first the header is received and decoded with the ASCII
package byte by byte until a semicolon indicates the end of the header. Then, the body of the
message is received based on the length transmitted within the header. It is deserialized using the
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pickle library ending up in the actual SAMSON message with its four elements (caller, action,
object type, object).

• send(): The send method is called in order to transmit a SAMSON message to the client. The
method also follows the predefined network protocol presented in Section 7.2.1. First, the SAM-
SON message is serialized using the pickle library. This results in the body of the message which
is concatenated with its header. This header is defined as the length of the message body. The
determined integer is casted to string, concatenated with a semicolon which indicates the end of
the header, and in the end, encoded with the ASCII package and concatenated with the message
body. In the end, the actual message is sent to the client.

• broadcast(): The broadcast method takes care of transmitting all updates coming from one client,
to all other connected and activated clients after an update of the server repository. Therefore, the
method acquires the lock for the list of activated clients, runs through all enlisted instances, and
sends the regarding message to the enlisted records using the send method of each client.

• createSAMSONmessage(): This method is designed to create the predefined SAMSON message
(see Section 7.2.1) along the correct specifications. After passing the caller, the action, the object
type, and the object itself to the method, it returns a SAMSON message of the actual version type.

• messageHandling(): The last method of the ComServerConnection class is responsible for the
object message handling of the server and interacts with the repository. The method is called from
the run method and handles incoming messages. Based on the specific action listed within the
SAMSON message, it decides what needs to be done, e.g. what method of the repository needs to
be evoked. In case the action is new, the repository’s newObject method is called which returns a
new object hull. If the action is set, the repository’s setObject method is called, which returns the
newly stored object within the repository. If the action is get the repository’s getObject method
is invoked which will return the requested object out of the server repository. In the end, if the
action is remove, the removeObject method is executed and the removed object is broadcasted to
all connected and activated clients to remove the object also out of the local client repositories.

7.3.2 Server Object Repository

The SAMSON server object repository is part of the Observer Pattern [62] and the central database of
SAMSON. The Python code of the server object repository is implemented within a file containing two
classes: the ServerRepository and the ClientRepository class. The ClientRepository is the implemen-
tation of the SAMSON client object repository and will be discussed in detail in Section 7.4.2. The main
task of the server object repository is to request object hulls with unique object IDs from the factory, to
store all incoming objects within a dictionary, update existing objects when a newer version is received,
return a distinct object when it is requested, and remove selected objects when told by a client. The
ServerRepository class is extended with the method exportRepository to sync with a client object repos-
itory, and the method removeTHRDObjects to delete all client related objects when a client requests a
shut down.

The ServerRepository class is implemented with following methods and variables, while the execution
routine of the code can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.4:

• init(): The constructor of the ServerRepository class is called by the ComServerConnection in-
stance when allocating the repository variable. The method creates a variable _ObjectDictionary
which is the location of all SAMSON objects which are stored along their unique object IDs as a
look-up. The method instantiates the ObjectFactory within the _ObjectFactory variable to be able
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Figure 7.4: ServerRepository flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

to request the creation of new object hulls.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the ServerRepository is printed.
The method is designed to print the actual server repository status by indicating the number of
objects residing within the dictionary.

• getnewObjectID(): This static method is implemented to generate unique object IDs for the object
hulls generated within the object factory. The counter _ObjectID must be secured by thread locks
to handle synchronous requests from the several concurrently running ComServerConnection in-
stances.

• class variables:

– _ObjectID: This variable is the counter which gets incremented by the getnewObjectID
method and is secured by a thread lock to ensure unique manipulation of the counter.

– _ObjectIDLock: This variable is instantiated as a threading lock to avoid parallel incremen-
tation of the _objectID counter.

• newObject(): The method calls the factory’s newObject method to request the generation of a new
object hull. In order to give the new hull a unique object ID, the method calls the getnewObjectID
method and assigns the returned value to the appropriate attribute, e.g. ObjectID. Then, it populates
the attributes ObjectNAME with the transmitted client specific object ID (usually a string) and the
ObjectCLIENTID attribute with the unique client ID. In the end, the method stores the populated
hull within the dictionary with the ObjectID as look up key, and returns the hull to the caller.

• setObject(): The method is called out of the run method of the ComServerConnection instance
when an object update is received. The method replaces the existing object with the new one and
returns the updated object to the calling code section of the run method. Here, the object gets
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broadcasted to all connected and activated clients but the source of the update.

• getObject(): The method is called to request a specific object. The method fetches the object using
the passed look up key (ObjectID) and returns the object to the calling code section.

• removeObject(): The method receives an object which needs to be removed, stores the corre-
sponding repository object into a variable, removes the requested object out of the dictionary, and
returns the object out of the variable to the calling code section of the run method. Here, the object
gets broadcasted with a remove action to all connected and activated clients but the source of the
removal request.

• removeTHRDObjects(): The method is called from within a loop of the removeClient method
of the ComServerConnection instance. It receives the ID of the client which is running through a
shut down procedure and whose objects must be removed out of the repository. The method goes
through the repository objects to find a corresponding entry. If an object is found, it is stored into
a variable, deleted out of the dictionary, and returned to the caller of the method. The object gets
broadcasted with the action remove to all connected and activated clients but the client which is
shutting down.

• exportRepository(): This method is called at the initialization of a client by the activateClient
method. The method returns a copy of the actual status of the ObjectDictionary which then gets
sent to the client which is being initialized.

7.3.3 Object Factory

The SAMSON factory is part of the factory pattern [62] and the place where new SAMSON objects
are created along predefined specifications. These specifications allow a generation of empty objects
with predefined methods and attributes. The object factory is instantiated within the server repository’s
constructor and called when clients request a new object from the server. The main requirement of
the factory is to choose the corresponding recipe in order to generate the requested object type. The
main class fulfilling this requirement is the ObjectFactory class which is responsible to select the correct
object type to produce a new hull. On the other hand, there is the basic definition of a SAMSON object.
This object is the prototype of all generated objects within SAMSON and carries the basic methods and
attributes which are equal throughout all generated objects. These characteristics are implemented within
the SAMSONObject class. Subtypes of this SAMSON object are implemented as classes as well, while
these subclasses inherit the characteristics of the SAMSONObject class as its super class. In addition,
the subclasses have the possibility to add further object specific attributes and methods. The Python code
of the SAMSON object factory is implemented within a file containing the above mentioned two main
classes and several subclasses:

The ObjectFactory class is implemented with only one static method:

• newSAMSONObject(): The static method is called by the repository when a new object hull is
requested by a client. Based on the requested object type, the method searches within all subclasses
of the SAMSONObject class for a match between the object type string and the name of a subclass.
Once the matching subclass was found, an instance is created and returned to the calling code
segment of the repository. In case no match can be detected, the method raises a specific error
indicating the absence of the requested class.

The main class for generating SAMSON objects needs to implement several basic attributes in order
to harmonize the different object types and offer a wide common basis. Besides SAMSON specific
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attributes like ObjectID, ObjectNAME, and ObjectCLIENTID, the basic SAMSON object implements a
full TUIO 3D object [63] (see Table 8.2). The SAMSONObject class is implemented with two methods
and one property:

• init(): The constructor of the SAMSONObject class is called within the constructors of its sub-
classes when the newSAMSONObject method of the ObjectFactory instantiates a subclass. The
method assigns the attributes: ObjectID, ObjectNAME, ObjectCLIENTID, and FactoryVersion.
Furthermore it generates the full TUIO 3D object attributes: s, i, x, y, z, a, b, c, w, h, d, f, v, X, Y,
Z, A, B, C, m, r, P.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the SAMSONObject or its
subclasses is printed. The method is designed to print the attributes FactoryVersion, ObjectID,
ObjectNAME, and ObjectCLIENTID.

• type(): This property returns the own class name as type which enables to call an object type
attribute when checking for its type.

The heterogeneous client landscape, which is brought together within SAMSON, requires some flexibil-
ity in the handling of information updates. The basic concept of SAMSON is to keep track of activities
and occurrences using objects and keeping these objects updated throughout the whole SAMSON en-
vironment. Therefore, these objects must be able to reflect the uniqueness of the connected clients to
support the tracking of changes within the specific client environments. The SAMSON object as basis
thus is extended individually for each client generating its own subclass and adding client specific at-
tributes to the basic definition. Furthermore, each subclass defines its own setSAMSONObject method
which is used when populating the object hull at object creation and during each update. The different
subclasses are: BlenderObject, EnvironmentTypeObject, SimulationObject, and TUIOObject. A particu-
lar implementation is the EnvironmentTypeObject. This object type is hardware related and implemented
to allow an exchange of display and setting specific parameters. This exchange is useful when matching
hardware interactions on the 2D surface with 3D coordinates of client environments. The specific class
implementations as alterations of the basic SAMSONObject class look as follows:

• BlenderObject: Its constructor method (init) calls the constructor of the SAMSONObject to in-
herit its attributes and additionally defines following attributes: id, posx, posy, posz. The setSAM-
SONObject method takes care of populating these four attributes when the method is called.

• EnvironmentTypeObject: Its constructor method (init) calls the constructor of the SAMSONOb-
ject to inherit its attributes and additionally defines following attributes: id, sys_number, sys_name,
serial, display_res_x, dispaly_res_y, display_pps_x, display_pps_y, display_pps_offset_x, dis-
play_pps_offset_y, display_rot_x, display_rot_y, display_rot_angle, display_sensor_number_x,
display_sensor_number_y, display_fullscreen, sensor_detect_thres, and nof_sensors_state_detect.
The setSAMSONObject method takes care of populating these several attributes when the method
is called.

• SimulationObject: Its constructor method (init) calls the constructor of the SAMSONObject to
inherit its attributes and additionally defines following attributes: id, location, content, xpos, and
ypos. The setSAMSONObject method takes care of populating these several attributes when the
method is called.

• TUIOObject: Its constructor method (init) calls the constructor of the SAMSONObject to inherit
its attributes and additionally defines following attributes: id, sessionid, label, is_mouse, frames,
function, xpos, ypos, xmot, ymot, angle, mot_speed, mot_accel, rot_vector, rot_speed, rot_accel.
The setSAMSONObject method takes care of populating these several attributes while taking care
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of the fact that the attributes is_mouse, frames, and function are MightyTrace [39] specific at-
tributes and need to be conditioned in order to allow usual TUIO implementations to be supported
as well.

7.4 SAMSON Clients

The SAMSON environment enables multiple clients to connect to the SAMSON server which is pre-
sented in Section 7.3. The client software itself acts as an interface between the server and the different
software and hardware devices supporting simulation, visualization, or interaction capabilities. Although
these different kind of environments require heterogeneous adaptions, the basic structure of a client is
kept invariable. The central piece of each client is the communication unit towards the server. This unit
is running on TCP socket connections like the server of course, and is the entry point for all communica-
tion. As mentioned before, every client holds a local object repository as a reflection of the actual status
of SAMSON. This repository is synchronized with the the server repository at connection start-up, and
kept updated during run time using SAMSON messages running back and forth between the connected
SAMSON units using the predefined network protocol (see Section 7.2.1). The connection to the client
software or hardware is implemented according to the requirements of the specific environment. A de-
tailed presentation of each implementation can be found in Chapter 8. The alteration of client specific
data itself takes place within the SAMSON controller. Herein, the code used to modify the data model
of a specific client is based on the incoming update of a SAMSON object, on its previous state out of the
client repository, and predefined actions within a method set of the controller. The client is segregated
into three main parts (see Figure 7.1): Communication Client, Client Object Repository, and Client
Controller.
The communication client takes care of the TCP socket to the server, the connection to the actual client
installation, the exchange of all data packages, their transfer to the controller, and the transfer and up-
date to the repository. Based on the previous status of an object, the controller checks, if a reaction on
the object update is defined and required. Based on the specific implementation, the controller either
directly changes the data model of the client installation or creates a message which then is transported
to the client by the communication client. In the end, the communication client transfers the update to
the repository, where it is stored. In the following, these three code components will be discussed in
detail. The communication client in Section 7.4.1, the client object repository in Section 7.4.2, and the
controller in Section 7.4.3.

7.4.1 Communication Client

The Python code of the SAMSON communication client is implemented within a file containing two
classes: ClientStarter and Client. The communication client is based on the same architecture as the
communication server (see Section 7.3.1). It can be either started using the SAMSON console (for
details see Section 7.5.2), or by a direct call of the Python file containing the above mentioned classes.
At start-up an instance of the ClientStarter class is generated as a thread which can be used to start a
Client instance and shut it down when the execution needs to be ended. The Client class instantiation on
the other hand is the main code part of the client. It takes care of the TCP socket connection to the server,
and if needed also to the client installation, it instantiates the repository and the controller, is responsible
to connect, disconnect, and activate the client, exchange data with the server and the client installation,
and for the triggering of the controller, and passing over the data to the repository.

The ClientStarter class is implemented with following methods, while the execution routine of the code
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Figure 7.5: ClientStarter flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.5:

• init(): The constructor defines a run flag to track the execution status and calls the start-up method.

• str(): This special method returns a predefined string containing a description of the instance. In
case the ClientStarter instantiation is printed, its content is executed. The method is designed to
print the actual ClientStarter status (running or stopped).

• startup(): The start-up method is implemented to handle the execution by the SAMSON console.
The method checks if the ClientStarter is already running (run flag) to avoid a double start of the
ClientStarter when using the console. If the starter is still down, the method calls the constructor
of the threading.Thread class to inherit its definitions, sets the running flag to True and calls the
run method to start.

• run(): This method is the actual main execution method. Its only action is the instantiation of the
Client class which will start up the client routine.

• shutDown(): This method can be called from the SAMSON console and is implemented to allow
a controlled shut down of the client. The method sets the ClientStarter’s running flag to False and
calls the Client instance’s shutDown method.

The Client class is implemented with following methods and variables, while the execution routine of
the code can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.6:

• init(): The constructor of the Client class is called by the ClientStarter instance to create the actual
client. The constructor’s code can be segregated into different sections related to sockets, data
exchange lists, repository, controller, intercommunication variables, object type definitions, and
flags. First of all, the constructor creates the TCP socket used to communicate with the server.
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Figure 7.6: Client flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.
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The communication with the client installation can be handled on different integration levels from
a deep object based inter-process communication to a TCP socket based data exchange with mes-
sage and protocol definition. In case of a socket based data exchange, the client socket gets in-
stantiated within this code section. In order to store the messages which need to be exchanged
with server and client, the constructor generates data exchange lists to store the prepared messages
which get sent to their destination at the end of every execution loop. Based on the presented
architecture in Section 7.4, the constructor instantiates a repository (variable _localClientRepos-
itory) handing over the data exchange lists as buffers, and a controller (_localClientController)
passing over the repository instantiation. Within the intercommunication section of the construc-
tor, the variables for the communication are set: _serverhost, _clienthost, _serverport, _clientport,
_serveraddr, _clientaddr, _connectiontrials, _connectionloop, and _clientID. Within the section
object types, the client gets the knowledge about the object types, it is able to generate. The vari-
able _own_object_type enables the request of the correct object hull from the server. Within the
flag section, all needed signalization variables can be set: _connected, _endflag, _client_active,
_server_active, _activationflag. In the end of the constructor, the start-up method is called.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the client is printed. The
method is designed to print the actual client status (running or stopped) and details on the socket
connection.

• startup(): The method checks if the client is already connected (variable _connected), which is
needed to avoid a double start of the client. If the client is still down, the method runs the init of
the mother class threading.Thread in order to inherit its methods and attributes, and starts the run
method.

• run(): The run method is called by the start-up method and is the actual main execution method
taking care of connecting to the server for a predefined number of times calling the connectServer
method. If this communication start-up is successful, the execution routine proceeds with the start-
up of communication towards the client. As mentioned above, this can be either by connecting the
socket and waiting for incoming calls, or just by using inter-process communication and calling
certain methods of the client software. This data exchange can be on a uni- or bidirectional way.
After communication start-up, the basic setup is initialized by executing the method initializeSetup
of the controller. The next step is the synchronization of the local data repository with the server
repository and the client activation, which is triggered by the call of the syncRepositoryAndActi-
vateClient method of the controller (for details see Section 7.4.3). After all this prologue, a main
loop for data exchange between server and client is started. As long the condition of execution is
met (variable _endflag still False), the client repeatedly checks for available data on the sockets
or the linked processes, and calls the messageHandling method to pass received data. Once the
_endflag is set to True and thus the loop condition is changed, the disconnect method is called to
end the client execution.

• shutDown(): This method is called by the shutDown method of the ClientStarter when the server
has indicated a termination procedure and is implemented to enable a controlled finalization of the
client execution. The only action is to set the variable _endflag to True and thus change the loop
condition of the main run time loop.

• closeSocket(): The method is called by the disconnect method. It closes the server socket and sets
its instantiation to None. In case a client socket is defined, the same procedure is executed for the
client as well.

• connectServer(): This method starts the connection to the server, and if successful, it performs
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the initial handshaking. This contains to wait for a system message with the action welcome, store
the transmitted clientID into the predefined variable, and set the _server_active variable to True.
In case the connection trial is unsuccessful or an error is raised, the variable counting the number
of executed trials is incremented, and the execution is paused for a little while.

• disconnect(): This method is called at the end of the main routine after the main data exchange
loop was exited. It checks based on the status flags, which part of the code is still running and must
be notified of the ongoing shut down. Once this is determined, system messages with the action
end are sent to the specific location and the closeSocket method is called.

• sendServerMessage(): The sendServerMessage method is called in order to transmit a SAMSON
message to the client. The method follows the predefined network protocol presented in Section
7.2.1. First, the SAMSON message is serialized using the pickle library. This results in the body
of the message which is concatenated with its header. This header is defined as the length of the
message body. The determined integer is casted to string, concatenated with a semicolon which
indicates the end of the header, and in the end, encoded with the ASCII package and concatenated
with the message body. Finally, the actual message is sent to the client.

• receiveServerMessage(): The receiveServerMessage method is called within the main loop of the
run method to receive data from the client. The method is implemented following the defined
network protocol presented in Section 7.2.1. The method handles the read out of the socket and
returns the transmitted SAMSON message. To determine this SAMSON message, first the header
of the message is received and decoded with the ASCII package byte by byte until a semicolon
indicates the end of the header. Then, the body of the message is received based on the length
transmitted within the header. The body is deserialized using the pickle library ending up in the
actual SAMSON message with its four elements (caller, action, object type, object).

• sendClientMessage(): The method is implemented if a socket based communication with the
client is needed. The implementation needs to be based equally on the sendServerMessage and
receiveServerMessage methods following a predefined message type and transmission protocol
(e.g. Section 7.2.1).

• receiveClientMessage(): The method is implemented if a socket based communication with the
client is needed. The implementation needs to be based equally to the sendServerMessage and
receiveServerMessage methods following a predefined message type and transmission protocol
(e.g. Section 7.2.1).

• createSAMSONmessage(): This method is designed to create the predefined SAMSON message
(see Section 7.2.1) along the correct specifications. After passing the caller, the action, the object
type, and the object itself to the method, it returns a SAMSON message of the actual version type.

• messageHandling(): The messageHandling method is called by the run method and handles in-
coming data and the execution sequence of controller, repository, and data exchange buffers. It is
important that an incoming package first of all gets transmitted to the controller, before the update
is stored within the repository. This is the only way, the controller can use its direct connection
to the repository and compare the received data package with its predecessor within the repository
to execute its defined methods. Only then, the new object gets passed to the repository, where the
requested action is executed (new, get, set, or remove). In the end, the data exchange buffers are
addressed by executing the dataExchange method.

• controllerExchange(): The method calls the messageHandling method of the controller.

• repositoryExchange(): The method calls the messageHandling method of the repository.
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• dataExchange(): The method checks if the sending buffers must be emptied and calls the corre-
sponding sending method.

7.4.2 Client Object Repository

The SAMSON client object repository is part of the observer pattern [62] and the local database of the
client, which keeps a synchronized status of the actual situation of SAMSON. It takes care to store all
incoming new objects, request new object hulls on the server, update existing objects when a newer
version is received, get a distinct object when it is requested, and remove selected objects. In order to
fulfill these requirements, the client object repository implements three dictionaries, has a direct link to
the data exchange buffers, and controls the incoming data objects within its messageHandling method.
This method takes care of passing the messages to the object methods: newObject, setObject, getObject,
and removeObject. Furthermore, the createSAMSONmessage is part of the client object repository too,
and takes care of the message creation following the predefined protocol (see Section 7.2.1). The object
methods depend on the caller (’server’ or ’client’), while the dictionaries are divided as follows: The
ObjectDictionary holds all active objects (local and remote objects) and is the counterpart to the single
dictionary of the server object repository (see Section 7.3.2). Herein, the objects are stored along their
SAMSON specific and unique ObjectID. This SAMSON ObjectID usually is unknown to the attached
client. Incoming data thus is labelled using a client specific ID which is stored within the ObjectNAME
attribute. The LookUpDictionary offers the translation from its client identification (e.g. TUIO ID
’3’ which is stored within the SAMSONObject attribute ObjectNAME) to the general SAMSON wide
ObjectID (e.g. ’25’). The WaitDictionary is implemented as buffer. Herein, objects wait for the arrival
of their new object hull from the server.

Figure 7.7: ClientRepository flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

The ClientRepository class is implemented with following methods and variables, while the execution
routine of the code can be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.7:

• init(): The constructor of the ClientRepository class is called by the Client instance when allocat-
ing the repository variable. The method creates a variable _ObjectDictionary which is the location
where all SAMSON objects are actually stored along their unique object IDs as a look-up. The
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method instantiates the _LookUpDicitionary as a translation from the client specific ID towards the
SAMSON environment ID, and the _WaitDictionary as a buffer for incoming client objects which
need to wait until their SAMSON object hull is received from the server. In the end, the constructor
allocates the connection to the data exchange buffers which are used to store all prepared messages
which need to be exchanged either with the server or with the client.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the ClientRepository is printed.
The method is designed to print the actual client repository status by indicating the number of
objects residing within its three different dictionaries.

• messageHandling(): The messageHandling method is either called by the messageHandling method
of the Client instance after the data was passed to the controller, or directly by the controller
(mostly to get an object residing within the ObjectDictionary). The SAMSON message gets ana-
lyzed along its contained action and passed to the corresponding method: newObject, setObject,
getObject, or removeObject.

• newObject(): The method first of all checks the incoming SAMSON message for its caller in
order to define if it is the server or the client. Based on this distinction it acts accordingly:

– Server is the origin: The incoming message is the new object hull which was requested
within a previous message. The code checks for the object type as the client repository is
implemented as a general code for all clients. Based on the object type, the code triggers the
setSAMSONObject method of the transmitted object and passes the data to populate the hull
which is stored within the WaitDictionary.

– Client is the origin: The incoming message was sent by the client and the object does not
exist yet within the SAMSON environment. The data is stored in the WaitDictionary and a
hull request is sent as SAMSON message to the server.

• setObject(): The method is called when an update of an object is received. Nevertheless, also here
two cases are distinguished, e.g.:

– Server is the origin: The incoming message is either an object which must be added to the
repository, or an existing object which must be replaced. In both cases, the object gets added
to the repository creating a new entry or replacing the existing one.

– Client is the origin: The incoming message is from the client. It must be checked if it ex-
ists already within the SAMSON world. The LookUpDictionary is checked for a translation
entry between client and SAMSON. If an entry is found, the translation key is used to up-
date the object within the local dictionary and to send an update message to the server. In
case there is no look up entry within the LookUpDictionary, the object is cached within the
WaitDictionary, and the newObject method is called while the initially received message is
passed as well. In case there is already an object within the WaitDictionary, the formerly
cached object is replaced with the new one.

• getObject(): This method usually is called by the controller. The method returns the requested
object which is fetched using the passed look-up key in case of a client request or directly drawn
out of the ObjectDictionary in case of a server request. The method also checks if the object exists
within the dictionary. In case it is unknown, it returns the received object.

• removeObject(): The method receives an object which needs to be removed. This action is also
segregated into two callers:

– Server is the origin: The incoming message is used to detect the object, which needs to be
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removed within the ObjectDictionary and deleted from the dictionary.

– Client is the origin: The incoming message is from the client. Based on the translation key
from the LookUpDictionary, the method draws the corresponding object out of the Object-
Dictionary and stores it into a variable. Then, it deletes the entry within the ObjectDictionary
and the LookUpDictionary. In the end, it creates a message with the object to remove out of
the variable and appends it to the data exchange buffer for the server with the action remove.

• createSAMSONmessage(): This method is designed to create the predefined SAMSON message
(see Section 7.2.1) along the correct specifications. After passing the caller, the action, the object
type, and the object itself to the method, it returns a SAMSON message of the actual version type.

7.4.3 Controller

The Controller is the third part of the client implementation and responsible to execute changes on the
client side. The code is instantiated within the client and triggered on each update loop of the main
exchange routine. It is also the first part which is triggered, when a new data message is received, before
repository and data exchange, in order to ensure the possibility to execute actions on the basis of changes
between the former and the new object status. The controller also has a direct link to the repository and
usually uses it to request existing objects. The controller has its own message handler which delegates
the incoming messages to the correct code section. These sections follow the different object types which
are implemented within SAMSON. Beside this main task of handling incoming data, the controller also
implements the methods for initializing the client, synchronizing the repository at initialization, and the
activation of the client.

The Controller class is implemented with following methods, while the execution routine of the code can
be followed on the flow chart in Figure 7.8:

• init(): The constructor of the Controller class is called by the client instance when allocating
the controller variable. The method creates a variable _Client as instantiation of the client and a
variable _ClientRepository as link to the repository. Furthermore, it declares the needed object
types which vary from client to client.

• str(): This special method returns its content when the instance of the Controller is printed. The
method is designed to print the actual controller implementation and to return all implemented
methods and their purposes.

• initializeSetup(): This method is called by the client when starting up the connection to the server.
It initializes the setup by creating all preexisting objects of the client environment. It can be empty
in case the client environment does not need to be preset at all. In this case, the method just has a
pass statement.

• syncRepositoryAndActivateClient(): The method takes care of the initial synchronization of
the repository and the activation of the client at the server to get updates from the SAMSON
environment. The method is called by the client when starting up the connection to the server.
First, it creates a system message with the action activate and sends it to the server. Then, it
waits for the server answering with a SAMSON message containing the set action and the actual
copy of the server object repository. The method runs through all received objects and passes
them within a SAMSON message to the messageHandling method of the Client instance. Every
single object runs through the same procedure as if it was received as a single update message, and
runs through the controller, the repository, and the data exchange methods. After the successful
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Figure 7.8: Controller flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

object extraction, the method waits for the system message from the server containing the activated
action, and sets the clients activation flag to True.

• createSAMSONmessage(): This method is designed to create the predefined SAMSON message
(see Section 7.2.1) along the correct specifications. After passing the caller, the action, the object
type, and the object itself to the method, it returns a SAMSON message of the actual version type.

• messageHandling(): The method is responsible to filter the incoming SAMSON messages along
their object types and to call the specific handling section of the controller code.

• objectHandling(): This method is implemented for each existing object type within the SAMSON
factory (Section 7.3.3) and called by the messageHandling method when a SAMSON message
of the respective object type was received. This code section is the place to implement all sort
of actions in order to manipulate the client implementation in case there is a bidirectional data
exchange between client implementation and client instance.

7.5 Code Add-Ons

The SAMSON environment is segregated into a server part and several client parts connecting over TCP
sockets and exchanging predefined data packages. In some cases, even the intercommunication between
a SAMSON client and its interfaced client software (e.g. Plant Simulation) is realized based on TCP
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sockets. This architecture offers wide possibilities for installation and the configuration of the operative
system. The different code sections can be installed completely segregated and are able to connect over
network independent of any hardware configuration. Of course, this possibilities lead to requirements
towards the usage of the software. The main topics are easy installation of the software package and
comfortable management of start-up and shutdown of the different software sections. Section 7.5.1
discusses the setup package and its usage, in Section 7.5.2 the SAMSON console is presented and its
different capabilities are shown.

7.5.1 SAMSON Setup

SAMSON is a Python library that enables data exchange among several and heterogeneous software and
hardware environments. It synchronizes the environment status with the central server and is able to re-
act on changes according to predefined actions. The library is able to interact with Plant Simulation [45]
offering an interface to SimTalk, connects to Blender and its game engine application programming in-
terface (API) [53], and is able to inter-operate with SDG systems running on TUIO protocol [64] through
an integration of pyTUIO [65]. The setup of SAMSON is based on an installation of all these environ-
ments, Python, and the installation of SAMSON itself. The used versions and installation specifications
on the supported environments are presented in Chapter 8. In order to use the SAMSON library, first
Python needs to be installed. The software and installation instructions on installing Python can be found
on http://www.python.org. When installing Python on Windows, adding the path of the Python
installation to the path variable of the environment variables is helpful. Once Python is installed, the
SAMSON package can be opened. At a command line, the user must navigate to the opened directory
and execute the following command:

• python setup.py install

This will install SAMSON on a directory of the predefined python path. Based on this installation,
SAMSON can be used to interface all above mentioned systems.

7.5.2 SAMSON Console

The SAMSON console is a start-up file for the SAMSON environment. It is built to support user friendly
start-up, shut-down, and status information of the SAMSON server and its clients. When executing the
samsonConsole.py file a command prompt is shown. Here, different commands can be typed in, which
allow a configuration of the SAMSON environment. With this console, the server, and the clients for
simulation and SDG can be setup. The Blender client though must always be started together with the
Blender game engine.

The SAMSON console imports the ComServer class of the SAMSON server and all ClientStarter classes
of the clients. After setting flags for existence of instances and for run time, the main loop waits for user
input and acts accordingly. The main logic is based on the console_commands class which integrates
following static methods, while the execution routine of the code can be followed on the flow chart in
Figure 7.9:

• start_server(): The method imports the globals comServer and comServer_flag, checks whether
the comServer instance was already set, and if not, instantiates the ComServer class which executes
the server. In case the server is already instantiated, the start-up method of the server is called. In
the end, the comServer_flag is set to True.
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Figure 7.9: Console flow chart showing the main routine of the code and its actions.

• stop_server(): The method imports the globals comServer and comServer_flag, checks if the
comServer instance was already set, and if not, it returns that no ComServer is running. In case the
server is already instantiated, the shutDown method of the server is called, and the comServer_flag
is set to False.

• status_server(): This method imports the global comServer and returns it, which will execute the
str method of the object.

• start_client(): The method imports the globals Client and Client_flag, checks whether the Client
instance was already set, and if not, instantiates the Client class which executed the client. In
case the client is already instantiated, the start-up method of the client is called. In the end, the
Client_flag is set to True.

• stop_client(): The method imports the globals Client and Client_flag, checks if the Client in-
stance was already set, and if not, it returns that no Client is running. In case the client is already
instantiated, the shutDown method of the client is called, and the Client_flag is set to False.

• status_client(): This method imports the global Client and returns it which will execute the str
method of the object.

• exit(): The method imports all server and client variables and flag globals. It sets the console_flag
to False and runs through all clients to check if they are instantiated and their run flag is True. In
case there is a client running, its shutDown method is called. In the end, the server is checked, if
it is instantiated and running, and if so, its shutDown method is executed. This leads to the end of
the console code which shuts down SAMSON.

• help(): This method returns an information on all available and implemented methods of the
SAMSON console.
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8.1 Overview

In Chapter 7, SAMSON is presented and discussed in its basic installation. The setup files, the console
and the server with its server repository and factory remain unchanged when implementing the different
client environments. The basic installation of a client on the other hand must be adapted to the require-
ments of the different client setups. Some clients need a TCP socket connection with data exchange
and exchange protocol, e.g. the discrete event simulation software Plant Simulation [45]. Other clients,
work on the level of inter-process communication and exchange defined objects with the SAMSON en-
vironment. The SDG environment MightyTrace [39] is connected over the pyTUIO library [65]. The
connection between the hardware setup and pyTUIO is based on UDP sockets using the TUIO protocol
[63]. Here, SAMSON works on inter-process communication level and generates SAMSON objects out
of the TUIO objects. Also the SAMSON visualization client is working on inter-process communication
level. The client is deeply integrated into Blender’s game engine API [53].
This chapter offers a detailed discussion on the several client environments supported through SAMSON.
In Section 8.2, the field of interactive surfaces and their integration into SAMSON are presented. Sec-
tion 8.3 concentrates on the implementation of the link to discrete event simulation to ensure a realistic
behaviour of the environment. In the end, the details on how to integrate SAMSON into the game engine
environment of Blender are discussed in Section 8.4.

8.2 SAMSON Support for Tabletop Interaction

8.2.1 Tabletop Interaction and MightyTrace

The public attention for the topic of multi-touch interaction and Single Display Groupware (SDG) [66]
started to rise with the publication of the first multi-touch interaction system using frustrated total internal
reflection (FTIR) [25] to track interactions. Within this time, many do-it-yourself tutorials on how to
build low-budget multi-touch systems were published and helped this technology to evolve into the
home consumer market. Former SDG systems with multi-interaction capabilities like DiamondTouch
[31], reacTable [67], or Microsoft Surface [37] were followed by two promising systems, i.e. ThinSight
[38], and MightyTrace [39]. Both systems integrate their tracking technology into commercial liquid
crystal displays (LCD) reducing their space requirements in comparison to other back projection and
camera-based systems. Based on the MightyTrace SDG system [39], the SAMSON environment is
designed to support specific industrial use cases (see Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6) and to enable
users to experience the benefits of such an installation.
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Figure 8.1: MightyTrace: single display groupware system based on tangible user interface interaction. Hardware
is used within SAMSON to support user-friendly interaction. [42]

MightyTrace is a tabletop interaction system with a tracking technology based on active interaction
devices (see Figure 8.1). It has a horizontal display as interaction surface and several interaction devices,
also called tangible user interfaces (TUIs). These TUIs are standardized hardware and can be adapted in
their outer shape according to the needs in relation to their function and field of application. The actual
TUI variation is limited to two pens with the identifications Pen1 and Pen2, a tool representing a frame
with the identification Frametool, and a tool representing a color palette with the identification Colortool.
The MightyTrace system is able to track the location of all these tools on the interaction surface and if
the tools are performing a click on a specific spot. Furthermore, the Frametool and Colortool can be
tracked along their orientation (see Figure 8.2).

With the possibility to design TUIs with an outer shape following the semantic purpose of their func-
tionality and the offered tracking capabilities, the MightyTrace environment can be easily adapted to
represent an intuitive interaction environment for inexperienced users of any professional area. For the
SAMSON implementation, there has not been any adaption of TUIs yet. The implementation of the code
and its testing was performed based on the existing tools as there is no difference in the technological
principal between tailored TUIs and the existing ones besides the outer shape.
The SAMSON interface to the MightyTrace tracking technology is implemented using the TUIO proto-
col. This protocol offers the possibility to transfer all tracking data from the MightyTrace system into the
SAMSON world and provide the needed interaction data related to position, orientation, and interaction
status. As the TUIO protocol usually is not designed to transmit a click statement, one of the seldom
used attributes of the protocol implementation (rotational acceleration of a device) is used to pass the
actual click status between the MightyTrace system and the SAMSON environment. Further details on
the TUIO protocol and on the implementation of interaction data are described in Section 8.2.2.
Once the interaction data has been transmitted to the SAMSON server, the data updates are broadcasted
to the connected clients. Based on the client type, the SDG tools and their interactions are either associ-
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Figure 8.2: MightyTrace single display groupware system tools: Pens, Colortool, and Frametool.

ated on a static or dynamic level with objects or functions of the receiving clients:

• Static associations: These are interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects of
clients which are initialized at start-up of a client and are permanent during the whole run time of
the client.

• Dynamic associations: These are interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects
of clients which are initialized during the run time of a client. They have a designated start and a
definite end during the run time of the SAMSON collaboration session.

Details on the implementation of static and dynamic associations are following within this chapter and
can also be found in the applications in Chapter 9. Further details on the MightyTrace system, its tech-
nical implementation and software capabilities can be found in [42]. Details on the TUIO protocol and
its standard implementation are described within [63].

8.2.2 SAMSON Factory Object Implementation

The MightyTrace environment needs to be implemented in the SAMSON factory with two different
object types. On the one hand, this is the environment configuration itself, which is needed to map
locations between heterogeneous environments. On the other hand, these are all tangible user interface
devices which are used to interact on the tabletop surface with specific information like their ID, position,
or current acceleration. The implementation of these two object classes into the factory is solved with
subclasses of the SAMSONObject class, as presented in Section 7.3.3. The environment is instantiated in
the EnvironmentTypeObject class, and the TUIs in the TUIOObject class. These classes extend the basic
properties and attributes of the SAMSONObject class with additional attributes and a setSAMSONObject
method. This method acts as a translator from the client environment installation towards the SAMSON
environment. Hereby, the characteristics of the client object are passed to the method, and assigned to
the attributes of the SAMSON denomination. This procedure can be explained as a translation from one
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environment into another environment. It takes place as a population of an object hull when the object
is newly built or as update of the attributes in case of an existing object. The details on the MightyTrace
environment are extracted out of its configuration XML file. In Table 8.1 the specific variables are listed
which are set by the setSAMSONObject method at execution. This ranges from the system ID and its
name up to the display resolution and display rotation.

Table 8.1: The EnvironmentTypeObject implementation within the ObjectFactory and its specifications.

SAMSON Property MightyTrace Property Content Type

id SYS_NAME:SYS_NUMBER Identification of Connected System String

sys_number SYS_NUMBER Identification of the MightyTrace System Integer

sys_name NAME Name of the MightyTrace System String

serial SERIAL Serial Number of the USB to Serial Adapter String

display_res_x X_RES Native Screen Resolution in x Direction Integer

display_res_y Y_RES Native Screen Resolution in y Direction Integer

display_pps_x X_PPS Number of Pixels Per Sensor in x Direction Float

display_pps_y Y_PPS Number of Pixels Per Sensor in y Direction Float

display_pps_offset_x X_PPS_OFFSET Offset from the lower left screen corner Float

display_pps_offset_y Y_PPS_OFFSET Offset from the lower left screen corner Float

display_rot_x X_ROT Offset from the lower left screen corner Integer

display_rot_y Y_ROT Offset from the lower left screen corner Integer

display_rot_angle ANGLE_ROT Offset from the lower left screen corner Float

display_sensor_number_x SENSOR_X Number of Sensors in x Direction Integer

display_sensor_number_y SENSOR_Y Number of Sensors in y Direction Integer

display_fullscreen FULLSCREEN Fullscreen mode activated or not Integer

sensor_detect_thres SENSOR_DETECT_THRES Predefined IR Detection Threshold Integer

sensor_hw_filter_thres SENSOR_HW_FILTER_THRES Hardware Filter Threshold Integer

nof_sensors_state_detect NOF_SENSORS_STATE_DETECT Number of Sensors State detect Integer

The setting of the TUIs on the other hand is not only based on the information extracted from the con-
figuration XML file of the MigthyTrace system. As these objects after the initialization of the client
get updated continuously, they are implemented as a combination of MightyTrace specific configura-
tion data, and the attributes which are defined within the TUIO protocol. At run time, the update of
the initialized objects is limited to the TUIO specific attributes, as the intercommunication between the
SAMSON client and the client environment is fully compliant with the TUIO protocol. The devices
are transmitted as tagged objects following the TUIO object specification [63]. The implementation
of the TUIO protocol is based on the pyTUIO library [65]. The transmitted attributes of the pyTUIO
implementation slightly differ in naming of the original TUIO attribute definition. In Table 8.2 the
Tuio2DObject of pyTUIO is compared with the full TUIO specification and can be used as transla-
tion table. Further details on implementation and specification on the TUIO protocol can be found on
http://www.tuio.org/?specification.
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Table 8.2: Mapping of pyTUIO Tuio2DObject on the full TUIO attribute specification.

TUIO attribute Content pyTUIO attribute Content

s Session ID (temporary object ID) sessionid The unique sessionid it belongs to

i Class ID (e.g. marker ID)

x Position on x-axis xpos The relative position on the x-axis

y Position on y-axis ypos The relative position on the y-axis

z Position on z-axis

a Angle angle the current angle in degrees

b Angle

c Angle

w Dimension

h Dimension

d Dimension

f Area

v Volume

X Velocity on x-axis xmot The movement vector on the x-axis

Y Velocity on y-axis ymot The movement vector on the y-axis

Z Velocity on z-axis

A Rotation velocity rot_vector The rotation vector

B Rotation velocity

C Rotation velocity

m Motion acceleration mot_accel The motion acceleration

r Rotation acceleration rot_accel The rotation acceleration

P Free Parameter

As presented within [42], MightyTrace enables a click state for each TUI device. The TUIO protocol,
however, does not support a transmission of clicks. In order to be compliant with the standardized
protocol, the click information is transmitted within one of the attributes which is considered to be
seldom used by client applications. The rotation acceleration therefore carries the click status and must
be interpreted accordingly. The transmitted states are listed in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: MightyTrace implementing state actions on TUI devices.

Transmitted Value Click Status Interpretation

0.0 not clicked not clicked TUI state

2.0 clicked click event

1.0 clicked clicked TUI state

3.0 not clicked release event

The MightyTrace TUIs are extracted from the configuration XML file at initialization. The object hull
then is populated with the existing values out of the XML data. These values can be found on Table
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8.4. They are listed as MightyTrace properties. During run time, the setSAMSONObject method is
called with the pyTUIO attributes and the MightyTrace specific attributes are passed as None type object.
On these specific attributes, the setSAMSONObject method checks the incoming data and keeps the
preexisting entry if a None type object is detected. In case of the label, the method overwrites the
MightyTrace label with the pyTUIO label at run time start.

Table 8.4: The TUIOObject implementation within the ObjectFactory and its specifications.

SAMSON Property MightyTrace Property pyTUIO Property Content Type

id TUIO_ID Identification within TUIO objects Integer

sessionid sessionid The unique sessionid it belongs to Integer

label NAME label MightyTrace: TUI name, pyTUIO: string String

is_mouse IS_MOUSE Property to indicate if used as mouse Boolean

frames FRAMES Number of detection frames Integer

function FUNCTION Function type on MightyTrace System Integer

xpos xpos The relative position on the x-axis Float

ypos ypos The relative position on the y-axis Float

xmot xmot The movement vector on the x-axis Float

ymot ymot The movement vector on the y-axis Float

angle angle The current angle in degrees Float

mot_speed mot_speed The movement speed Float

mot_accel mot_accel The motion acceleration Float

rot_vector rot_vector The rotation vector Float

rot_speed rot_speed The rotation speed Float

rot_accel rot_accel The rotation acceleration Float

8.2.3 SAMSON Client Adaptions

The basic client implementation presented in Section 7.4 needs to be extended towards the support of
TUIO. TUIO defines a common protocol and API for tangible multi-touch surfaces, and, in the mean-
while, is widely used [63]. The protocol encodes tracking data of touch events, tangible objects, or any
other devices which are detected by tabletop input devices that support the protocol. Herein, pyTUIO
is a library which is able to receive and interpret TUIO data packages [65]. The pyTUIO library en-
ables the direct handling of TUIO objects and acts as an interface towards the hardware installation. The
MightyTrace hardware communicates over UDP sockets with the pyTUIO package. This package then
is directly imported into the SAMSON client. The adaptions made to the basic SAMSON client code are
listed below:

• imports: The pyTUIO package must be imported in order to make the package available in the
Client code.

• init(): The own object types are changed towards TUIOObject and EnvironmentTypeObject in
accordance with the changes made within the SAMSON factory.

• run():
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– Initialization, repository sync and activation of the client are adapted towards the SDG client.
This will be discussed in Section 8.2.4.

– Instantiation of _tracking variable based on the TUIO tracking module.

– while loop to continuously execute the update method of the tracking module. Herewith, all
incoming updates on the TUIO objects are received.

– For each new object that is received, a SAMSON message is created and passed to the mes-
sageHandling method of the client, which then passes the new information to the correct part
of the client code.

– If a new message is passed to the messageHandling method, the server socket is triggered to
check if there is a server answer to the previous object update. In case there is a message
from the server, the message is passed to the messageHandling method.

• dataExchange(): This method is limited to check only the data exchange buffer for the server.
The send buffer for the client is implemented, but not used for SDG environments. This client
buffer would be needed in case of bidirectional data exchange. The tangible user interface devices
do not support a remote control and the data exchange over TUIO protocol is intended as a unidi-
rectional data exchange from the SDG system as TUIO tracker towards the SAMSON client as the
application.

8.2.4 SAMSON Controller Adaptions

The controller of each client implements the methods for initialization of the setup, the repository syn-
chronization, and the activation of the client. The initialization determines all objects which are available
on the SDG system already at initialization, as these objects are permanent and do not change during
run time. The objects are determined out of the configuration file of the hardware system. Besides this
initialization part of the code, the controller is the place to implement methods which change the data
model of the client installation. The controller gets every single message received from the server or the
client, has the ability to check for the previous state of each incoming object through a direct connection
to the local object repository, and decides what method needs to be executed based on the incoming
object or on the comparison of these objects over time. The adaptions to the basic code of the controller
are the following:

• imports: The basic installation setup of the MightyTrace environment is stored within an XML
file. The file must be parsed to get the needed information of permanent objects during the initial-
ization of the client. Therefore, the parse library out of the xml.dom.minidom package is imported.

• variable definitions:

– The own object types are implemented within the controller, e.g. TUIOObject and Environ-
mentTypeObject.

– The filepath to the configuration file (XML) must be set.

• initializeSetup(): Within the initialization of the client, the environment type object gets defined
and predefined TUIs are initialized. Therefore, the XML configuration file is parsed using the
parse library of the XML minidom. After this parsing, the content is passed to the newly added
method transferEnvironment. As soon as the result of the method is returned, the content is packed
into a SAMSON message and passed to the messageHandling method to request a hull from the
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server. Afterwards, the server socket is checked for the incoming hull. The object is passed again
to the messageHandling method. After this initialization of the environment, the objects within the
parsed result are detected. For each object, the transferTUI method is executed. Once the result
is returned, also here, the code builds a SAMSON message, and passes it to the messageHandling
method of the client to request a new hull from the server. The code checks for the reception of the
new hull reading the server socket and passes the received object to the messageHandling method.
The two added methods are explained within following list:

– transferEnvironment(): This method runs through all elements of the XML file. It searches
for the required elements using the method getElementsByTagName of the XML minidom
library. Once the desired entry is found, it is stored in a variable. After completing the search,
the found entries are assembled to a data array and returned to the caller.

– transferTUI(): This method runs through all elements of the XML file and searches for the
required elements using the method getElementsByTagName of the XML minidom library.
Once the desired entry is found, it is stored in a variable. In addition, some TUIO specific
variables are initialized. The found or initialized entries are assembled to a data array and
returned to the caller.

As the tabletop environment MightyTrace does not foresee a bidirectional exchange of data, and the
tangible user interface devices do not have the ability to be remotely controlled, the controller does
not implement any additional controller methods which execute actions on the client setup based on
incoming object updates. In case this situation changes, the code is already prepared to support remote
control.

8.3 SAMSON Support for Discrete Event Simulation

8.3.1 Discrete Event Simulation and Plant Simulation

Plant Simulation [45] is one of many discrete event simulation suites on the market and is mainly used
within the field of production processes, material flow, and logistics. The main focus of the software
is on analysis and optimization of material flow and dynamic processes within production facilities,
offering support for early life cycles of production plants up to the optimization of running facilities.
The software is based on object-oriented programming using the programming language SimTalk and
offers the possibility to inter-operate with software like SAP, Oracle, Access, or Excel. With SimTalk,
Plant Simulation enables the adaption of standardized elements and offers the possibilities to expand
the functionality of the software. Besides capabilities of importing data out of other applications, Plant
Simulation offers a wide range of standardized interfaces. These open up a direct cooperation with the
existing model and expand the method set:

• C-Interface: With this interface, the existing method set can be extended by loading C libraries
using the SimTalk method loadLibrary. After this import, the C library is callable with the method
CallLibrary from within Plant Simulation.

• COM-Interface: With this interface, Plant Simulation can be controlled remotely by other soft-
ware supporting the component object model (COM) interface. COM is a binary interface stan-
dard, which enables inter-process communication and dynamic object creation.

• HTML-Interface: This interface allows a remote control of a running instance of Plant Simulation
using a standard browser and typing the correct link into the address bar. The control is enabled
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as every running Plant Simulation instance is a web server which can be contacted on the appro-
priate port. A position change of an element within the model would take place entering follow-
ing string into the address bar of the browser: http://localhost:30001/SC_Execute:
.Models.Frame.SingleProc.XPos:=.Models.Frame.SingleProc.XPos+1.

• TCP/IP-Interface: The use of TCP sockets is available when loading the additional Socket library
(see Figure 8.3). The socket element must be integrated into the model like all other elements
using drag and drop. The socket allows a bidirectional data transfer and full access to the existing
Plant Simulation method set using SimTalk. In order to exchange data on a bidirectional way, an
adequate protocol must be defined and implemented.

Figure 8.3: Plant Simulation socket library must be selected in order to support TCP socket connection to SAM-
SON.
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8.3.2 SAMSON Extension for Plant Simulation

The implementation of bidirectional data exchange between the SAMSON client and Plant Simulation
is based on a TCP/IP interface using sockets. Therefore, the socket library must be added first to the
basic Plant Simulation setup. Plant Simulation itself is based on a window system. When starting up the
software, the basic view shows the standard toolbar known from all Windows based software tools and
four main window types: the class library, the toolbox, the console, and of course the modeling frame as
main window (see Figure 8.4). Within the class library, all available object classes of Plant Simulation
are listed. These objects can be integrated into the modeling frame, in order to recreate the situation
of the real use case as a semantic combination of objects. As Plant Simulation is an object-oriented
software, when implementing an object in the modeling frame, this integration always is an instantiation
which is derived from its super class inheriting all its properties, methods, and attributes. Furthermore,
the most popular object classes are assembled within the toolbox in a more appealing graphical user
interface, which is segregated into the tabs material flow, resources, information flow, user interface, and
tools. Within the console, any run time prints or error messages get displayed. The modeling frame
is the actual simulation model implementation. In order to create a new model, a new frame must be
created which then gets displayed within the class library under the folder models. Within this frame,
instantiations from the toolbox or the class library can be integrated building up the intended simulation
model.

Figure 8.4: Plant Simulation is a window based tool. The figure shows the main window types toolbar, class
library, toolbox, console, and modeling frame.

A modeling frame itself can be used as a super class and integrated into another modeling frame. This
instantiation then can be cross-linked with other objects or frames allowing a semantic hierarchy with
several levels. On the other hand, these frames can also be used to group methods, variables, or tables,
and support the creation of menus using the dialog class object. A very simple simulation model is shown
on Figure 8.5. It consists of an event controller, a source, a station, and a drain. These three elements
must be interconnected to define the semantic connection between the objects.
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Figure 8.5: The easiest model consists of event controller, source, station, and drain.

Each object that can be integrated into a frame has its own dialog as graphical user interface which allows
the setup of selected variables and properties of this object. These dialogs are usually segregated into
different tabs supporting configurations for an object’s attributes like failures, controls, or statistics. In
Figure 8.6 the selected attribute tab shows the preset possibilities of the source. Within the text box of the
BE: attribute the source’s units are defined which will be created. Here, the source will create movable
units (e.g. in German called Bewegliche Einheit and abbreviated as BE) of type Fördergut.

One of the important setups which can be made within these graphical user interfaces is the link to
SimTalk methods. Based on the paradigm of discrete event simulation, when an event is triggered, the
corresponding action is executed. The graphical interface here offers the tab for controls which allows
to configure input, output, setup, and pull methods, or to integrate a shift calender (see Figure 8.7).
These methods can be called when the front or the tail of a movable unit is passing the workstation. The
methods are linked to the corresponding action by putting the path to the method into the text boxes. The
raised event then will execute the method.

The basic scheme of discrete event simulation is the reaction on an occurrence which then triggers actions
or methods. Besides the execution when movable units are entering or exiting stations, another possibility
to trigger such an action is the implementation of observers. Observers are added to objects, in order to
watch a specific attribute. As soon as this attribute changes, the observer raises an event and executes the
predefined method. In Table 8.5, all observable objects for the transporter class object of the movable
units are listed. As the list shows, not all the attributes are helpful when looking for an attribute which
indicates a location change and the objects actual position. Unfortunately, the attributes of an object’s x
and y position are not observable.
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Figure 8.6: The picture shows a template of a graphical user interface for a class object (source) with its attribute
tab.

Table 8.5: Plant Simulation: list of all observable attributes of the class object movable unit.

Attribute Name Inheritance Status Value Signature

BookPnt not inherited 0.75 length

BookPntL not inherited 0.75 length

BookPntW not inherited 0.6 length

Capacity not inherited 6 integer

ChannelID not inherited 3d string

Collided False Boolean

ConveyingDirection not inherited 0 integer

CurrIcon not inherited Operational string

CurrIconNo not inherited 0 integer

Empty True Boolean

EntranceLocked not inherited False Boolean

EntryTime 0.0 time

existsIcon (any):Boolean

Failed not inherited False Boolean

continued on next page
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Table 8.5: (Continued)

Attribute Name Inheritance Status Value Signature

FailureActive not inherited True Boolean

Finished False Boolean

Full False Boolean

hasRouteToDestination False Boolean

Length not inherited 1.5 length

.BEs object

Location .BEs object

MovingAcceleration 0 acceleration

MovingSpeed 0 speed

MULength not inherited 1.5 length

MUWidth not inherited 1.2 length

Name not inherited Fahrzeug string

NumMU 0 integer

NumMUParts 0 integer

Occupied False Boolean

Operational True Boolean

Pause not inherited False Boolean

ResBlocked False Boolean

ResourceType not inherited Transport string

ResWaiting True Boolean

ResWorking False Boolean

Selected not inherited False Boolean

statBatChargeCount 0 integer

statisticsStartRes 0.0 time

statMaxNumMU 0 integer

statNumIn 0 integer

statNumOut 0 integer

Unplanned not inherited False Boolean

Waiting True Boolean

ZoomX not inherited 1 real

ZoomY not inherited 1 real

The aim of the SAMSON extension for Plant Simulation is to keep track of all occurrences within the
simulation model and to transport this information into the SAMSON environment. With this status
information, other clients are able to update their model and represent changes based on the predicted
behavior of the simulation software. The SAMSON extension also should allow a bidirectional exchange
of data and thus enable a remote control of the simulation model. The SAMSON extension was imple-
mented into a basic simulation template file. The template contains all relevant details which are needed
to implement the bidirectional communication towards SAMSON. The solution is based on the usage of
TCP sockets using a predefined exchange protocol based on the paradigm of SAMSON messages. The
simulation template file implements a basic model which can be replaced or extended following the real
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Figure 8.7: The picture shows a template of a graphical user interface for the setup of Control Methods.

situations of the use case. The model frame is pre-configured and implements the necessary elements
which can be found in Figure 8.8.

The class library of the basic SAMSON implementation file was extended within the models folder.
The file implements five different frames which are needed to support the bidirectional exchange with
SAMSON:

• Model: This is the basic modeling frame. It instantiates the event controller, init and reset method,
a Sankey diagram, derivations of the class objects SAMSONsocket, SAMSONmenue, Methods,
and Variables, and a basic model with source, drain, and five workstations.

• SAMSONsocket: This is the implementation of the socket connection towards SAMSON. It im-
plements an instantiation of a socket class object, and six SimTalk methods. These methods enable
the start-up and shutdown of the socket, the message exchange between the connected parties, and
the implementation of the network protocol with message parser and message creator.

• SAMSONmenue: This frame is a graphical user interface to support the initialization of the SAM-
SON network connection. It implements a dialog and the corresponding methods.

• Methods: This frame is a library of all methods which support the initialization, the run time, and
the shut down of the model. Within these methods, the observers to the objects are set, which are
important in order to trigger the exchange of status messages towards SAMSON.

• Variables: This frame is a library of all variables which support the initialization, run time, and
shut down of the model.
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Figure 8.8: The SAMSON extension template for a bidirectional exchange of data with the SAMSON environ-
ment.

The SAMSONmenue extension for Plant Simulation is a graphical user interface implemented using an
instantiation of a Dialog class object and a method which is responsible to open the graphical user inter-
face when double clicking on the frame in Figure 8.9. Plant Simulation is able to avoid the opening of
the frame and instead open the dialog box by executing this Open_Dialog method at start-up. Therefore,
the method must be set as opening method of the frame within Extras -> Controls. The logic of the
graphical user interface is set within its callback method, which is hidden in a sub menu of the dialog
class object. When an interaction is performed on the window, this callback method is called, and the
performed action returns an attribute. When creating the dialog and its elements this attribute needs to
be preset to a value which will be returned when inspecting the performed action. Hereby, each element
gets a callback value which then can be checked during run time of the callback method. When running
through the method, the callback value is compared to the different code sections and the corresponding
section will be executed. The implemented callback values and their code segments look as follows:

• Network_Mode: Reacts on the selection / deselection of the check box Network Mode on/off and
sets the text boxes and the static text boxes sensitive or greys them out.

• Host: Reacts on the input into the text box of the desired Host IP address and sets the variable
within the variable network called V_Network_Host.

• Port: Reacts on the input into the text box of the desired Port and sets the V_Network_Port
variable.

• network_start: Checks for the status of the V_Network_Start variable and acts accordingly. In
case the network is stopped, it sets the network mode variable V_Network_Mode to True, calls
the method M_Activate_Socket of the SAMSONsocket frame, changes the text of the button to
start the network from Start Network to Stop Network, and sets the variable V_Network_Start
to True. If the network start variable indicates a running network, the method calls the method
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M_Disable_Socket, toggles the button text from Stop Network to Start Network and sets the vari-
ables V_Network_Start and V_Network_Mode to False.

Figure 8.9: The SAMSONmenue implementation with the dialog object and the Dialog_Open method which is
declared as opening method of the frame.

The SAMSONsocket extension for Plant Simulation is responsible for the bidirectional exchange of
data following a predefined protocol. The elements are implemented into a frame, which instantiates
a socket class object and implements six methods to handle the data traffic (see Figure 8.10). The
main object is the Client_Socket which is responsible to handle the socket object. It is a TCP socket
allowing a maximum queue length of waiting objects of 5, and connects to a predefined host and port.
When the socket receives a message, it calls its callback method which here is defined to be the method
M_ReceiveUpdateFromSAMSON. Furthermore, the SAMSONsocket frame implements six different
methods. These are:

• M_Activate_Socket: The method is triggered by the Start Network button of the SAMSON-
menue which is shown when the network is stopped. It checks if the variable V_Network_Mode
is True before executing its instructions. These are to set the host and port following the variables
V_Network_Host and V_Network_Port, to activate the socket and set its execution to True, reset
and init the model over the event controller, and set the event controllers speed attribute to a speed
value of 10 out of a range from 0 to 100.

• M_Disable_Socket: The method is triggered by the Stop Network button of the SAMSONmenue
which is shown when the network is running. It stops the execution of the model and resets it using
the event controller. Then, it calls the M_SendEndMessage method to signal execution end to the
connected SAMSONclient, and sets the on and the active attributes of the socket to False.

• M_SendMessages: The method receives the message which needs to be sent to the SAMSON-
client and writes it to the socket. In case this is desired, it also implements a print to the console.

• M_SendEndMessage: The method creates a message following the predefined protocol and con-
taining the action end_com. Then it defines the length of this string, casts the result (integer) to
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string and calls the M_SendMessages twice. Once to send the header, and the second time to send
the actual message.

• M_ReceiveUpdateFromSAMSON: The method is called by the Client_Socket and gets the re-
ceived message. The method runs through a code section in order to segregate the incoming stan-
dard SAMSON message into caller, action, object_type, and object. According to the combination
of action and object it then executes the corresponding methods.

• M_SendUpdateToSAMSON: This method is called by the object observers which are added at
initialization of the object or within the source of the model. Depending on the class type of the
object, this method constructs a message with the important details which need to be exchanged
with the SAMSON environment. In case the object type is .BEs.Fahrzeug the action will always be
set (as these transporters are permanent objects of the model). The message contains the object’s
name, its x and y position, its location within the modeled frame and its content. In case the
caller of the method is one of the goods, the method checks for its location on the network. If
its previous location is the source, it will assign the action new. If the location is not equal to the
drain, the assigned action is set, and if the good is located on the drain the action is remove. After
the message is composed with the action, the name of the object, its x and y position, its location,
and a None string to keep the message length of both objects the same. In the end, the length of
the message is computed and passed as string to the M_SendMessages method, followed by the
whole message.

Figure 8.10: The SAMSONsocket implementation with the socket object and the six extension methods for socket
activation and message exchange.

The exchange of data between the SAMSON client and the client environment of Plant Simulation takes
place based on a specific protocol. It is similar to the SAMSON messages and the predefined pro-
tocol used between the SAMSON server and its SAMSON clients (see Section 7.2.1) but cannot be
implemented for both directions of the bidirectional connection. The SAMSON client adaptions will be
presented in detail in Section 8.3.4. The SAMSON client communicates with Plant Simulation using the
same standard SAMSON messages like within the whole SAMSON environment. The messages coming
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from the SAMSON client thus are segregated into four sections (caller, action, object_type, object) while
its content is a little different than the content of a standard SAMSON message. The reason is that Plant
Simulation is not able to de-serialize objects within the SAMSON message as it does not implement the
Python Pickle library to fulfill the task. Thus, all exchange messages must be on a string level without
object structure. In Table 8.6 and Table 8.7 the different messages are listed, which are implemented as
support for Plant Simulation.

The last two frames which need to be discussed are the frames containing all methods and the one with all
variables. This separation is done to keep the basic modeling frame free of methods and variables, which
are not needed for the direct understanding or adaption within the top level modeling. Furthermore,
frames for variables and methods lead to more structure during modeling and a variable based coding
allowing easy alteration instead of hard coded methods without margin for easy adaption. The predefined
variables frame usually takes lots of variables. Within the SAMSONbasic_simfile, there is a preset of
only four different variables:

• V_Network_Model: This is a Boolean variable, which indicates if the network mode is activated
or not.

• V_Network_Start: This is a Boolean variable, which indicates if the network mode is started.

• V_Network_Host: This is a string variable, containing the IP address of the SAMSON client
which needs to be contacted.

• V_Network_Port: This is an integer variable, containing the port on which the SAMSON client
needs to be contacted.

Within the methods frame on the other hand, the two methods are located which add observers to the ob-
jects which are running through the model. Although the observable attributes are limited, as mentioned
above, it is important to segregate between the attribute which triggers an event, and the attributes which
need to be communicated into the SAMSON environment. Actually, there is no need to observe the
data which needs to be sent to the SAMSON environment as update. The attributes which need to be ob-
served are the ones, which observe a change. The observer than triggers the M_SendUpdateToSAMSON
in order to transmit all the detailed attributes which are defined within the exchange protocol. The two
methods can be explained as follows:

• M_AddObserverAtSource: This method is assigned to the source of the model as input control.
Thus, every object which gets generated within the source will execute this method. The method
adds an observer to the object which observes the attribute Location. Whenever a location change
takes place, the observer will trigger the M_SendUpdateToSAMSON method and thus trigger an
update message towards the SAMSON environment. It is important to know, that objects which are
able to indicate a new action to the SAMSON environment must be handled specially. In case they
do have more than only one observer, these observers will trigger the M_SendUpdateToSAMSON
several times while being still within the source. Thus, multiple requests for a new object hull will
be generated, unless this case is considered within the M_SendUpdateToSAMSON method.

• M_CreateObjectAndAddObserver: This method is executed through the init method, which is
also triggered when pressing the network start button of the SAMSONmenue. The method is an
example how to create objects like transporters, which represent permanent objects during the
model run time and are created before system start. The method thus creates a transporter on
the first workstation and adds two observers to the object. The first one is related to the object’s
location and the second one to the object’s content. Thus, the method M_SendUpdateToSAMSON
is triggered every time the object changes its location or the content on the transporter is changed,
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e.g. goods are loaded or unloaded from the transporter. As this object type only sends set actions,
the multiple definition of observers here is not an issue.

Table 8.6: List of all possible messages sent from the SAMSON client towards the Plant Simulation environment.

Caller Action Object Type Object

server execution sys_message start

server execution sys_message stop

server speed sys_message speed_value: (0 to 100)

server Sankey sys_message show

server Sankey sys_message delete

Table 8.7: List of all possible messages examples sent from the Plant Simulation environment to the SAMSON
client.

Action Name Position on X-Axis Position on Y-Axis Location Content

set .BEs.Fahrzeug:1 230 430 .Modelle.Model.Einzelstation .BEs.Fördergut:1

new .BEs.Fördergut:1 255 455 .BEs.Fahrzeug:1 None

set .BEs.Fördergut:1 255 455 .BEs.Fahrzeug:1 None

remove .BEs.Fördergut:1 255 455 .BEs.Fahrzeug:1 None

The solution with these observations leads to an optimized data exchange between SAMSON and Plant
Simulation. There would be two additional alternatives. First, adding as many observers to an object as
available and observable attributes. Second, the implementation of a trigger which periodically executes
a method running through all existing objects and communicating their actual status. Both would lead
to a higher confidence level of the object status, as the frequency of updates would be raised. On the
other hand, the amount of data exchanged between Plant Simulation and SAMSON would be increased
as either changes are transmitted several times or updates are sent of objects without any changes. Fur-
thermore, Plant Simulation does not support the second possibility as there is no method allowing to run
through all existing objects.

8.3.3 SAMSON Factory Object Implementation

The Plant Simulation environment is implemented in the Factory by adding a new object type. This sub-
class of the SAMSONObject class is named SimulationObject. The subclass implements a constructor
adding attributes to the basic object definition: id, location, content, xpos, ypos. Furthermore, it adds a
setSAMSONObject method, which is called from the Client Repository when populating a new hull or
when updating an existing object. It acts as a translator from the string based elements into the SAM-
SONObject level with designated attributes. Parts of the setting of the simulation objects could be passed
before system start. Nevertheless, any changes to these objects will trigger an update message. Thus,
the initialization of permanent objects is done during run time. A list of all attributes, which could be
transmitted for goods, can be found in the appendix in Section A.4.
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Table 8.8: The SimulationObject implementation within the ObjectFactory and its specifications.

SAMSON Property Plant Simulation Property Content Type

id Object Class with ID .BEs.Fahrzeug:2 Integer

xpos XPos 140 Integer

ypos YPos 220 Integer

location Location .Modelle.Model.Einzelstation String

content Content .BEs.Fördergut:221 String

8.3.4 SAMSON Client Adaptions

For the simulation client, the basic client implementation needs to be extended towards a bidirectional
data exchange. When defining methods within Plant Simulation, the code must be written in the tool spe-
cific coding language called SimTalk. An inter-process communication directly on the Python’s object
level is not possible. Therefore, an interface into the SAMSON world is needed. As Plant Simulation
offers the possibility to use socket connections, the same architecture as the one between the SAMSON
server and its clients can be maintained. The connection is based on TCP sockets interacting on the
basis of a predefined communication protocol. The SAMSON message with its predefined structure is
implemented also for the connection between the SAMSON client and Plant Simulation. As a conse-
quence, the SAMSON client is not only acting as a client towards the SAMSON server, but implements
at the same time a server socket towards the Plant Simulation software. Although messages towards the
SAMSON server are transmitted serialized using the Pickle library, when connecting towards the simu-
lation model, the messages must be without any serialization as SimTalk isn’t able to de-serialize pickled
objects. The adaptions made to the basic code can be found in following list:

• init():

– An additional socket instantiation is added as socket towards the simulation client.

– Variables for client host, client port, and client address are added.

– The own object type is changed towards SimulationObject in accordance with the changes
made within the SAMSON factory.

• run():

– After establishing the connection to the server, the client starts the socket connection to the
simulation client and listens until Plant Simulation is connecting on the predefined socket
address. Once the simulation client is accepted, the run flag of the client is set to True.

– Initialization, repository sync, and activation of the client are adapted towards the SDG client.
This will be discussed in Section 8.3.5.

– Implementation of a while loop to continuously check for incoming messages from the client.
In case a message is received, the action is checked for its content. If it is end_com the
ending flag and the client active flag are set to False. This will terminate the while loop at the
next loop iteration. In case the action is not a termination message, the incoming message is
translated into a standardized SAMSON message and passed to the messageHandling method
which then calls the correct part of the client code.
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• closeSocket(): Within this method, the client socket must be closed and set to None at termination.

• disconnect(): Within the disconnecting method, the status of the client must be checked and the
buffer must be emptied until an ending message is received. Afterwards, the SAMSON client is
shut down.

• sendSimMessage(): This method is added to the basic installation to enable the sending of mes-
sages to the simulation client. Other than within the server sending method, the SAMSON message
is not pickled and just sent as a string.

• receiveSimMessage(): This function is added to the basic installation to enable message reception
from the simulation client. Other than within the server receiving method, the message is received
un-pickled out of the socket. First, the header is dumped byte by byte until the first semicolon is
detected. Then, the package is received based on the length transmitted within the header. In the
end, the package is split into its parts. The last part must be deleted as it is empty. This is based on
the splitting method of Python. In the end, the message is translated into a standardized SAMSON
message.

8.3.5 SAMSON Controller Adaptions

In accordance to the controller adaptions for the interactive tabletop environment in Section 8.2.4, also
for the simulation environment the controller takes care of initializing the setup, to synchronize the
repository, and to activate the client. However, other than within the interaction environment, where the
objects are permanent and do not change during run time, within a simulation model most of the objects
will be created only during run time. Thus, the initialization of objects is spared and left to the real-
time update loops. Besides this initialization part of the code, the controller is the place to implement
methods which change the data model of the client installation. The controller gets every single message
received from the server or the client, has the ability to check for the previous state of each incoming
object through a direct connection to the local object repository, and the ability to decide what methods
need to be executed based on the incoming objects or on the comparison of these objects over time. The
adaptions to the basic code of the controller are the following:

• variable definitions:

– The own object types are implemented also within the controller, e.g. SimulationObject and
EnvironmentTypeObject.

– Several run time flags and variables to store the object status are set to keep track of execution
and values, e.g. run_flag, run_last_value, sankey_flag, sankey_last_value, speed_last_value.

• tuioObjectHandling(): Within this method, the reactions to interactions on the tabletop surface
are defined. Therefore, the incoming objects of type TUIOObject must be caught and interpreted.
The method controls the event controller of Plant Simulation and is able to start and stop the
model. Furthermore, the speed can be adapted, and an existing Sankey Diagram can be switched
on and off, in order to visualize and hide the transportation paths. These actions and their differing
functionality are separated on two different TUIs. The Frametool of the MightyTrace SDG system
with ID 15 is mapped with the actions start, stop, and speed. In order to activate or deactivate the
Sankey diagram Pen2 with ID 10 is assigned. The performed actions are listed below:

– ID 15 (start, stop, speed): Checks if rot_accel is equal to 1.0 which is equivalent to a
clicked status. In case it is, the run_flag is evaluated and toggled. If the run_flag was on
False, the action start is packed into a SAMSON message. In case the run_flag was True,
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the action stop is passed to the method createSAMSONmessage. Afterwards, the message
is appended to the sendbuffer of the client which later on will be emptied within the while
loop of the SAMSON client main routine. As a second step, the rotation angle of the Fram-
etool is checked to determine, if a speed change of the event controller is necessary. The
code segment checks, if the change of the angle is larger than 2 degrees in either rotational
directions. If the change exceeds this margin, the angle value (degrees) is normalized to a
value between 0 and 100. This is corresponding to the range which is adjustable within Plant
Simulation’s event controller. The determined value is passed to the createSAMSONmes-
sage method with the action speed and the value. Afterwards, the message is appended to the
client buffer which will get emptied during run time of the main while loop of the SAMSON
client.

– ID 10 (Sankey on, Sankey off): Checks if the rot_accel value is equal to 1.0 which is equal
to a clicked status. In case it is, the Sankey flag is evaluated and toggled. If the sankey_flag
was False, the action show is packed into a SAMSON message. In case the sankey_flag was
True, the action delete is packed into a SAMSON message. The message is appended to
the sendbuffer of the client. Further details on the interconnection of PlantSimulation and
MightyTrace can be found in Section 9.3.

8.4 SAMSON Support for Visualization

8.4.1 Visualization and Blender Content Creation Suite

Blender [53] is the tool used to implement the visualization part of SAMSON. Blender is a free open
source 3D content creation suite, which supports modeling, rendering, and animation. Blender also
includes a game engine supporting collision detection and dynamics simulation with a well documented
Python API. Based on this Python API, every single method can be reached and used by proprietary
Python scripts. The functionality of Blender can be extended using additional script libraries by loading
them into the import path of Python or into the packed Python package within Blender from version
2.5x onwards. Other than discrete event simulation software, which has no steady execution speed as
the execution of methods or special functionality are triggered by special events, Blender is triggered
over an internal tick rate as usual game engines and performs a steady execution of its routine (see also
[19]). Any custom scripts need to keep this paradigm in mind. The added scripts must ensure at all
times the non-blocking execution of their code, as otherwise the execution of the Blender game engine
would be frozen. Specially when using socket connections to exchange data between processes, this
needs to be considered. When animating objects during the run time of the game engine, Blender offers
the possibility to use logic bricks. These logic bricks are divided into different subtypes:

• Sensor: Reacts on any change of the observed parameter and triggers the associated controller.

• Controller: Waits for incoming triggers, combines them in case of multiple sensors, and triggers
the associated actuators.

• Actuator: Performs actions like moving objects.

Blender also implements an internal message handling system in order to enable a communication be-
tween objects, which are based on the same principle of these logic bricks. The communication between
two objects needs an implementation on each side. The sender of the message needs a sensor to trigger
the controller. This controller then executes the predefined actions of the message actuator. Thus, it sends
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a message into the Blender environment. This message is caught by the second object’s message sensor.
This message sensor triggers the controller, which executes the predefined actions for the specific object.
Now, in case the execution gets a little more complicated, it is possible to extend the usual controller by
a Python controller. In this case, the actuator is not necessary anymore, as the Python script is connected
directly to the controller and performs the actions by execution of its routine. When using the game
engine and extending its functionality with custom designed scripts, there is not only the possibility to
add object specific scripts. The alternative is to write scripts, which take over more general tasks, and
thus, need to be implemented on a more generic way. The work around is to use an object of type Empty.
This object is an invisible object with full object functionality. The empty object needs to be extended
with two logic bricks: an always sensor, and a Python controller. The always sensor is equal to a trigger
and can be adapted in its trigger frequency. The Python controller gets executed on each trigger signal
and runs through the attached script.

8.4.2 SAMSON Extension for Blender

In comparison to all other clients, the SAMSON client for Blender is implemented differently. As Python
offers the Python API, the client is implemented into Blender as a custom script, which is executed at
the game engine’s run time. This allows a direct handling of all needed methods and extends the Blender
game engine functionality. The client script enables a bidirectional data exchange between the SAM-
SON client and the SAMSON server using TCP sockets. Within Blender, the client uses inter-process
communication, and thus, is deeply integrated. In order to be able to use this SAMSON to Blender im-
plementation, a template file was generated, which is prepared to run the needed socket communication
and take on the heavy lifting of intercommunication. The client script is implemented using the above
mentioned logic bricks. Therefore, an empty object is added within the model’s origin. This empty ob-
ject is extended with an always sensor and a python controller which are connected. The always sensor
is preset with TRUE level triggering and a Frequency of 0. On the other hand, the Python controller is
preset with the BlenderClient.py file. Thus, when starting the game engine, this BlenderClient.py script
is executed with the predefined frequency of the always sensor.

8.4.3 SAMSON Factory Object Implementation

Within the SAMSON factory, Blender Objects are implemented with the object type BlenderObject. This
subclass of the SAMSONObject class adds the attributes id, posx, posy, and posz within its constructor.
In addition, the basic object definition is extended with the pre-discussed setSAMSONObject method.
This method is called from the Client Repository when populating a new hull or when updating an
existing object. It copies a subset of the Blender object attributes into the SAMSON Blender object. The
API of Blender implements many different kind of definitions for objects, materials, or shaders. The
Blender objects do have their own class implementation with designated attributes and methods. The
whole API description can be found on the Blender API page for the actual version 2.57: http://www.
blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_57_release/. Within Blender
all game objects are derived from its Blender Game Object class KX_GameObject. The attributes and
methods are listed on Table 8.9.
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Figure 8.11: Blender basic file implementation showing 3D window with Empty object, the BlenderClient.py file
code and the implementation with the logic bricks always sensor and Python controller.

Table 8.9: The Blender game object definition within the API of Blender with its attributes and methods.

Attribute / Method Description Type / Parameters

name The object’s name. (read-only) string

mass The object’s mass. float

linVelocityMin Enforces object’s minimum velocity. float

linVelocityMax Clamp object’s maximum velocity. float

localInertia the object’s inertia vector in local coordinates. Read-only. list [ix, iy, iz]

parent The object’s parent object. (read-only). KX_GameObject or None

visible visibility flag. Boolean

color The object color of the object. [r, g, b, a] mathutils.Vector

occlusion occlusion capability flag. Boolean

position The object’s position. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

orientation The object’s orientation. 3x3 Matrix. mathutils.Vector

scaling The object’s scaling factor. [sx, sy, sz] mathutils.Vector

localOrientation The object’s local orientation. 3x3 Matrix. mathutils.Matrix

worldOrientation The object’s world orientation. 3x3 Matrix. mathutils.Matrix

localScale The object’s local scaling factor. [sx, sy, sz] mathutils.Vector

worldScale The object’s world scaling factor. Read-only. [sx, sy, sz] mathutils.Vector

localPosition The object’s local position. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

worldPosition The object’s world position. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

localLinearVelocity The object’s local linear velocity. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

worldLinearVelocity The object’s world linear velocity. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

continued on next page
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Table 8.9: (Continued)

Attribute / Method Description Type / Parameters

localAngularVelocity The object’s local angular velocity. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

worldAngularVelocity The object’s world angular velocity. [x, y, z] mathutils.Vector

timeOffset adjust the slowparent delay at run time. float

state the game object’s state bitmask. int

meshes a list meshes for this object. list of KX_MeshProxy

sensors a sequence of SCA_ISensor objects. list

controllers a sequence of SCA_IController objects. list of SCA_ISensor

actuators a list of SCA_IActuator objects. list

attrDict get the objects internal python attribute dictionary. dict

children direct children of this object, (read-only). CListValue of KX_GameObjectŚs

childrenRecursive all children of this object, (read-only). CListValue of KX_GameObjectŚs

endObject() Delete this object.

replaceMesh() Replace the mesh of this object with new mesh. mesh, useDisplayMesh, usePhysicsMesh

setVisible() Sets the game object’s visible flag. visible, recursive

setOcclusion() Sets the game object’s occlusion capability. occlusion, recursive

alignAxisToVect() Aligns any of object’s axis along the given vector. vect, axis, factor

getAxisVect() Returns the axis vector. vect

applyMovement() Sets the game object’s movement. movement, local

applyRotation() Sets the game object’s rotation. rotation, local

applyForce() Sets the game object’s force. force, local

applyTorque() Sets the game object’s torque. torque, local

getLinearVelocity() Gets the game object’s linear velocity. local

setLinearVelocity() Sets the game object’s linear velocity. velocity, local

getAngularVelocity() Gets the game object’s angular velocity. local

setAngularVelocity() Sets the game object’s angular velocity. velocity, local

getVelocity() Gets the game object’s velocity at the specified point. point

getReactionForce() Gets the game object’s reaction force. list [fx, fy, fz]

applyImpulse() Applies an impulse to the game object. point, impulse

suspendDynamics() Suspends physics for this object.

restoreDynamics() Resumes physics for this object.

enableRigidBody() Enables rigid body physics for this object.

disableRigidBody() Disables rigid body physics for this object.

setParent() Sets this object’s parent. parent, compound, ghost

removeParent() Removes this objects parent.

getPhysicsId() Returns object associated with object’s physics controller.

getPropertyNames() Gets a list of all property names.

getDistanceTo() Gets distance to an other object. other

getVectTo() Returns the vector and the distance to another object or point. other

rayCastTo() Look towards another point/object and find first object hit. other, dist, prop

rayCast() Look towards another point/object and find first object hit. objto, objfrom, dist, prop, face, xray, poly

continued on next page
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Table 8.9: (Continued)

Attribute / Method Description Type / Parameters

setCollisionMargin() Set the objects collision margin. margin

sendMessage() Sends a message. subject, body, to

reinstancePhysicsMesh() Updates the physics system with changed mesh. gameObject, meshObject

get() Return the value matching key, or default if not found. key, default

In order to initialize or update the actual status of the Blender scene, a script must run through all existing
objects and transfer a subset of this information into the SAMSON BlenderObject, which is implemented
within the SAMSON factory. This is done within the initializeSetup and updateSetup methods of the
BlenderController. These methods need to detect every single object in the scene and transfer a subset
of attributes into the predefined SAMSON BlenderObject configuration. The transformation is listed in
Table 8.10.

Table 8.10: The BlenderObject implementation within the ObjectFactory and its specifications.

SAMSON Property Blender Property Content Type

id name Identification within Blender scene string

posx worldPosition[0] The objects worldPosition on x-axis. float

posy worldPosition[1] The objects worldPosition on y-axis. float

posz worldPosition[2] The objects worldPosition on z-axis. float

8.4.4 SAMSON Client Adaptions

When working with Blender, one of the main benefits is its Python API. Through its API, every Blender
method is accessible and the full Python library is available at the same time. The SAMSON client
thus can be implemented to work on a deep level of inter-process communication. The communication
between the SAMSON client and the SAMSON server on the other hand, is still implemented with TCP
sockets to enable a distribution of the SAMSON elements over the network. The Blender game engine
is able to execute Python scripts during its run time. Blender has four different game engine modules:

• bge.types Module: Includes all object types, which are used within Blender.

• bge.logic Module: Enables the access to all logic methods of Blender.

• bge.render Module: Implements rendering specific methods and definitions.

• bge.events Module: Holds key constants as implementation of keyboard interactions.

These modules are steady through execution runs, and thus, can be extended with code additions. Never-
theless, any code which is executed must be implemented strictly non-blocking. Blender executes code
additions on every tick rate, and thus, multiple times per second. The SAMSON client is implemented
similar to the standard client implementation. At start-up of the client, a client class instantiation is added
to the logic module of Blender. This ensures that the client with its TCP socket towards the server, the
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local object repository, and the controller are steady through the multiple execution runs. Nevertheless,
the client code differentiates from the other clients as it is executed every single run of the internal tick
rate, and needs to be coded for single execution. Any while(True) loops, threads, or blocking sockets
would freeze the execution of the game engine. Messages towards the SAMSON server are transmitted
serialized using the Python Pickle library and are of the standardized SAMSON message type. Although
the instantiations of the socket, the repository, the controller, and all variables do not need to be renewed
on every execution run, the rest of the code must be coded in a non-blocking manner. Specially the main
run method is altered in comparison to a standard setup of the SAMSON client code. The solution is
based on execution flags which are checked when running through the code. In case no code segment
was executed before, it will be executed and its flag will be set. During the next execution run, this code
segment will be skipped. Code which usually is running within a loop, thus can be integrated into a
code segment which gets executed on each execution run, recreating the situation of the standard client
implementation. The adaptions made to the basic code can be found in following list:

• Startup: The Client implementation has no ClientStarter class. This is replaced by two if state-
ments which check if the client was instantiated within the bge.logic module. In case the client is
not instantiated yet, the code will create a class instantiation within the bge.logic module. After
the first file execution, the second if statement will be executed and call the clients mainRoutine
method which is explained within one of the following bullet points.

• init():

– The own object type is changed towards BlenderObject and EnvironmentTypeObject in ac-
cordance with the changes made within the SAMSON factory.

– Several flags are set. The intercom_init flag to track, if the code to connect the socket to
the server was executed. The connected flag to track, if the connection to the server was
successful. The endflag to track, if the execution stop was requested. The server_active flag
to track, if the server is active. The initializationflag to track, if the initialization of the client
has taken place. The activationflag to track, if the activation of the client was executed.

• mainRoutine(): The run method of the standard implementation was renamed to mainRoutine, as
the execution of the client is not implemented as thread, and the run method usually is the method
executed when calling the thread to start. Within the mainRoutine method, the following changes
were implemented:

– The server connecting code segment is encapsulated within an if statement checking the
intercom_init flag for its execution.

– The main code segment with the while loops in the standard implementation is encapsulated
within a segment which checks the connected flag and the endflag for their status.

– The initializeSetup method is only called if the initializationflag is not set. The flag gets set
within the intializeSetup method of the controller.

– The syncRepositoryAndActivateClient method is only called if the activationflag is not set.
The flag gets set within the syncRepositoryAndActivateClient method of the controller.

– The code to check for incoming messages from the server is extracted out of the standard
while loop. The continuous check for incoming messages is ensured through the constant
code execution through the Blender game engine.

– The disconnect method is encapsulated into an if statement checking the endflag for its status.
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– An additional code segment must be added to check, if the connection trials have failed and
the endflag was set to True. This code segment will just print on the console to signal the
need for a restart.

8.4.5 SAMSON Controller Adaptions

Within Blender, the controller is instantiated within the client and appended to the bge.logic module.
Similar to the controller adaptions for the interactive tabletop environment in Section 8.2.4, and for the
simulation environment in Section 8.3.5, the controller takes care of initializing the setup, of synchro-
nizing the repository, and of activating the client. Within Blender, there is a combination between the
controller of the SDG system and the controller of the simulation environment. There are objects which
are permanent and do not change during run time (static associations), and other objects, which are cre-
ated only during run time (dynamic associations). Thus, the initialization of objects is done only for the
static associations, while the dynamically associated objects are integrated during the real-time update
cycles within the SAMSON client. Besides the initialization part of the code, the controller is the place
to implement methods which change the data model of Blender. The controller receives every single
message from the server or the client, has the ability to check for the previous state of each incoming
object through a direct connection to the local object repository, and the ability to decide what methods
need to be executed based on the incoming object or on the comparison of these objects over time. The
adaptions to the basic code of the controller are the following:

• imports: The controller needs three additional imports. These are the import of the Blender game
engine API bge, the mathutils package to allow extended mathematical operations, and the math
package to use common mathematical values like Pi.

• variable definitions:

– The own object types are implemented also within the controller, e.g. BlenderObject and
EnvironmentTypeObject.

– Two dictionaries are added to the controller instance called staticassociations and dynami-
cassociations. These dictionaries are holding all associations between a Blender object and
any other SAMSON related object, like a pen or another TUI out of the SDG system. These
associations can be either valid for the whole run time (static) of the collaboration session or
just for a short time (dynamic) in case a user is moving a Blender object to another position
using a pen.

– Scene variable to connect to the loaded Blender scene.

– Object related variables to link existing objects of the model.

– Calibration variables in order to translate from MightyTrace screen coordinates into Blender
coordinates.

– Viewport adaptions to support two cameras within the same scene. This enables the two
views needed for an intuitive interaction on the SDG system.

• initializeSetup(): Within the initialization of the client, the environment type object gets defined
and preexisting Blender objects are initialized. The newly added method transferEnvironment
is called to transfer Blender environment specific details. This method is explained in the fol-
lowing list. After the result of the method is returned, the content is packed into a SAMSON
message and passed to the messageHandling method to request a hull from the server. Afterwards,
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the server socket is checked for the incoming hull. The object is passed again to the message-
Handling method. After this initialization of the environment, the preexisting objects within the
loaded Blender scene are detected. For each object, the second added method, transferObject, is
executed. Once the result is returned, the code builds a SAMSON message, and passes it to the
messageHandling method of the client to request a new hull from the server. The code checks
for the reception of the new hull reading the server socket and passes the received object to the
messageHandling method. The two added methods are explained within following list:

– transferEnvironment(): This method runs through all elements of the EnvironmentTypeOb-
ject and populates them with data out of the Blender environment. The entries are assembled
to a data array and returned to the caller.

– transferObject(): This method runs through all elements of the BlenderObject and populates
them with data out of the Blender object. The entries are assembled to a data array and
returned to the caller.

• updateSetup(): This method is implemented in order to enable updates from a running Blender
scene into SAMSON. This would also enable the synchronous running of several Blender instances
within SAMSON and ensure a synchronization between them. When called, the method runs
through all existing objects and sends an update into the SAMSON environment. This enables an
update on Blender specific changes which are not triggered from outside. Nevertheless, as it is a
continuous update, it generates a lot of traffic.

• simulationObjectHandling(): This method is implemented in order to synchronize the visualiza-
tion within Blender with the simulation within Plant Simulation. For each incoming simulation
object update, this method is checking if the object already has a static association to a virtual
Blender object. If not, it determines the object type and its location, and adds an object to the
current Blender scene using the method addObjecttoScene. The reference to this object is stored
into the staticassociations variable with the ObjectNAME of the simulation object as key.
In case there already is an existing static association, the method checks if the incoming message
is an update or an object removal request. In case of an update, the location of the Blender ob-
ject is updated accordingly using the method updateObjectinScene. In case of a removal request,
the Blender object is deleted using the method removeObjectfromScene. These three methods are
explained below:

– addObjecttoScene: The method is using the Blender method addObject in order to generate
the requested item. The object types need to be already in the scene as inactive objects. These
objects are not visible nor listed in the normal object list. When generating objects during run
time, the object name will always be the same as the reference object in the inactive objects
list. Thus, the name cannot be used as reference anymore. A reference to the objects needs
to be stored into the previously mentioned dictionaries.

– updateObjectinScene: The method changes the object’s world position within the Blender
scene to the world position of another object. Objects move from one predefined object to
another. These location objects are named the same way as the stations within the simulation
model. Thus, every time an object moves from one workstation to another, the Blender object
will perform the same change within the 3D world.

– removeObjectfromScene: The method uses the Blender method endObject in order to re-
move it from the objects list.

• tuioObjectHandling(): This method is implemented in order to enable users to move objects
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around in a running Blender scene using pens or TUIs of the SDG environment. This interactions
are considered to be dynamic associations between SDG and Blender objects. The method first
requests the former object state in order to be able to compare changes between the actual and the
previous state. In case there is no former state, the called method will return the actual status. After
this initial step, the method checks if there is already an existing dynamic association in place. If
not, it checks if the TUI is clicked and its actual position is within the active Blender viewport. In
case these conditions are met, it calls the method getTargetObject which returns the hit object. In
the end, the reference to this object is stored into the dictionary for dynamic associations.
In case there is already a dynamic association in relation to the incoming SDG object, the method
checks if the TUI still is clicked and calls the method getNewObjectPos in order to get the new po-
sition of the Blender object based on the MightyTrace screen coordinates. In the end, the Blender
object is repositioned to the newly computed world position.
As an additional part of this method, also a contemporaneous usage of several TUIs to influence
Blender objects is addressed. The method checks for an existing dynamic association of a pen and
then uses the Colortool to rotate the Blender object according to the rotation of the TUI. This is
done using the method getRotationVector in order to compute the rotation vector and the Blender
method applyRotation in order to finally rotate the Blender object.
All the previously mentioned supporting methods are listed and explained below:

– getTargetObject: This method transforms the received MightyTrace coordinates into Blender
screen coordinates and uses the Blender method getScreenRay in order to determine if a
Blender object is at this location. The hit object is returned to the caller.

– getNewObjectPos: This method transforms the received MightyTrace coordinates into Blender
world coordinates and returns the new object position within the actual Blender scene.

– getRotationVector: This method computes the rotational change based on the information
of the previous state and returns a vector which indicates the rotational change needed in
order to comply with the request.
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9.1 Overview

After the discussion of the basic SAMSON code in Chapter 7 and the details about the client implemen-
tations in Chapter 8, this chapter presents the application of SAMSON as a united environment based on
its server and the different clients. As the SAMSON architecture is modular and adaptable to many use
cases, the basic configuration of SAMSON is variable. The SAMSON clients either exchange data unidi-
rectional in order to update the SAMSON environment only with their occurrences, or are implemented
bidirectionally not only sending their updated status but receiving actions of other clients and returning
the adapted objects back to the server. This bidirectional client interaction demonstrates the capabilities
of SAMSON and is interesting to analyze. A helpful tool to understand the interaction between clients is
the analysis of the created network traffic on each component and the way of interaction during run time.
In order to determine the traffic, the SAMSON environment was extended with statistics capabilities.
The details on this code implementation and the adaptions on the SAMSON components are located in
the appendix and presented in Section A.2.
This chapter starts with a discussion and quantification of the isolated SAMSON client implementations
in Section 9.2. The section is followed by the presentation of the interaction between the MightyTrace
SDG environment [39] and the Plant Simulation DES software [45] using a unidirectional update stream
in Section 9.3. The chapter continues with a discussion of the interaction between the DES software
and the visualization client based on Blender [53] in Section 9.4, and is followed by a presentation of
the intercommunication of Blender with the MightyTrace system in Section 9.5. The chapter is finalized
with an comprehensive example based on the traffic use case presented in Chapter 6 showing the overall
capabilities of SAMSON in Section 9.6.

9.2 Analysis and Quantification of Isolated SAMSON Client
Implementations

As SAMSON is a purely network based interaction software, the generated traffic within the environment
gives an excellent point of reference to understand its behavior. In order to analyze this behavior and the
way how SAMSON works, the different client implementations first need to be analyzed and quantified
by their own, without the interaction with any other connection. Once the contribution of the single client
environments is determined, the interactions between several clients and the influence on the SAMSON
environment can be examined. Within the following subsections, the SDG environment, the simulation
environment, and the visualization client will be analyzed based on client specific interaction procedures.
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9.2.1 Analysis of SDG Connection

The SDG environment is a client which uses a unidirectional connection to the SAMSON environment
and acts as supplier of interaction data towards SAMSON. The MightyTrace system in combination with
the pyTUIO library runs on a steady update rate of 60 Hz, generating a certain data traffic towards the
server. In case there are further connected entities, the SAMSON server would trigger additional network
traffic in order to broadcast these updates to the connected clients. Using the statistics implementation
presented in Section A.2, it is possible to analyze both, the client side network traffic which sends the
SDG environment related actions to the server, and the server side network traffic which receives these
updates and, in case there would be further clients connected to the network, would broadcast the updates.
Since the goal is to analyze the behavior and way of working of the single clients first, the server will not
broadcast any data at this point of course.

Figure 9.1: Network traffic statistics of SDG environment on the client side.

The MightyTrace environment offers four interaction tools: two pens (Pen1, Pen2) and two TUIs (Color-
tool, Frametool). The chosen procedure for the analysis of the SDG client is based on the usage of these
tools in order to simulate user interaction on the tabletop surface. First, the SAMSON environment is
started using the SAMSON console and executing the start_server command. As a next step, the com-
mand start_sdgclient is executed in order to start the SAMSON SDG client implementation. Afterwards,
the MightyTrace system is started, while no objects are positioned on the tabletop surface. Then, alter-
nately the four tools are put on top of the surface, moved, clicked, and rotated. This single tool procedure
starts with Pen1, followed by Pen2, the Frametool, and the Colortool. Afterwards, all combinations of
the tools are simulated: Pen1 and Frametool, Pen1 and Colortool, Pen1 and Pen2, Pen1 with Pen2 and
Frametool, Pen1 with Pen2 and Colortool, and in the end, Pen1 with Pen2, Frametool, and Colortool as a
synchronous interaction. In the end, the MightyTrace tracking software is stopped and the exit command
is executed which stops the SAMSON environment and the collection of network traffic statistics.

In Figure 9.1 the above described routine becomes visible. The figure shows the evaluation of the network
traffic on the client side with a graph for the total amount of bytes sent to the server and one graph for the
received bytes from the server. Within communication initialization phase of the SAMSON client server
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Figure 9.2: Network traffic statistics of SDG environment on the server side.

connection, the client sends 4.213 bytes to the server containing the initialization data related to the SDG
system with its predefined tools and the details within the system configuration file discussed in Section
8.2.4. Within the first second and as a termination of the initialization phase, the client receives a data
package of 7.315 bytes from the server which is related to the exchange of the actual object database as a
fresh start of the local database. The actual data updates start after 17 seconds which is equal to the time
used between the manual start-up of the SAMSON server and the SAMSON client within the SAMSON
console, the execution of the MightyTrace software, and the actual positioning of Pen1 as the first tool
on the tabletop surface. From there on, Figure 9.1 shows a linear increase in the total amount of sent
bytes towards the server with small interruptions. These interruptions are the changing procedures from
one tool to another or related to the alteration of tool combinations as mentioned within the declaration
of the testing procedure.

Figure 9.2 shows the data traffic on the server side. As expected, the two graphs on the server side are the
reflection of the client side. The sent bytes to the client are minimal (initialization) and no broadcasting
was performed as the setup is intended to analyze an isolated client. Changing back to the client side
statistics, Figure 9.3 shows an analysis based on the data exchange rate per second. As the integrated
statistics tool is running on a update rate of 1 Hz and the SDG environment performs status updates on a
60 Hz frequency, the figure shows the exchange data amount of all exchange events within one second.
This of course results in an addition of several events and sums up to an absolute exchange rate with a
mean value of about 900.000 Bytes/sec. This is equal to 900 kB/sec or 7.2 Mbps.

9.2.2 Analysis of DES Connection

The DES environment is one of the clients which is implemented as bidirectional system. It exchanges
data with the server to control the needed objects within the SAMSON environment. On the other hand,
some simulation software methods like the starting or stopping of the simulation are mapped statically
onto TUI interactions of the SDG system. This requires incoming updates of the SDG system which are
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Figure 9.3: Network traffic statistics of SDG environment on the client side per second.

received by the client and then communicated to the Plant Simulation software. The SAMSON simula-
tion client here acts as an intermediate translator and implements bidirectional connections to the server
and also to the Plant Simulation software based on TCP sockets. In order to fully understand the behav-
ior of the simulation component, the communication between server and client and the communication
between SAMSON client and simulation software must be analyzed.

The chosen procedure for the analysis of the simulation client is based on the model of the production use
case presented in Section 5.4. First, the SAMSON environment is started using the SAMSON console by
executing the start_server command. As next step, the command start_simclient is executed in order to
start the SAMSON simulation client implementation. After opening the simulation model, the network
module within the dialogue is opened and the Start Network button is pressed. This starts the connec-
tion between Plant Simulation and the running SAMSON client. With this initialization procedure the
SAMSON client is connected to both parts, the SAMSON server on one side, and the Plant Simulation
model on the other side. Next, the event controller of the Plant Simulation model is opened and its speed
is set to 10 x real time speed. Real time speed within Plant Simulation is related to the execution speed
of the simulation model and performs the system execution second by second with the same speed as a
real clock (1 Hz). After pushing the Start button, the simulation model starts sending updates towards
the client and from there to the server. After a little while, the execution speed is raised to 20 x real time
speed (20 Hz), and then reduced to real time speed with a update frequency of 1 Hz. In the end, the
Stop Network button of the Network dialogue within the Plant Simulation model is pressed and the exit
command is typed into the SAMSON console which stops the collection of network traffic statistics and
closes the connections of the SAMSON client to the server and to the Plant Simulation software.

The results of this procedure again can be analyzed either on the server or on the client side. As already
presented in Section 9.2.1, the server side for the procedure without additional connected clients is just
the reflection of the analysis on the client side and therefore is omitted here. As mentioned before, the
SAMSON simulation client is special as it is acting as interconnecting piece between the SAMSON
server and the Plant Simulation software. This fact of course requires an analysis of both connections.
The results of the described procedure in Figure 9.4 are segregated into three graphs: received bytes from
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Figure 9.4: Network traffic statistics of simulation environment on the client side.

server, sent bytes to server, and received bytes from client (Plant Simulation software). There are no bytes
sent to the Plant Simulation software as the procedure is based on an isolate test without any updates from
the SDG system, and thus, the static associations between TUIs of the SDG system and Plant Simulation
methods are not triggered. When comparing Figure 9.4 and the results for the previously analyzed SDG
system in Figure 9.1, the first thing that leaps to the eye is the difference between the graphs related to
the bytes received from the server. The SAMSON SDG client analyzed before does not get any data
from the server besides the initialization bytes. The SAMSON simulation client on the other hand, has a
continuous data stream from the server. This data stream is related to the continuous creation of objects
within the simulation model during run time. The SDG system on the other hand has only static objects
which are initialized once without any further update requirements. The simulation model on the other
hand constantly registers newly created objects within the SAMSON environment, and thus, request
object hulls from the server (for further details see Section 8.3.2).
The graph received bytes from client in Figure 9.4 is related to the data traffic from the Plant Simulation
model towards the SAMSON client acting as interface. The communication has a very low absolute
amount of data traffic and is related to update messages for either new objects, object updates, or removal
requests. These messages are translated into SAMSON messages and sent to the server. This data traffic
is depicted in the graph sent bytes to server. The graph contains the data traffic for requests of object
hulls for new objects, their update after first receiving the hull, standard object updates, and the requests
of object removal. All three graphs in Figure 9.4 show the different procedure steps with changing speeds
very well. As the execution speed was changed from 10 x to 20 x and then to 1 x real time, the increase
of absolute data bytes has a first knee after 150 seconds and a second knee after 220 seconds. The update
rate of the simulation thus is dependant on the execution speed of the simulation software as the data
exchange is event based and not running on a distinct frequency. The exchange rate for sent bytes to the
server lays between 1.300 and 3.200 Bytes/sec and is dependant on the execution speed. The exchange
rate for received bytes from the server is smaller and lays around 1.100 Bytes/sec. The exchange rate
between the SAMSON client and the Plant Simulation model is below 500 Bytes/sec, and thus, on a very
low level (see Figure 9.5).
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Figure 9.5: Network traffic statistics of simulation environment on the client side per second.

9.2.3 Analysis of Visualization Connection

The visualization client based on Blender’s game engine implements the SAMSON client on a level of
inter-process communication. This avoids traffic on the network between the SAMSON client and the
client environment as it is the case between the Plant Simulation software and the SAMSON simulation
client. The connection to the SAMSON server on the other hand is also implemented based on TCP
sockets. The SAMSON visualization client can be implemented either as unidirectional stream only
receiving data from the server in order to visually reflect the actual status on the SAMSON environment,
or as a bidirectional implementation also sending updated about its own actual status in order to refresh
other clients like a second Blender instance. Both implementation variants need to be analyzed in order
to determine their network load and give a basis for the interpretation of mixed client environments with
the participation of several clients.

The procedure to analyze the visualization part of SAMSON is kept very simple and based on the stan-
dard Blender file implementation with all needed SAMSON add-ons like the Empty object or the logic
bricks, which were already presented in Section 8.4.2. Furthermore, the analysis is limited to the client
side, as the server side represents just a reflection of the client side and does not deliver any additional
behavior characteristics. The testing procedure starts with the execution of the start_server command
on the SAMSON console. Next, the SAMSONbasic_blenderfile.blend is opened and the P button on the
keyboard is pressed, while having the mouse pointer within the 3D window of Blender. This executes
Blender’s game engine and starts the Blender client implementation. The update rate was set to 60 Hz
and the firing frequency of the always sensor within the f: box of the logic bricks is set to 0. This value
indicates the delay between two pulses of the sensor in number of frames. Thus, choosing a 0 will trig-
ger the pulse on each update frame of Blender’s internal tick rate, which together with the chosen update
frequency of 60 Hz leads to an update of 60 times per second. After the data collection, the Esc button is
pushed in order to stop the execution of the Blender game engine and the exit command is typed into the
SAMSON console to also stop the collection of network traffic statistics.

In Figure 9.6 the results for a unidirectional connection of the SAMSON visualization client are shown.
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Figure 9.6: Network traffic statistics of visualization environment on the client side with unidirectional stream on
an update rate of 60 Hz.

Figure 9.7: Network traffic statistics of visualization environment on the client side per second with unidirectional
stream on an update rate of 60 Hz.

After the first data exchange used to initialize the environment and activate the client, the data flow
is steady and does not change anymore. This of course is based on the fact, that no other clients are
connected and after the initialization the SAMSON server does not send any data to the visualization
client in order to update the local repository or to trigger a movement of a Blender object. The SAMSON
client receives a total amount of 6.522 Bytes from the server and sends 4.121 Bytes to the server. This
data exchange takes place within the first seconds of the code execution (see Figure 9.7). It is related
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to the welcome package sent from the server to the client and the initialization procedure initiated by
the client running through all Blender objects. Within the chosen basic SAMSON blender file, these
objects are the Empty , the Lamp, the Camera, and the __default__cam__. For these four objects, an
object hull is requested during the initialization procedure. Once this hull is received, it is filled with
the object details and sent back to the server. Next, the activate message is sent to the server which is
followed by the exchange of a copy of the actual server object repository. This copy is sent to the client
and implemented as local client repository. The start-up procedure ends with the activated message from
the client to the server. The sending of the server repository’s copy leads to a higher Byte number from
the server to the client than the other way around. The unidirectional stream shows, that in case the
SAMSON visualization client is used only as representing peer, the generated network traffic is equal to
the traffic from the server to the client and is not complemented by additional network traffic from the
client to the server.

Figure 9.8: Network traffic statistics of visualization environment on the client side with bidirectional stream on
an update rate of 60 Hz.

In order to send updates of object changes into the SAMSON environment, the SAMSON visualization
client is changed towards a bidirectional peer and implements an update routine which runs through all
existing objects within the scene and sends an object update to the server. This update routine is not an
event based system, and thus, sends a message to the server even if the object did not change since the
last update. The update routine is executed at each run which is triggered by the always sensor and its
trigger frequency. In the testing procedure, this frequency was set to 60 Hz.

In case the bidirectional data exchange is executed, the total amount of exchanged data sent from the
client to the server is continuously increasing as shown in Figure 9.8. The amount of bytes received from
the server (6.522 Bytes for initialization) is negligible in the bidirectional exchange as long as no other
clients are sending updates to the SAMSON visualization client. The exchange rate is depicted in Figure
9.9. The exchange rate varies around 160.000 Bytes/sec which is equal to 160 kB/sec or 1.28 Mbps. It is
important to know, that this exchange rate is dependant on the number of objects in the scene. Thus here,
having the Empty , the Lamp, the Camera, and the __default__cam__ the exchange rate per object in the
scene is around 40.000 Bytes/sec which is equal to 40 kB/sec or 0.32 Mbps. This data exchange rate can
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Figure 9.9: Network traffic statistics of visualization environment on the client side per second with bidirectional
stream on an update rate of 60 Hz.

be extrapolated for the amount of objects when calculating the absolute amount of network traffic.

9.3 Interaction of Plant Simulation and SDG System

9.3.1 Concept and Implementation

The SAMSON environment must implement an intuitive interaction in order to facilitate the usage of
simulation and visualization tools. The combination with SDG environments like MightyTrace is a key-
stone in the SAMSON concept. As presented in Section 8.2.1, MightyTrace offers the possibility to use
all kinds of TUIs and pens for interactions on a tabletop system. These tools support not only an easy
interaction, but their shape also offers a graspable functionality paradigm. The tracking of these TUIs
and pens allows logging their position on the tabletop screen, their orientation, and their clicks. Within
SAMSON, this logged data is transferred from the SDG client to all other connected clients. The SDG
tools and their interactions are either associated on a static or dynamic level. Static associations are
interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects of other clients which are initialized at
start-up of a client and are permanent during the whole run time of this client. Dynamic associations are
interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects of other clients which are initialized during
the run time of a client, have a designated start and a definite end during the run time of a SAMSON col-
laboration session. Static TUIs have a more dedicated characteristic and thus are perfect for tailor-made
shapes in relation to their function. The characteristics of dynamic TUIs on the other hand are general
and thus also their outer shape needs to reflect this purpose.
When interconnecting the SDG system with the simulation client, the associations are based on static
interconnections of SDG tools and functions of the Plant Simulation software. The interaction data
transmitted by the SDG client reaches the simulation client and is passed to the simulation controller.
Within the controller, an interaction is analyzed based on the difference between the former object sta-
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tus out of the local repository and the actual update. As mentioned above, static associations should be
implemented based on tailored TUIs. In order to comply with this premise, the simulation controller
implements static associations between one of the dedicated TUIs of the SDG system and certain func-
tionality of Plant Simulation. As the choice is limited to the two existing TUIs and the design of adequate
tool shapes is out of focus, the Frametool’s rotation is linked to the execution speed of Plant Simulation’s
event controller. The Frametool’s click on the other hand is implemented as start and stop button of the
the event controller. The static association to the Plant Simulation’s Sankey Diagram was linked to a pen
device in order to spare the second dedicated TUI (Colortool) for other interactions. A click with Pen2
is able to show or hide the travel paths of the moving entities within the simulation model (see Figure
9.10).

Figure 9.10: Visualization of speed and Sankey control with SDG environment.

Customized TUIs are able to ease interaction of a user through their talking symbolism. The user thus
does not have to seek through several GUI layers to find the desired functionality. Therefore, the most
used and easy to transmit functionality can be embodied into a custom TUI. Based on a static association
between customized TUIs and the actual simulation software function, the user is able to interact with
the system on a simplified paradigm. When using custom TUIs the comfort and ease of use are boosted.
Specially when using the simulation model in the background and having a visualization layer in order to
depict the actual occurrences within a virtual environment, it would be obstructive to switch to the sim-
ulation software in order to operate it and fulfill basic operations like starting or stopping the simulation
run. This would become equal to a massive media disruption and perceived by the user as a unsatisfac-
tory, poor, and inadequate system implementation. Therefore, the TUIs must be adapted in shape and
handling to the chosen functions. The implementation of such adapted TUIs, i.e. the intrinsic electronics
and the required source code, can be copied. The only adaption needed is related to the outer shape of the
object. The software implementation does not require any changes, neither on the MightyTrace system
side, nor on the SAMSON environment side.

In Figure 9.11, a user interaction with the Frametool and Pen2 demonstrates the static associations for
the start, stop, and the speed change of the event controller, and the visualization of the Sankey diagram.
Details on the software implementation can be found in Section 8.3.5. Unfortunately, the visualization of
the Sankey diagram is not transferable from Plant Simulation into the Blender visualization environment
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Figure 9.11: Visualization of speed and Sankey control with SDG environment by a user.

as this functionality is based on an internal Plant Simulation package with position tracking and data
base. In order to re-engineer this functionality, the SAMSON client controller of the visualization client
would need to store all objects and their locations in order to map these occurrences into a transportation
map with a weighting of the paths following the number of travels on the path.

9.3.2 Statistical Evaluation

As an exemplary discussion, this section provides a detailed analysis of the SAMSON environment with
the interaction of several clients. The system behavior is analyzed based on the data traffic and gives a
point of reference for the client behavior of other mixed client setups which are discussed in the follow-
ing sections and without a detailed traffic analysis.
The combination of an SDG environment based on the TUIO protocol and the simulation software Plant
Simulation is realized by data exchange over the SAMSON server. Both SAMSON clients were dis-
cussed in Section 9.2.1 and Section 9.2.2 within a standalone setup. The main characteristics of the
SAMSON SDG client are the continuous updates on a data rate of around 900.000 Bytes/second (7.2
Mbps). The SAMSON simulation client is dependant on the execution speed as the updates are event
based without any continuous trigger frequency. The exchange rate towards the SAMSON server lies
in a bandwidth of 1.300 to 3.200 Bytes/sec. The exchange rate between SAMSON client and the Plant
Simulation software is on a even lower level and runs around 500 Bytes/sec.

In order to analyze the intercommunication of the SDG system and the simulation software, the cho-
sen scenario is designed to trigger all static function associations between the SDG tools and the Plant
Simulation software. First, the server is started using the SAMSON console, followed by the SAMSON
simulation client using the command start_simclient. Next, the Plant Simulation model presented in Sec-
tion 5.3 is opened. Within the menu, the network tab is chosen and the Start Network button is pressed.
This sets the whole simulation model into ready position. Again in the SAMSON console, the SDG
client connection is started using start_sdgclient. In the SDG environment, the TUIO software is started
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Figure 9.12: Network traffic statistics of SAMSON SDG client with SAMSON simulation client interaction.

in order to send updates to the pyTUIO implementation of the SDG client. After this start-up procedure,
the Frametool is positioned on the tabletop and clicked. This starts the execution of the simulation model
instantly on a speed level of 10% (preset when opening the model). Within the next procedure step, the
Frametool is rotated in order to raise the execution speed to 50%. In addition, Pen2 is clicked every 2
to 3 seconds, in order to show and hide the Sankey Diagram several times. As next step, the speed is
increased to 75% and Pen2 is still continuously clicked. Next, the Frametool is clicked to stop the exe-
cution of the model while continuing to press Pen2. The last section starts with a click of the Frametool
in order to restart the model and a rotation of the Frametool until it reaches 98% speed. The clicking
with Pen2 is still executed until the Frametool stops the simulation model’s execution. Finally, the SDG
implementation to TUIO is closed and the exit action is typed into the SAMSON console.

The results in Figure 9.12 can be compared to the results out of the analysis for the isolated SDG client
on Figure 9.1 in Section 9.2.1. The most prominent data traffic is the continuous update out of the SDG
environment which is set to a frequency of 60 Hz and is represented within the graph for the sent bytes
to the server. In relation to the overall network traffic, the received bytes from the server are negligible.
The only small peak almost reaching 50.000 Bytes/sec is in the last section of the procedure with an
execution speed of 98% and can be seen in Figure 9.13 around second 180 to 200. The absolute amount
of exchanged data traffic ranges still below 300.000 Bytes/sec which is equal to 0.3 MBytes/sec or 2.4
Mbps.

In order to have a closer look to the smaller part of the data generated by the simulation side, the focus
is changed to the SAMSON simulation client, see Figure 9.14. The figure shows only the sent bytes to
the server and the data exchange between the SAMSON client and the Plant Simulation software. The
received data from the server (data received from the SDG environment) are omitted. The graph for the
sent bytes to the server shows the procedural dependence of the exchange data amount. There are three
main sections: the simulation speed of 10% until second 140, the speed of 50% from second 140 up
to 190, and speed of 98% up to second 220 with the following stop of the data acquisition. The data
exchange between the SAMSON simulation client and the Plant Simulation software is again negligible
in terms of absolute network traffic.
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Figure 9.13: Network traffic statistics of SAMSON SDG client per second with SAMSON simulation client inter-
action.

Figure 9.14: Network traffic statistics of SAMSON simulation client with SAMSON SDG client interaction.

In Figure 9.15 a zoom into the exchange data between the SAMSON simulation client and the Plant
Simulation software is depicted. The graphs show the data exchange based on the discussed protocol
and message specification (see Section 8.3.2). The bidirectional data exchange is dominated by the bytes
traveling from Plant Simulation towards the SAMSON simulation client in order to indicate the status
change of an object after being triggered by the observer sitting on each object. Even though the ex-
change level is on a much lower level than the byte amount exchanged between the SAMSON clients,
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the different speed sections of the testing procedure are still visible. The graph for the sent bytes to client
has a different behavior.
As shown in Figure 9.16, the absolute data exchange rate of received bytes from the client does not sur-
pass the threshold of 4.500 Bytes/sec for the high speed section and for the 50% speed setup even ranges
below 1.000 Bytes/sec. The sent bytes to client are related to the interactions on the SDG environment
which are transferred over the SAMSON SDG client, the SAMSON server, and the SAMSON simulation
client to the Plant Simulation software. These interactions are related to the rotations with the Frametool
to adjust the speed and to the periodic clicks with Pen2 in order to show or hide the Sankey diagram.

Figure 9.15: Network Traffic statistics of SAMSON simulation client with SAMSON SDG client interaction.

9.4 Interaction of Plant Simulation and Blender

SAMSON needs to support a real-time visualization based on the occurrences within the simulation
model. This is another keystone of the environment which ensures an appealing interface for production
engineers or traffic policemen. As presented in Section 8.4.1, Blender offers the possibility to represent
all kind of objects in a realistic way and enables real-time updates into an existing scene. The animation
of these objects is based on the updates coming out of the Plant Simulation software and reaching the
Blender client over the SAMSON server broadcast. Incoming messages are passed to the Blender con-
troller and reach the section for simulation object handling. The incoming messages then are checked for
new objects, object updates, or removal requests (details on the code and its discussion can be found in
Section 8.4.5). In case of a new simulation object, Blender is requested to generate a new Blender object
and to place it at the requested position, usually the source of objects within the simulation model. After
the object creation, all incoming messages related to this specific object will be location updates. In this
case, the Blender controller will update the location of the object and position it on the transmitted loca-
tion. The implementation of this location update is based on the naming of each workstation within the
simulation model. The same denomination is used for empty objects at the right location within the 3D
Blender model. The incoming update request specifies the new location based on the name of an object’s
new workstation within the simulation model. This information then is transferred into Blender world
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Figure 9.16: Network traffic statistics of SAMSON simulation client per second with SAMSON SDG client inter-
action.

coordinates based on the world coordinates of the predefined empty object already placed in the scene
beforehand. The update process of a simulation object ends with its removal request which is generated
once the simulation object enters the drain of the model. In this case, the message received from the
Blender controller is a removal request which ends the Blender object’s lifetime and removes it from the
scene.

Figure 9.17: Plant Simulation basic model with source, four stations, and drain.

The test scenario for the interaction between Plant Simulation and Blender is the basic simulation file
implementation. As depicted in Figure 9.17, this basic simulation model implements four different
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workstations: Einzelstation, Einzelstation1, Einzelstation2, Einzelstation3. The produced objects are
called Foerdergut and can be found on the class library window of the simulation model. In addition
to the created goods, the model also generates one vehicle called Fahrzeug in order to demonstrate how
to generate an object with a initial code and how to add observers to these objects. The objects of type
Foerdergut are generated within the source (Quelle), while the Fahrzeug is directly generated within
the first workstation called Einzelstation. Both object types are removed from the system within the
drain (Senke). Although in the simulation model these different stations are positioned in a straight
line, the positioning does not necessarily reflect the real situation in a factory or on an intersection
as the simulation model just embodies the semantic arrangement of the stations without their correct
dimensional position.

Figure 9.18: Blender visualization of Plant Simulation basic model before start-up. On the left side, the ob-
ject hierarchy with the scene objects (Camera, Lamp, Empty, Quelle, Einzelstation, Einzelstation1,
Einzelstation2, Einzelstation3, Senke, Fahrzeug, and Foerdergut) is visible. In the middle, the 3D
window shows the cross hair in the origin which is indicating the location of the Empty. The other
6 cross hairs are related to the simulation workstations. On the right, the SAMSON Blender client
code is visible, while on the bottom side of the pictures the two logic bricks are depicted.

The representation of the correct positioning within the big picture is part of the 3D representation within
Blender. The different workstations need to be positioned at the right location of a factory or at the
right spot on an intersection. This integrates the running procedures of the simulation model into the
representation of reality within the 3D Blender model. The different workstations will look just the same
as in reality with the designated machinery, correct space allocation, and buffer zones. The chosen basic
simulation model of course does not have a real world match, as it is just for testing. The counterpart to
the basic simulation model is depicted in Figure 9.18 and shows the implementation within Blender. The
scene hierarchy on the left side of the picture shows the existing objects. The list contains the camera
and the lamp as standard objects within a scene. These objects are complemented with an empty object
called Empty, which holds the logic bricks for the execution of the SAMSON client code as described
in Section 8.4.1. This object is the orange colored hair cross sitting in the origin of the orthogonal top
view of the scene. The object list is extended with another six empty objects called Quelle, Einzelstation,
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Einzelstation1, Einzelstation2, Einzelstation3, and Senke. These empty objects give the absolute location
of the workstations within the 3D model. Their naming is equal to the naming within the simulation
model as the incoming messages from the simulation client will declare an object’s position based on the
name of the workstation. As described in Section 8.4.5, the three methods handling the position updates
within the Blender controller (addObjecttoScene, updateObjectinScene, removeObjectfromScene) will
be triggered with the name of the workstation and look up the Blender world position of the equally
named empty object in order to place the required object at the correct position. The position of the
workstations is changed from the straight line in the simulation model file to an S shape within the 3D
representation in Blender with the source on the upper left corner, followed by a straight line for the
workstations Einzelstation, Einzelstation1, Einzelstation2, and Einzelstation3, and the drain on the lower
right corner. The Blender object list is finalized with the two object types which are generated within the
basic simulation model template: Foerdergut and Fahrzeug. These objects are located on the second and
invisible layer in order to act as template objects for all requested object generations. Blender will hold
these objects within a separate list of inactive objects which is called by the addObjecttoScene method
at object generation.

The 3D representation of the Fahrzeug object in this test scenario is a standard cone, while the Foerdergut
object is represented as a cube. These 3D representations are shown in Figure 9.19 which is a screen shot
of the running system. On the upper side, the picture shows the current situation within the simulation
model with the initial vehicle sitting on the Einzelstation3 shortly before being removed from the system
within the drain. All other workstations including the source are filled with production goods. On the
right side of the picture, the cone representing the vehicle is also sitting on top of the last workstation,
while all other stations are occupied with cubes representing the production goods. In running conditions,
the test shows a synchronous update of simulation model actions within the 3D representation of Blender
just as intended.

9.5 Interaction of SDG and Blender

In order to implement an intuitive interaction concept based on the SDG environment, SAMSON does
implement static and dynamic interconnections between TUIs and pens and objects or functions of the
other client environments. As mentioned before, a static interconnection is constant during the whole run
time, and objects which were coupled once won’t be separated anymore until the run time is terminated.
A dynamic interconnection on the other hand is a coupling which is built up temporally with a designated
start and a definite end during the run time of a SAMSON collaboration session.
On the side of static couplings, there are functional associations like the interconnection between the
rotation of the Frametool and the speed change within the Plant Simulation software, the clicking of the
Frametool in order to start or stop the simulation model, or the clicking with Pen2 in order to visualize
the Sankey diagram or remove its visibility as described in Section 8.3.5 and Section 9.3. The associa-
tions implemented between Plant Simulation and Blender are also static interconnections related to the
objects created within the simulation model and their visual counterparts within Blender as described in
Section 9.4.

The direct interaction between the SDG environment and Blender on the other side is based on dynamic
associations. SAMSON here offers the possibility to use TUIs and pens of the MightyTrace system in
order to grab and move virtual Blender objects. As an example, Pen1 can be placed on top of a Blender
object on the tabletop surface of the MightTrace system. As soon as the pen tip is pressed, the Blender
controller code checks whether the click was performed on top of a Blender object and associates the tip
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Figure 9.19: Blender visualization of Plant Simulation basic model with boxes and cones traveling through source,
stations, and drain.

of Pen1 with the absolute location of the Blender object which was hit. While keeping the pen tip pressed,
the user now can move the pen on the tabletop and the Blender object follows the user’s interactions (see
Figure 9.20). As soon as the pen tip is released, the association between Pen1 and the Blender object
ends, and the dynamic association is dissolved. As described in Section 8.4.5, dynamic associations to a
Blender object are not limited to one TUI or pen. In case there is an existing dynamic association between
an SDG tool and a Blender object, additional interactions can be performed by adding an additional TUI
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Figure 9.20: Interaction on Blender game engine visualization with TUIs and pens of SDG environment.

to the tabletop surface. The implemented example allows the rotation of a Blender object when this
Blender object is bound to Pen1 and the Colortool is placed on to the tabletop. In this case the Blender
object will rotate according to the turning of the Colortool (see also Figure 9.20).

Figure 9.21: Representation of production use case and the installed transporters as exchange of simple boxes.

In order to select the Blender objects on the tabletop surface in an intuitive manner with an sufficient
accuracy, the position of the TUIs must be calibrated to the visual representation of the Blender view-
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port. This can be done using a calibration Blender file with a number of objects which are located at
designated positions. Based on the transformation between SDG screen coordinates and Blender screen
coordinates, the transformation values can be assessed and filled into the Blender controller file. The sec-
tion with the calibration values is described in Section 8.4.5. Same as with the previous interconnections
of SAMSON clients, the dynamic association of SDG tools with Blender objects works with a minimal
lag and an acceptable accuracy.

In Chapter 9.3 the detailed simulation model of the production use case was coupled with the interactive
SDG system enabling an intuitive interaction with TUIs. In Chapter 9.4 and Chapter 9.5 on the other
hand, the capability of interconnecting the simulation tool with Blender as a realistic visualization of
the simulated occurrences, and the usage of the interaction capabilities of the SDG system on the visu-
alization in order to move cameras around are demonstrated based on a basic template with primitives
like boxes and cones. As a next step, these simplified objects need to be augmented to represent the real
products of the different use cases. Thus, these objects are exchanged with a correct reflection of reality
like in Figure 9.21. The SAMSON system itself is not influenced by this change at all. The same code
configuration as described in previous chapters is transferred into the visualization and simulation files
of any specific reconstruction of reality.

9.6 Comprehensive SAMSON Capabilities

So far, the capabilities of SAMSON were shown in segregated parts and discussed in detail. Within this
section, all these capabilities are discussed based on the traffic use case presented in Chapter 6. The major
pillars of SAMSON are a detailed simulation model of reality, an adequate visualization in order to reflect
the real use case, and intuitive interaction capabilities to enable non-experts to play with the simulation.
The SAMSON system basis on a detailed simulation model which is running on the Plant Simulation
software [45], a 3D representation of the Central intersection based on Blender [53] content creation
suite and its game engine, a large screen in order to visualize a 2.5D view of the 3D Blender model as
vertical representation, the MightyTrace SDG system with its tabletop screen to visualize the top view
of the 3D model, and of course the SDG system’s pens and its two TUIs (Colortool and Frametool) for
an intuitive interaction (see Figure 9.22).

The simulation model presented in Section 6.3.2 needs to be extended with the networking capabilities
to support SAMSON and the needed observers on all created objects like cars, buses, or trams. The
visualization model presented in Section 6.6 needs to be augmented with empty objects named according
to the naming of the semantic workstations out of the simulation model and located at the correct position
within the 3D model. Furthermore, the 3D model needs to be equipped with two cameras. One camera
to enable the top view which is shown on the tabletop surface, and another camera in order to capture a
2.5D view into the model and visualize it on the additional screen of the SAMSON system. This camera
can be grabbed and rotated by the user in order to adapt the view according to the users needs using the
dynamic association discussed in Section 9.5. The Blender model of course needs to be extended with
objects reflecting reality like cars, buses, and trams. These objects need to be located on an invisible
layer in order to build an object database for the generation of these vehicles, whenever a new object
is generated by the simulation model and requires a static association with a 3D representation in the
Blender scene as presented in Section 9.4. The execution of the simulation procedure can be started with
a click of the Frametool, while the execution speed can be adapted through its rotation as presented in
Section 9.3. Figure 9.23 shows a user sitting at the system and interacting with the simulation based on
the intuitive interaction paradigm and the distinguished visualization.
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Figure 9.22: Comprehensive SAMSON system with SDG system and additional screen.

Figure 9.23: Comprehensive SAMSON system impressions with SDG system and additional screen.
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10.1 Conclusion on SAMSON

In the manufacturing industry, the effectiveness of a company’s production facility is one of the key
elements for success. The needed effectiveness is based on efficient production processes, up to date
machinery, and a continuous training of the personnel. As demonstrated in the traffic related use case,
these paradigms can be transported also to alternative fields like the transportation sector with the needs
for traffic handling by policemen on vital intersections. Usually, optimization efforts in the field of man-
ufacturing industry are based on continuous infrastructure monitoring and incremental adaptions on a
trial-and-error basis. Projects related to large rearrangements of production machinery or layout changes
on the other hand are performed in close collaboration with a multidisciplinary team consisting of pro-
duction engineers, optimization specialists, planning engineers, and simulation experts. Within such
projects, the team assembles different know-how and tools which results in a complex working environ-
ment.
The state of the art methodology of such large optimization activities is based on simulation technology
which represents an indispensable tool of the process. As the usage and operation of such simulation
tools requires simulation experts and their continuous involvement is costly, the benefits of this state of
the art methodology is limited to high priority projects representing only isolated events and efforts in
relation to the infrastructure life cycle of a factory. Outside of these projects, the daily improvement
process is not able to benefit from simulation software and thus is based on trial-and-error optimizations
conducted by the production engineers in charge of the production lines. SAMSON with its software
implementation and the envisioned training empowers production engineers to use state of the are sim-
ulation tools in their daily process and with it extends the current optimization routine. This of course
induces the need for an adaption of simulation models after major layout change projects towards the
usage by non-experts in order to ensure the needed sustainability and constantly raise the overall equip-
ment effectiveness.
The implemented SAMSON environment is based on the detailed discussion of three case studies within
the fields of logistics, production, and traffic handling. These examples are related to the three phases of
the facility life cycle: investment, investment preparation, and production phases. This in-depth use case
analysis revealed several requirements in order to overcome today’s impediments when using simulation
tools for daily optimization activities. Considering these findings, SAMSON extends the state of the art
methodology and way of working towards a simulation tool usage in the daily routine. As a first step,
the extended methodology requires additional efforts from simulation experts after a major optimization
project within the investment phase. This effort is related to additional work on the simulation models in
order to bring them to a high level of detail which enables the simulation tool to reflect reality on a very
accurate level. This additional effort leads to a simulation model which is able to answer optimization
requirements on a tactical and operative level within the production phase of the facility life cycle.
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As the costs for manpower and expertise impede a continuous involvement of simulation experts in the
daily business, the usage of simulation tools needs to be adapted and simplified in order to empower pro-
duction engineers to change their trail-and-error methodology towards a plan-simulate-and-implement
routine. SAMSON reaches this goal by interfacing simulation software and models on a high level of
detail with an adequate visualization and an intuitive interaction environment enabling a virtual walk-
through in a simulation based reality. Together with the possibility to adapt running simulations with
tangible devices, this addresses the main human senses, and thus, enables production engineers to profit
from simulation in their daily business.

10.1.1 SAMSON Framework

The implementation of the SAMSON framework is specifically designed to support production experts
during the production phase of a facility’s life cycle and to exploit the maximum possible equipment
effectiveness. The main requirement is to interconnect discrete event simulation software (Plant Sim-
ulation [45]), a virtual environment for visualizing all system occurrences (Blender game engine [53]),
and an interactive single display groupware environment (MightyTrace [39]) to track tabletop interac-
tions. The combination of these core technologies is implemented using a server and client architecture.
The system can be classified as a concurrent, bidirectional, distributed, and external system based on
the characterization of Strassburger et al. [19]. SAMSON offers a central server taking care of data
exchange between the clients, data base handling, and centralized object generation enabling a smooth
communication between connected entities. In order to enable an intercommunication of heterogeneous
technological environments, the SAMSON intercommunication software ensures a continuous synchro-
nization of its clients based on a common network protocol and standardized data object types.
SAMSON is implemented on the programming language Python [61]. The central server software is ca-
pable to communicate bidirectionally with all connected client modules, while the communication takes
place as an continuous exchange of objects based on TCP sockets. This communication runs on parallel
threads to ensure a synchronous execution of the connected clients. The standardized SAMSON objects
are centrally generated within the server module and stored within a server object repository. The con-
nected clients are continuously synchronized by broadcasting any changes.
The SAMSON client implementation is segregated into three main parts: communication client, client
object repository, and client controller. Client specific adaptions are performed within the client con-
troller, which modifies the data model of a specific client based on the incoming SAMSON object
updates. The update is compared to the state out of the client repository, and based on the alteration
between the states predefined actions are executed. With this server and client architecture, the SAM-
SON intercommunication software enables the distribution of update information to its heterogeneous
environments.
The SAMSON environment can be started with the implemented SAMSON console. This user friendly
start-up, shut-down, and status information tool allows an easy handling of SAMSON. A command
prompt allows the access of the framework commands and enables the configuration of the SAMSON
environment with its server and the clients.

10.1.2 SAMSON Implementations and Applications

The SAMSON client code has a basic installation which is adapted towards the specific clients. The
communication between SAMSON client and the client component itself can be based on socket or
inter-process communication.
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The SAMSON interface to the MightyTrace tracking technology is implemented using the TUIO proto-
col. This protocol offers the possibility to transfer all tracking data from the MightyTrace system into the
SAMSON world and provides the needed interaction data related to position, orientation, and interaction
status. The connection between the hardware setup and SAMSON takes a step over the pyTUIO package
which is based on UDP sockets. This allows SAMSON to work on inter-process communication. As the
TUIO protocol usually is not designed to transmit a click statement, one of the seldomly used attributes
of the protocol implementation (rotational acceleration of a device) is used to pass the actual click status
between the MightyTrace system and the SAMSON environment. Once the interaction data has been
transmitted to the SAMSON server, the data updates are broadcasted to the connected clients. Based on
the client type, the SDG tools and their interactions are either associated on a static or dynamic level with
objects or functions of the receiving clients.
Static associations are defined as interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects of clients
which are initialized at start-up of a client and are permanent during the whole run time of the client.
Dynamic associations on the other hand are interconnections between SDG tools and functions or objects
of clients which are initialized during the run time of a client. They have a designated start and a definite
end during the run time of the SAMSON collaboration session.
The simulation implementation of SAMSON is using Plant Simulation [45] as one of many discrete
event simulation suites on the market. As the software is based on object-oriented programming using
the programming language SimTalk, it is possible to adapt standardized elements and implement bidi-
rectional data exchange between the SAMSON client and Plant Simulation based on a TCP/IP socket
interface. The aim of the SAMSON extension for Plant Simulation is to keep track of all occurrences
within the simulation model and to transport this information into the SAMSON environment. With this
status information, other clients are able to update their model and represent changes based on the pre-
dicted behavior of the simulation software. The SAMSON extension also allows remote control of the
simulation model. The tracking of simulation objects is based on observers on each object which leads to
an optimized data exchange between SAMSON and Plant Simulation as only the relevant changes need
to be transferred.
The visualization part of SAMSON is based on Blender [53]. Blender is a free open source 3D content
creation suite, which supports modeling, rendering, and animation. The included game engine is based
on a Python API, which allows a pure inter-process implementation of SAMSON. Other than the discrete
event simulation software, which has no steady execution speed as the execution of methods or special
functionality are triggered by special events, Blender is triggered over an internal tick rate as usual game
engines and performs a steady execution of its routine. Thus, the SAMSON implementation ensures a
non-blocking execution of the code, as otherwise the game engine would be frozen.
When combining the distinct implementations and their capabilities in one system, the interconnection
benefits become clear. As the SAMSON environment must implement an intuitive interaction to facilitate
the usage of simulation and visualization tools, the TUIs of the SDG system are tracked based on their
position, their orientation, and their clicks. When interconnecting the SDG system with the simulation
client, the associations are based on static interconnections of SDG tools and functions of the Plant Sim-
ulation software. The interaction data transmitted by the SDG client reaches the simulation client and is
passed to the simulation controller. Within the controller, an interaction is analyzed based on the differ-
ence between the former object status out of the local repository and the actual update. The SAMSON
implementation links the MightyTrace Frametool rotation to the execution speed of Plant Simulation’s
event controller. The Frametool’s click on the other hand is implemented as start and stop button of the
simulation model. The static association to the Plant Simulation’s Sankey Diagram is implemented with
a link to one of the pen devices. A click with the pen shows or hides the travel paths of the moving
entities within the simulation model.
The interaction of Plant Simulation and Blender on the other hand is based on an animation of virtual
objects. The updates come out of the Plant Simulation software and reach the Blender client over the
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SAMSON server broadcast. Incoming messages are passed to the Blender controller and reach the sec-
tion for simulation object handling. The incoming messages are checked for new objects, object updates,
or removal requests. In case of a new simulation object, Blender is requested to generate a new Blender
object and to place it at the requested position, usually the source of objects within the simulation model.
After object creation, all incoming messages related to this specific object will be location updates. In
this case, the Blender controller will update the location of the object and position it on the transmitted
location. The implementation of this location update is based on the naming of each workstation within
the simulation model. The same denomination is used for the right location within the 3D Blender
model. The update process of a simulation object ends with its removal request which is generated once
the simulation object enters the drain of the model. In this case, the message received from the Blender
controller is a removal request which ends the Blender object’s lifetime and removes it from the scene.
The interaction of SDG and Blender is based on the implementation of dynamic interconnections be-
tween TUIs and pens and virtual objects. SAMSON offers the possibility to use TUIs and pens of the
MightyTrace system in order to grab and move virtual Blender objects. A pen thus can be placed on top
of a Blender object on the tabletop surface of the MightTrace system. As soon as the pen tip is pressed,
the Blender controller code checks whether the click was performed on top of a Blender object and as-
sociates the tip of the pen with the absolute location of the Blender object. While keeping the pen tip
pressed, the user can move the pen on the tabletop and the Blender object follows the user’s interactions.
As soon as the pen tip is released, the association between the pen and the Blender object ends, and the
dynamic association is dissolved. Dynamic associations to a Blender object are not limited to one TUI
or pen. In case there is an existing dynamic association between an SDG tool and a Blender object,
additional interactions can be performed by adding an additional TUI to the tabletop surface.

10.2 Outlook on Further Research Potential

10.2.1 Design of Intuitive Interaction Devices and Training Concepts

Based on the traffic use case, SAMSON should be extended towards a training environment with a focus
on the early phase when policemen get to know the circumstances and characteristics of a new intersec-
tion. In such a condition, it is indispensable to address the different human senses. SAMSON offers
the basis by addressing the correct behavior based on the simulation model (see Section 6.4), the visual
recognition with the realistic reconstruction of the scene (see Section 6.6), and the interaction by im-
plementing the SDG environment. Nevertheless, a comprehensive training concept needs to be created
based on different training levels (beginner, intermediate, expert) and with customized tangible user in-
terfaces and pens for each phase. This concept should target a learning environment with the chance for
a policeman to interact on the tabletop surface and see the impact of the interactions as a whole without
the limited visibility as in reality. As presented within [60], the training on such an environment would
offer various advantages like situation related training with possibility of repetitions, possibility of ex-
periments without causing dangerous situations, and accelerated learning through playing atmosphere.
From a perspective of the MightyTrace environment [39], the TUIs must be designed to target the in-
tended actions on the system. The main topics are changing the right of way, display of the actual
handling performance, changing camera positions to enable different views on the traffic, and other sys-
tem related adaptions of the simulation. A possible solution for changing the right of way for example
would be a TUI in form of a policeman with spread arms and hands. By turning the object towards
the streets with the right of way, the system would stop the running traffic and activate the traffic of the
desired street. Besides such specialized TUIs, the usage of a visual feedback for the most important
performance indicators like processing time, throughput, or waiting time could also be implemented into
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the model. Cars waiting on an intersection could change their color from green to yellow and red based
on the length of their waiting time. The signal for long waiting time could be even endorsed by honking
cars. The audio channel also could transport traffic announcements like incidents leading to an additional
load on distinct streets or rerouting of tram lines.
Once a policeman passed through all the levels of basic training, the environment could also be changed
towards a training with virtual walking and exposure within a fully immersive 3D environment with head
mounted display (HMD) and gesture tracking. This would change the situation with a full overview of
the intersection towards a training environment reflecting the real limitations of traffic handling on an
intersection with limited visibility and limited awareness of the consequences of interactions.

10.2.2 Interaction and Gesture Tracking with Kinect

The interaction of users on an SDG system does take place on the tabletop surface. Nevertheless, the
major part of a user’s movements during a collaborative session are mainly gestures which are not trace-
able by the interfaced SDG system as they are taking place in the space above and around the hardware.
Specially pointing gestures are an important part of user interaction sessions. Future research should
use the SAMSON environment as a basis and work on the benefits of an implementation of such inter-
actions into a collaborative environment. In order to track gestures of interacting users, motion sensing
devices like Kinect [68] need to be interfaced. These devices are based on cameras keeping track of user
movements and software analyzing the recorded gestures and transferring them into bits and bytes. As
the previously mentioned Kinect has a growing community and different frameworks enabling the usage
of the Kinect sensors and actuators, a first implementation was already added to the SAMSON code
smoothing the path to the proposed research. Details on the implementation are explained in Section
A.1 of the appendix. Kinect specifications, framework implementations and technical details can also be
found in [69].

10.2.3 Private Interactions on Smart Phone Devices with TUIOdroid

In collaborative environments, several people share their knowledge and way of working in order to sup-
port common goals and to work on mutual objectives. Single Display Groupware environments have a
highly supportive factor based on their intuitive interaction concepts and the commonly used interaction
space on their tabletop surface. They also can be compared to rooms with several whiteboards or flip
charts which create an atmosphere of collaboration and common working paradigms. As discussed in
Section 10.2.2, the tabletop surface of a SDG system is just one part of the interaction space used by
participants of a collaborative session. The major part of the gestures and common interaction is taking
place around the surfaces which are available to note down ideas, work on concepts, or perform opti-
mizations on detailed production processes.
In addition to interaction surfaces to place annotations and the common space around the interaction
surfaces free to perform gestures and actually collaborate, the human being also needs private areas for
his personal interactions, annotations, and to examine personal ideas, as discussed in [32]. This private
areas of course can be extended not only to keep personal annotations, thoughts or ideas, but also to have
private interaction capabilities which are related to the user’s expertise and its field of knowledge. A
simulation expert could have extended interaction possibilities for the simulation model on its personal
device, while the production expert could feed the model with additional production scenarios or char-
acteristics related to the production personnel. This would allow a certain differentiation within a team
and support the identification of the individuals. The implementation of such private areas should be
based on TUIOdroid [70] and implemented in the SAMSON environment by adding an additional client
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environment. As TUIOdroid is based on the same protocol standard [63] used also to interconnect the
SDG environment, the implementation can be based on the existing SDG client.
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A.1 SAMSON Support for Interaction Tracking

A.1.1 SAMSON Extension for Kinect

The ability to connect Kinect with a SAMSON client is based on a translation between C++ libraries
and a Python implementation. The skeleton_tracker library [71] is an internal development and enables
the real-time transport of skeleton data over TCP sockets to the SAMSON client implementation. This
library is based on two Python files:

• networkClient.py: This file implements a NetworkClient Class inheriting from the super class
of the library threading.Thread. This is to enable a thread based execution of its instantiation.
The run method connects to a Kinect tracking server using a TCP socket connection and requests
updates on a regular basis. The updates are stored into a skeletons list, which then can be used by
the SAMSON client to import the updated human posture.

• data.py: This file is responsible for the basic definition of messages and skeletons. It implements
a class Message which defines a standard message with attributes like header, length, typ, timeS-
tamp, skeletonCount, and data. On the other hand, the second class called Skeleton implements
the basic structure of a skeleton object with several attributes, static methods, and methods like
setFromSkeletonObject which is used to set existing objects with an incoming update.

A.1.2 SAMSON Factory Object Implementation

The integration of the Kinect framework is realized through the use of the skeleton_tracker library. As
this library is implemented on Python and has its own object definition, it is possible to integrate this
definition and combine it with the standard SAMSONObject Class definition. Thus, the KinectObject
subclass inherits from two super classes and combines its attributes and methods building up a new object
type. The class implements two methods:

• str(): This special method returns the str method of the KinectObject super class.

• setSAMSONObject(): Other than with all other setSAMSONObject methods, here, there is no
need to translate from one object type to another. The method just calls the setFromSkeleton
method of the skeleton_tracker library and passes the found skeleton to set its attributes.

The skeleton_tracker library has the ability to track several skeletons and their actual posture. The basic
definition of a skeleton is defined within the data.py file of the library. The different skeletons are stored
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and callable within the NetworkClient’s skeletons list. A single skeleton has its own attribute called
joints, which is a list of all tracked joints that are represented in Table A.1. The data in the joints list of
a skeleton object refers to the human joints and is defined with its 3D x, y, and z position. Furthermore,
this three location parameters are extended with an additional factor confidence value, which indicates
how accurate the information of the regarding joint is.

Table A.1: The skeleton_tracker’s skeleton joint attributes definitions.

List Index Attribute Description Type

0 ’XN_SKEL_HEAD’ Position of head in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

1 ’XN_SKEL_NECK’ Position of neck in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

2 ’XN_SKEL_TORSO’ Position of torso in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

3 ’XN_SKEL_WAIST’ Position of waist in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

4 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_COLLAR’ Position of collar in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

5 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_SHOULDER’ Position of shoulder left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

6 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_ELBOW’ Position of elbow left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

7 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_WRIST’ Position of wrist left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

8 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_HAND’ Position of hand left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

9 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_FINGERTIP’ Position of fingertip left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

10 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_COLLAR’ Position of collar right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

11 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_SHOULDER’ Position of shoulder right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

12 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_ELBOW’ Position of elbow right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

13 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_WRIST’ Position of wrist right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

14 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_HAND’ Position of hand right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

15 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_FINGERTIP’ Position of fingertip right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

16 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_HIP’ Position of hip left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

17 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_KNEE’ Position of knee left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

18 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_ANKLE’ Position of ankle left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

19 ’XN_SKEL_LEFT_FOOT’ Position of foot left in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

20 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_HIP’ Position of hip right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

21 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_KNEE’ Position of knee right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

22 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_ANKLE’ Position of ankle right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

23 ’XN_SKEL_RIGHT_FOOT’ Position of foot right in [x, y, z, c] [float, float, float, float]

The final KinectObject, which is sent through the SAMSON environment, is a combination of the stan-
dard SAMSONObject implementation and the Skeleton Object from the skeleton_tracker library and can
be found in Table A.2.

Table A.2: The KinectObject implementation within the ObjectFactory and its specifications.

SAMSON Property Content Type

ObjectID SAMSON unique object ID integer

ObjectNAME Objects name within client environment string

continued on next page
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Table A.2: (Continued)

SAMSON Property Content Type

ObjectTHREADID SAMSON unique client ID integer

FactoryVersion Version of the ObjectFactory float

joints List of all joints listed in Table A.1 array of 24 x [float, float, float, float]

A.1.3 SAMSON Client Adaptions

The Kinect enables the tracking of several persons and their postures. The skeleton information is in-
tegrated in SAMSON by using the skeleton_tracker library which offers a direct interface to OpenNI
and passes the skeleton information already on a Python object level. For communication, the skele-
ton_tracker library implements the networkClient which enables a distribution of the actual tracking sys-
tem based on Kinect, its interpretation package (skeleton_tracker), and the SAMSON client for Kinect.
Therefore, the SAMSON client communicates with the SAMSON server on a basis of TCP sockets, as
well as with the networkClient and thus with the Kinect itself. The adaptions made to the basic code can
be found in following list:

• init():

– An additional socket instantiation is added as socket towards the networkClient.

– Variables for client host, client port, client address, and client update rate are added.

– The own object type is changed towards KinectObject in accordance with the changes made
within the SAMSON factory.

• run():

– After establishing the connection to the server, the client instantiates the kinectClient variable
of type NetworkClient and passes host, port, and update rate. Herewith, the connection to
the Kinect is established and the run flag of the client is set to True.

– The repository sync and activation of the client is adapted towards the SDG client. This will
be discussed in Section 8.2.4.

– A while loop is added to continuously check for incoming messages from the client. The
instantiated kinectClient variable is checked for new skeleton updates. The new skeleton is
translated into a standardized SAMSON message and passed to the messageHandling method
which then passes the new information to the correct part of the client code.

• disconnect(): Within the disconnecting method the status of the client must be checked. In order
to shutDown the networkClient of the skeleton_tracker library, its socket must be closed and set to
a None type object.

A.1.4 SAMSON Controller Adaptions

The controller for the communication and data model adaption of the Kinect client can be compared to
the controller of the SDG system. The controller implements the methods for initialization of the setup,
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the repository synchronization, and the activation of the client. For the Kinect Client, an initialization of
the setup is spared, as no permanent objects are transmitted by the used skeleton_tracker library. Objects
are sent only during run time. The adaptions to the basic code of the controller are the following:

• variable definitions: The own object types are implemented within the controller, e.g. KinectOb-
ject and EnvironmentTypeObject.

• syncRepositoryAndActivateClient(): Renaming adaptions of the basic implementation towards
the support of the Kinect Client.

In relation to the code segments where methods can be implemented to change the data model of the
client installation, all segments are equal to the basic setup of the controller code. The reason is again
the same as for the tabletop interaction environment, e.g. the Kinect implementation does not foresee a
bidirectional exchange of data. Nevertheless, the Kinect supports a remote control of its position with
a stepper motor. In case this remote control must be implemented, the code is prepared to support the
realization.

A.2 Implementation of Network Traffic Statistics

The evaluation of network data traffic within SAMSON can be used for several analysis types. The data
generation itself is originated within the exchange between the SAMSON server and its clients, which
takes place using the standardize protocol and SAMSON messages presented in Section 7.2.1. On the
other hand, the traffic is extended by the exchange between the SAMSON client implementations and
the attached client environments. The connections to Blender, the read out of Kinect data, and the data
handling with the SDG environment are based on inter-process communication and therefore do not
occupy the network. The connection between the SAMSON simulation client implementation and the
Plant Simulation software on the other hand, is implemented using a network protocol and exchange
messages using network connections as discussed in Section 8.3.2. The analysis of the data exchange
between server and clients is interesting in order to check the absolute amount of data traffic generated by
SAMSON over time and the actual occurrence of data exchange events while interconnecting different
clients. The amount of exchanged data must be gathered when sending and receiving messages both
on the server and on the client side. The implementation of these statistics is realized within an own
Python file called Statistics.py. The file is segregated into two different classes: ServerTrafficStatistics
and ClientTrafficStatistics. The implementation needs to be separated along server and client, since the
server not only sends and receives data packages, but also broadcasts messages to connected clients. This
requires a slightly different code.

The ServerTrafficStatistics class is implemented with following methods and attributes:

• init(): The constructor executes the threading.Thread class constructor as its superclass. Further-
more, it creates attributes to store the transmitted information: _mothership to store the connection
to the caller (here the ComServer), the _runflag to track the execution status, _updaterate to preset
the update frequency in Hz, _sleeptime to preset the waiting time between execution runs, and
_filepath to store the path and name of the output file.

• str(): This special method returns a predefined string containing a description of the instance.
Thus, in case the ServerTrafficStatistics instantiation is printed, the method’s content is executed.
The method is designed to print the actual ServerTrafficStatistics status with an overview of the
exchanged bytes for each client.
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• run(): This method is the actual main execution method. It is responsible to set the execution flag
to True, and to open a .txt file to append the records. First, the method creates an entry with the
actual time stamp as starting point of the measurements and registers the update rate of records. In
addition, it records a line with the headings of all columns which will be registered during the run
time of the server with following items: clientID, timestamp, receivedbytes, sentbytes, and broad-
castedbytes. The main execution is implemented within a while loop running through all registered
clients within the comConnections list of the ComServer. Herein, the corresponding clientID, the
time stamp of record, the absolute number of received bytes, sent bytes, and broadcasted bytes are
registered. After the execution, the run method is sent to sleep for the predefined sleep time which
is calculated based on the update rate in Hz.

• shutDown(): This method can be called in order to stop the gathering of traffic exchange data. It
sets the run flag of the method to False, and thus, stops the while loop, and terminates the execution
of the run method.

The ClientTrafficStatistics class is implemented with following methods and attributes:

• init(): The constructor executes the threading.Thread class constructor as its superclass. Further-
more, it creates attributes to store the transmitted information: _mothership to store the connection
to the caller (here the Client), the _runflag to track the execution status, _updaterate to preset the
update frequency in Hz, _sleeptime to preset the waiting time between execution runs, _filepath
to store the path and name of the output file, and _filepath_all to store the path and name of the
output file for all occurrences (every single send or receive action). The only difference to the
server implementation is the naming of the path to avoid a conflict between the .txt files and the
additional file for all occurrences.

• str(): This special method returns a predefined string containing a description of the instance.
Thus, in case the ClientTrafficStatistics instantiation is printed, its content is executed. The method
is designed to print the actual ClientTrafficStatistics status with an overview of the exchanged
bytes.

• run(): This method is the actual main execution method. It is responsible to set the execution
flag to True, and to open a .txt file to append the records. First, the method creates an entry
with the actual time stamp as starting point of the measurements and registers the update rate of
records. In addition, it records a line with the headings of all columns which will be registered
during the run time of the client with following items: clientID, timestamp, receivedbytes_server,
sentbytes_server, receivedbytes_client, and sentbytes_client. The main execution is implemented
within a while loop recording the clientID, the time stamp of record, the absolute number of
received bytes from the server and the client, and the sent bytes from the server and the client.
After the execution, the run method is sent to sleep for the predefined sleep time.

• writeentry(): This method is used in addition to the data gathering with the predefined update
rate. It is responsible to file every single data exchange within a record. Therefore, it opens a
different file (_filepath_all) and stores the same items as within the usual while loop of the run
method: clientID, timestamp, receivedbytes_server, sentbytes_server, receivedbytes_client, and
sentbytes_client. This leads to a step by step log of the client data traffic.

• shutDown(): This method can be called in order to stop the gathering of traffic exchange data. It
sets the run flag of the method to False, and thus, stops the while loop and terminates the execution
of the run method.

These two classes of course must be implemented both into the server and the several clients. On the
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server side, the implementation of the ServerTrafficStatistics class is instantiated directly within the Com-
Server instance, which is created either by the SAMSON console or when executing the ComServer.py
file. The changes are the following:

• Additional import in order to make the statistics code available.

• init(): The constructor is extended with an instantiation of the ServerTrafficStatistics class within
the attribute _trafficstatistics indicating the desired update rate and the file path for the results.

• run(): Within the run method the actual statistics start-up is executed. Nevertheless, before calling
the start method of the _trafficstatistics attribute, the ComServer instance is checked for the ex-
istence of this attribute. This allows commenting the instantiation within the constructor without
any further code adaptions.

• shutDown(): Within the shutDown method the statistics are terminated. As within the run method,
the existence of the _trafficstatistics attribute is checked before calling the shutDown method of
the ServerTrafficStatistics class instance in order to stop gathering data.

Furthermore, the ComServerConnection class must be extended with some add-ons too:

• init(): Within the constructor additional attributes must be defined: _receivedbytes, _sentbytes,
_broadcastedbytes.

• receive(): Here, the _receivedbytes attribute gets incremented byte by byte when receiving the
header and then is incremented with the length of the message’s body.

• send(): Here, the _sentbytes attribute gets incremented by the length of the whole message with
header and body at once.

• broadcast(): Also here, the _broadcastedbytes attribute gets incremented by the length of the
whole message with header and body at once.

On the other hand, the ClientTrafficStatistics class is implemented within the Client class and combines
the implementation on the server side into one class:

• init(): The constructor is extended with a section for the network traffic statistics and instantiates
the ClientTrafficStatistics within the attribute _trafficstatistics. Furthermore, additional attributes
are defined: _receivedbytes_server, _sentbytes_server, _receivedbytes_client, _sentbytes_client.
These attributes take care of incrementing all data exchange between server and client and be-
tween client and actual client environment. In addition, the Blender client implementation needs
a statistics flag (_statisticsflag) in order to enable a single execution of the start-up and shutDown
methods.

• run(): Within the run method the actual statistics start-up is executed. Nevertheless, before calling
the start method of the _trafficstatistics attribute, the Client instance is checked for the existence
of this attribute. This allows the commenting of the instantiation within the constructor without
any further code adaptions. For the implementation within the Blender client, this code segment
must be encapsulated into an if statement checking the _statisticsflag in order to be executed only
once. Once the checks are performed, the start method of the ClientTrafficStatistics is called. For
the Blender implementation this start call is followed by setting the flag to True.

• disconnect(): Within the disconnect method the statistics are terminated. As within the run
method, the existence of the _trafficstatistics attribute is checked before calling the shutDown
method of the ClientTrafficStatistics class instance in order to stop gathering data. The Blender
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implementation is encapsulated within an if statement checking the statistics flag. After the calling
of the shutDown method, this flag is set back to False.

• sendServerMessage(): Here, the _sentbytes_server attribute gets incremented by the length of the
whole message with header and body at once.

• receiveServerMessage(): Here, the _receivedbytes_server attribute gets incremented byte by byte
when receiving the header, and then, incremented with the length of the message’s body.

• sendClientMessage(): This method actually is only implemented within the simulation client
as all other clients are working on the basis of inter-process communication. Here, the _sent-
bytes_client attribute gets incremented by the length of the whole message at once.

• receiveClientMessage(): Also this method is only implemented for the simulation client. The
_receivedbytes_client attribute gets incremented byte by byte when receiving the header and then
incremented with the length of the message’s body.

The writeentry method is only implemented in case a step by step analysis is required. This method would
need to be implemented into the send and receive methods of the clients just after every incrementation
of the statistics attributes. The gathering of real time data into .txt files is delicate since the different
client are running on update rates around 60 Hz. This generates massive amounts of data. Therefore, the
implementation of the writeentry method is omitted and its usage is left to the specialized user.

A.3 Traffic Use Case Methods Details

Table A.3: Purpose and actions content of the different methods integrated into the simulation model of the traffic
case study in order to reproduce realistic behavior.

Method’s Name Content

M_K_Central_1_Exit Exit method related to the crossing station of tram line 3 with origin Seilergraben on the
main intersection of the plaza. Concerning trams of line 3 coming from the Seilergraben.
Method moves content into the station in the middle of the plaza and sets the Boolean variable
Tram_Seilergraben_1, which indicates that the intersection is blocked, to False. Afterwards,
it checks the actual status of the intersection: First, if another tram or bus is on the inter-
section with the same driving direction. If not, it checks for waiting public transportation.
If True, it calls the the method M_Vorfahrt. Else, it resets the counter for passed vehicles
durchgelassene_Fahrzeuge_Central and changes the right of way to the Weinbergstrasse. In
the end, it triggers the cars in the Weinbergstrasse to unfreeze their status and restart their
flow.

M_K_Central_2_Exit Exit method related to the crossing station of bus line 31 with origin Seilergraben on the
main intersection of the plaza. Method moves content into the station in the middle of the
plaza and sets the Boolean variable Bus_Seilergraben to False. Afterwards, it checks the
status of the intersection. In case there are no other public transportation vehicles in the
same direction crossing the intersection, it checks for waiting public transportation vehicles
and calls the M_Vorfahrt method, in case it detects waiting objects. Otherwise, it reacts like
M_K_Central_1_Exit, changes the right of way to the Weinbergstrasse, and reactivates the
traffic flow.

continued on next page
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Table A.3: (Continued)

Method’s Name Content

M_K_Central_3_Exit Exit method is related to the crossing station for all trams with origin Weinbergstrasse. It
checks if the tram is either of line 15 or any other line. In case of a line number 15, it moves
the tram into the specific station (Platzpuffer), while for all other line numbers the object is
moved to the combined station P_Central_Tram_2. After the reposition of the object, the
method resets its Boolean variable to False, in order to signal a freed intersection, and checks
if other trams are crossing in the opposite direction. If not, the method checks if any other
public transport is waiting, which if True would lead to the trigger of the M_Vorfahrt method
to reactivate the trams or buses. Otherwise, the method changes the right of way to the
Limmatquai and reactivates the waiting private traffic vehicles.

M_K_Central_4_Exit This exit method is related to the tram line 3 with origin of the Bahnhofbrücke. The actions
are the same as within M_K_Central_1_Exit as this method is the opposite direction to it.
After checking for public transport on the same route, it checks for other public transport,
and if any was found, it changes the right of way to the Weinbergstrasse and reactivates the
traffic.

M_K_Central_5_Exit This exit method is responsible for all the trams with direction towards the Weinbergstrasse
to move them out of the intersection into the Buffer P_Weinbergstrasse_Tram_2 and is the
counterpart to the exit method M_K_Central_3_Exit. In case there is no traffic crossing in
the same direction as itself, and no other waiting public transport can be detected, the right
of way is changed towards the Limmatquai, and the traffic is reactivated.

M_K_Central_Tram_1_Exit This exit method is related to the crossing station for all trams with direction to the Bahnhof-
brücke. It moves the trams into the drain S_HB_Tram and changes its own Boolean variable
Tram_Central to False.

M_P_Central_Tram_41_Exit This exit method is related to the buffer station in the middle of the plaza for the tram lines
4 and 15. This intersection is not guided by any policeman. In reality the trams just start
moving into the intersection while the private traffic has to yield and thus avoids to block the
tracks. The method first checks if the intersection module is not blocked by another tram, sets
the Boolean variable Tram_Limmatquai to True (shared variable with the opposite direction),
and moves the tram into the crossing module.

M_K_Central_Bus_Exit This exit method is related to the buffer station for the bus line 31 with direction to the Bahn-
hofbrücke. It moves the buses into the drain S_HB_Bus_1 and changes its own Boolean
variable Bus_Central to False. In addition, it checks if there are other public transport ve-
hicles crossing the intersection, and if this is not the case, it changes the right of way to the
Neumühlequai and reactivates both lanes.

M_K_HB_Tram_1_Exit The exit method is related to the crossing module of trams on the intersection of the Bahn-
hofbrücke and the Neumühlequai in direction to the middle of the plaza. The method
checks for the tram line in the module and moves it to the corresponding plaza station:
P_Central_Tram_41 for line 4, P_Central_Tram_3 for line 3, and P_Central_Tram_4 for lines
6, 7, and 10.

M_K_HB_Tram_1_Pull This pull method is related to the place buffer element on the Bahnhofbrücke for all trams.
As it has a limited capacity, newly generated trams might be blocked within the tram sources
and frozen as the maximum capacity of the buffer element is reached. Therefore, the pull
method is triggered automatically when an element is leaving the buffer element, triggers the
tram who’s turn it is, and drags it into the buffer element.

M_K_Limmatquai_Tram_1_Exit This exit method is related to the intersection element for trams traveling towards the Lim-
matquai. It moves the trams into the tram drain on the Limmatquai and triggers all traffic
that is frozen. The start is done with the trams within the stations in the middle of the plaza
which are using the same intersection to leave the plaza, and followed by setting the com-
mon Boolean variable Tram_Limmatquai to False if no trams are on the intersection and
reactivating both lanes of the roundabout.

M_K_Limmatquai_Tram_2_Exit This exit method is related to the intersection element for trams traveling towards the Central
plaza and into their station. Therefore, the method checks for the type of tram and moves it
out of the intersection and into the corresponding station. In the end, it checks for other trams
on the intersection in order to set the common Boolean variable Tram_Limmatquai to False.
Afterwards, both lanes of the private traffic within the roundabout are reactivated.

continued on next page
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Table A.3: (Continued)

Method’s Name Content

M_P_Limmatquai_Tram_1_Pull Pull method with same principle as M_K_HB_Tram_1_Pull. The method is related to the
buffer element P_Limmatquai_Tram_1 and pulls frozen trams into the buffer element which
were generated within the sources but did not pass to the buffer as the capacity was exhausted.

M_P_Limmatquai_Tram_1_Exit The exit method is related to the buffer element in front of the intersection on the Limmatquai
and handles trams with direction to the plaza. The method checks for free space in the station
which is dependant not only on the station itself, but also on other stations which intersect
this tram stations and would impede the tram to fully enter the plaza. This is congruent with
reality as the trams do not cross the intersection unless it is secure, that they won’t block the
private traffic flow unnecessarily. If all conditions are met, the method moves the tram into
the intersection element, not into the station.

M_P_Limmatquai_Autos_5_Pull This pull method is responsible to drag the private traffic into the buffer element once it is
frozen, caused either by the right of way of another road or by an occupied buffer as the
maximum capacity is reached. The method pulls the next element in line into the buffer.

M_P_Limmatquai_Autos_5_Exit This method is used in order to distinguish between buses and private traffic vehicles. As the
buffer module usually uses a percentage list to decide if the traffic is either traveling along
within the roundabout or leaving it towards the Limmatquai and the drain, the bus must be
taken out of this percentage based decision. Therefore, the method checks if the element exit-
ing the module is a bus, and if so, it moves it into the buffer element P_Limmatquai_Autos_9.
Otherwise, the method just reactivates the movement of the object, which will lead to the list
based exiting of the buffer element.

M_P_Limmatquai_Autos_6_Pull This pull method is responsible to drag the private traffic into the buffer element once it is
frozen, caused either by the right of way of another road or by an occupied buffer as the
maximum capacity is reached. The method pulls the next element in line into the buffer.

M_P_Limmatquai_Autos_6_Exit The exit method checks if there is no tram on the track in order to move the vehicle into
the continuation of the roundabout on the Limmatquai side. Furthermore, it checks if the
subsequent buffer P_Limmatquai_Autos_1 has open capacity to store the additional element.
In case the conditions are met, the vehicle is moved.

M_P_Limmatquai_Autos_9_Exit Checks if the intersection on the Limmatquai is not blocked by trams and moves the vehicle
into the next buffer element.

M_P_HB_1 This pull method takes care of dragging frozen vehicles into the lane which can happen,
as there are two sources defined as input to the buffer element: the private traffic source
Q_HB_Autos_1 and the bus source Q_HB_Bus_1.

M_P_PlatzPuffer_Exit This exit method is related to the tram station of line number 15 in the middle of the plaza. It
handles the location change into the intersection towards the Limmatquai. In case the inter-
section element K_Limmatquai_Tram_1 is free, it will set the common Boolean intersection
variable Tram_Limmatquai to True and move the tram into the intersection module.

M_P_Weinbergstrasse_Tram_1_Pull This pull method is responsible to handle the frozen trams within all tram source of the
Weinbergstrasse. This is needed, as multiple sources enter the buffer element and can be
frozen in case the maximum capacity is reached within the buffer.

M_Init The init method is used as input method on all sources. It takes care of adding the attributes
for the origin and the specific line to the objects.

continued on next page
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Table A.3: (Continued)

Method’s Name Content

M_Polizist This method is the overall handling method for all buffers bordering to the intersection of
the Neumühlequai and the Bahnhofbrücke. It takes care of recreate the real behavior of the
traffic during the rush hour. First, it handles the public transport by checking the provenance
of the trams and buses. In case of trams from the Bahnhofbrücke, it checks if the conditions
are set to move the trams into the intersection element. Otherwise, it sets the Boolean waiting
variable Tram_wartet_hb to True. Same procedure is executed for the bus line number 31
leaving the plaza station. In case the conditions to cross the intersection are not met, the
Boolean waiting variable Bus_wartet_central is set to True. In relation to the trams leaving
the central plaza on the other side, the first queueing module is used. In case the intersection
is not able to allow the crossing of the tram towards the Bahnhofbrücke, the name of the
calling object is pushed into the queueing module Warteschlange1, in order to allow the
FIFO principle as the intersection module has multiple stations from where it can take trams
into the intersection. On the other hand, there is the public traffic from the Neumühlequai and
from the booking point H out of the other side of the plaza. In case the caller for crossing the
intersection comes from one of the two Neumühlequai lanes, the method checks if the right
of way is set to the Neumühlequai and the predefined number of vehicles is not reached yet.
In this case the vehicles get passed into the next buffer element. The first vehicle reaching
the maximum of the predefined vehicles changes the right of way to the Central side and
unfrozen waiting vehicles. Afterwards, it checks if there are any trams or buses waiting to
cross the intersection and unfreezes these vehicles too. As a last caller, which needs to be
handled, the method takes care of the vehicles coming from the plaza with driving direction
towards the Bahnhofbrücke. If the conditions to proceed are met, the vehicles get moved over
the intersection towards the drains on the Bahnhofbrücke. The last vehicle of the predefined
amount of vehicles passing within one turn checks if there are no public transport vehicle on
the intersection and changes the right of way to the Neumühlequai.

M_Polizist_Central The method for the main intersection of the Central plaza has the same structure as the method
M_Polizist. First it handles the all the public transport vehicles requesting to cross the inter-
section. Within the second part of the code it handles the right of way for the three routes of
private traffic flowing into the intersection: Limmatquai, Seilergraben, and Weinbergstrasse.
Trams and buses need to be separated for each station with a direct access to the intersection.
Therefore, the checking algorithms must run through each possible provenance and station
in order to find the correct execution code. Once the code was found, the intersection is
checked for the possibility to cross by evaluating the Boolean variables related to the inter-
section. In case the conditions to proceed are met, the vehicle is moved into the requested
direction, while setting the Boolean variable telling that the intersection is occupied by a ve-
hicle traveling into the corresponding direction. In case the vehicle is not able to proceed, it
is pushed into the queueing module Warteschlange. Within the second part of the code, the
private traffic requests to cross the intersection. The code is segregated into the three men-
tioned routes. Vehicles from all routes first check if the proceeding conditions are met. In
case they are, and the maximum amount of vehicles in this turn isn’t reached yet, the car pro-
ceeds to the desired position and increments the vehicle counter. Once the maximum number
is reached, the vehicle requesting to cross the intersection is stopped. Next, the code checks
for trams and buses which are waiting, and calls the method M_Vorfahrt to unblock the cor-
rect vehicle by handling the queueing module. In case there are no waiting public transport
vehicles, the code will change the right of way to the next street counter-clockwise from the
Weinbergstrasse to the Limmatquai, from the Limmatquai to the Seilergraben, and in the end,
from the Seilergraben again to the Weinbergstrasse.

M_Vorfahrt This method is triggered by the M_Polizist method in order to request a reactivation of the
public transport vehicle which is first in line. Therefore, the method pops the first element
out of the queueing module Warteschlange and checks its provenance in traveling direction.
Then, it sets the intersections conditions such that the vehicle can pass the intersection and
the traffic blocking this move is stopped. At the same time, it takes care of changing the right
of way of the private traffic in such a way, that it can flow in parallel which is equal to the
actions of the policemen on the intersection.
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Table A.4: List of all available attributes of goods within Plant Simulation.

Name (English) Name (German) Observable Signature

addObserver fügeBeobachterHinzu

attributeWatchable attributÜberwachbar

BookPnt BuchPkt observable length

BookPntL BuchPktL observable length

BookPntW BuchPktW observable length

BookPos BuchPos length

ChangePathCtrl PfadÄndernSt method

ChannelID KanalID observable string

ChildNo KindNr (integer) : object

Class Klasse object

closeDialog schliesseDialog ([Boolean]) : Boolean

closeImg schliesseBild (Boolean) : Boolean

Collided Aufgefahren observable Boolean

connectAutomatically verbindeAutomatisch Boolean

ConstructorCtrl KonstruktorSt method

ConveyingDirection Förderrichtung observable integer

copyToClipboard kopiereInZwischenablage

create erzeugen (object[,length]) : object

createAttr erzeugeAttr (string,string) : Boolean

createIcon erzeugeBild ([string,integer,integer]) : integer

createObject erzeugeObjekt (object,integer,integer[,string]) : object

CreationTime Erzeugt time

CurrIcon BildName observable string

CurrIconNo BildNr observable integer

CurrIconTransparent BildTransparent Boolean

delete vernichten

deleteAttr vernichteAttr (string) : Boolean

deleteIcon löscheBild (any)

deleteObject vernichteObjekt ([Boolean]) : Boolean

derive ableiten object

Destination Zielort path

DestructorCtrl DestruktorSt method

duplicate duplizieren object

EntryTime Eintrittszeit observable time

existsIcon existiertBild observable (any) : Boolean

extendPath erweiterePfad (string) : object

Finished Austrittsbereit observable Boolean

FinishedTime Fertigzeit time

continued on next page
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Table A.4: (Continued)

Name (English) Name (German) Observable Signature

FrontLocation Bugstandort object

FrontMU BugBE object

FrontPos BugPos length

getAniPoints holeAniPunkte (table)

getAttribute holeAttribut (string[,Boolean]) : any

getAttrName holeAttrName (integer) : string

getAttrNo holeAttrNr (string) : integer

getAttrType holeAttrTyp (integer) : string

getAttrValue holeAttrWert (integer) : any

getBoundingBox holeUmgebendesRechteck (integer,integer,integer,integer)

getIconSize holeBildGröSSe (integer,integer)

getNo id integer

getPixel holePixel (integer,integer) : integer

getRefPoint holeRefPunkt (integer,integer)

getSubAttribute holeSubAttribut (string,string[,Boolean]) : any

getXYWH holeXYWH (integer,integer,integer,integer)

IconAngle BildWinkel real

IconRotation BildDrehung integer

initStat initStat ([Boolean])

insert einsetzen ([any,length]) : Boolean

InternalClassName InternalClassName string

isNameUnique isNameUnique (string) : Boolean

Label Etikett not inherited string

Length Laenge observable length

observable object

Location Standort observable object

maximizeWindow maximizeWindow

MemUsage MemUsage integer

mirrorX spiegelnX

mirrorY spiegelnY

move umlagern ([any,length]) : Boolean

moveAniPoint verschiebeAniPunkt (integer,integer,integer[,integer,. . . ]) : Boolean

moveToFolder verschiebeInOrdner (object) : object

MoveToFolderCtrl InOrdnerVerschiebenSt method

MovingAcceleration Bewegungsbeschl observable acceleration

MovingSpeed Bewegungsgeschw observable speed

MULength BELänge observable length

MUWidth BEBreite observable length

Name Name observable string

num kindId (integer) : object

continued on next page
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Table A.4: (Continued)

Name (English) Name (German) Observable Signature

NumAnimationEvents AnzahlAnimationsereignisse integer

numAttr anzahlAttr integer

NumChildren AnzahlKinder integer

OpenCtrl ÖffnenSt method

openDialog öffneDialog ([Boolean]) : Boolean

openImg oeffneBild

Origin Ursprung object

outIn austrittIn (time)

PermitDeleteCtrl LöschenErlaubtSt method

PlausibilityCtrl PlausibilitätSt method

PositionList Positionsliste table

print drucken ([string])

ProdInProcess ProdInBearbeitung Boolean

ProdOnFailed ProdAufGestoert Boolean

ProdOnPaused ProdAufPausiert Boolean

ProdStatOn ProdStatAn ([Boolean]) : Boolean

ProdWaiting ProdWartend boolean

putAttributeNamesIntoTable setzeAttributNamenInTabelle (table[,Boolean,Boolean,integer])

putIconToClipboard legeBildInZwischenablage (any) : Boolean

RearLocation Heckstandort object

RearMU HeckBE object

RearPos HeckPos length

redraw zeichneNeu

RelabelCtrl UmetikettierenSt method

RemainingProcTime RestBearbeitungszeit time

removeAllObservers entferneAlleBeobachter Boolean

removeObserver entferneBeobachter (string,method) : Boolean

RenameCtrl UmbenennenSt method

replace ersetzen (object)

resetIcon ruecksetzen

RootFolder RootFolder object

RootFrame WurzelNetzwerk object

saveIconToFile sichereBildInDatei (any,string[,string]) : Boolean

SelectCtrl MarkierenSt method

Selected Selektiert observable Boolean

sendMessage sendeNachricht (string,string)

setAniLine setzeAniLinie (integer,integer,integer,integer[,integer,. . . ]) : integer

setAttribute setzeAttribut (string,any)

setAttrType setzeAttrTyp (integer,string) : Boolean

setAttrValue setzeAttrWert (integer,any) : Boolean

continued on next page
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Table A.4: (Continued)

Name (English) Name (German) Observable Signature

setCurrIconFromFile setzeBildAusZwischenablage (any) : Boolean

setIconFromFile setzeBildAusDatei (any,string) : Boolean

setName setzeName (string) : Boolean

setPixel setzePixel (integer,integer,integer)

setRefPoint setzeRefPunkt (integer,integer)

setSubAttribute setzeSubAttribut (string,string,any)

setXYWH setzeXYWH (integer,integer,integer,integer)

statAvgLifeSpan statMittDurchlaufzeit time

statCount statAnzahl integer

statDeleted statVernichtet integer

statFailTimePortion statGestoertzeitAnteil real

statistics Statistik ([any])

statisticsStartProd statistikStartProd time

statPauseTimePortion statPausenzeitAnteil real

statProdFailPortion statProdStoerAnteil real

statProdPausingPortion statProdPausenAnteil real

statProdSetupPortion statProdRuestAnteil real

statProductionTimePortion statProduktionszeitAnteil real

statProdWaitingPortion statProdWarteAnteil real

statProdWorkingPortion statProdArbeitsAnteil real

statSetUpTimePortion statRuestzeitAnteil real

statStorageTimePortion statLagerzeitAnteil real

statStoreFailPortion statLagerStoerAnteil real

statStorePausingPortion statLagerPausenAnteil real

statStoreSetupPortion statLagerRuestAnteil real

statStoreWaitingPortion statLagerWarteAnteil real

statStoreWorkingPortion statLagerArbeitsAnteil real

statTranspFailPortion statTranspStoerAnteil real

statTransportTimePortion statTransportzeitAnteil real

statTranspPausingPortion statTranspPausenAnteil real

statTranspSetupPortion statTranspRuestAnteil real

statTranspWaitingPortion statTranspWarteAnteil real

statTranspWorkingPortion statTranspArbeitsAnteil real

StatusWithIcons ZustandsanzeigeMitBild Boolean

statWaitTimePortion statWartezeitAnteil real

statWorkTimePortion statBearbzeitAnteil real

Stopped Angehalten Boolean

TimeToOutEvent ZeitBisAusereignis time

transfer umsetzen ([any,length]) : Boolean

TransportImp TransportImp False Boolean

continued on next page
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Table A.4: (Continued)

Name (English) Name (German) Observable Signature

turnIcon dreheBild ([real])

typeOf typgleich (object) : Boolean

UnplannedCtrl UngeplanteZeitSt method

update3D update3D (string)

updateDialog aktualisiereDialog Boolean

Waiting Wartend observable Boolean

writeObject sichereBaustein (string[,Boolean]) : Boolean

XPos XPos integer

YPos YPos integer

ZoomX ZoomX observable real

ZoomY ZoomY observable real

ZPos ZPos integer
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